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F licial District Court - Shoshone Count 
ROA Report 
User: MARLA Date: 3/2/2010 
Time: 10:05 AM 
Page 1 of 10 Case: CR-2008-0002473 Current Judge: Fred M. Gibler 
State of Idaho vs. Corey Skii Reid 
Date 
8/13/2008 
8/14/2008 
8/18/2008 
8/19/2008 
8/22/2008 
8/25/2008 
8/26/2008 
Code 
NCRF 
PROS 
AFFD 
OFPC 
WAR I 
STAT 
HRSC 
STAT 
HRSC 
WART 
ARRN 
ORBC 
SORF 
FSAO 
ORPD 
NOAP 
RFD 
SWRT 
SWRT 
SWRT 
HRSC 
vRNF 
KITE 
MOCT 
ORCO 
WTPH 
HRVC 
VRNF 
SRFD 
NCWD 
User 
DEBI 
DEBI 
DEBI 
DEBI 
DEBI 
DEBI 
FLO 
FLO 
FLO 
FLO 
DEBI 
DEBI 
DEBI 
DEB I 
DEB I 
DEB I 
CYNDI 
CYNDI 
CYNDI 
CYNDI 
CYNDI 
FLO 
FLO 
CYNDI 
CYNDI 
CYNDI 
CYNDI 
CYNDI 
CYNDI 
CYNDI 
CYNDI 
CYNDI 
Defendant: Reid, Corey Skii 
New Case Filed - Felony 
Prosecutor assigned Shoshone County 
Prosecutor 
Affidavit of Terry Morgan, Idaho State Police 
Order Finding Probable Cause 
Warrant Issued - Arrest Bond amount: .00 
Defendant: Reid, Corey Skii 
STATUS CHANGED: Inactive 
Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment 08/14/2008 
03:35 PM) 
Judge 
Patrick R. McFadden 
Patrick R. McFadden 
Patrick R. McFadden 
Patrick R. McFadden 
Patrick R. McFadden 
Patrick R. McFadden 
Daniel J McGee 
STATUS CHANGED: Reopened Daniel J McGee 
Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary 08/26/2008 Daniel J McGee 
08:30 AM) 
Notice Of Hearing Daniel J McGee 
Warrant Returned Defendant: Reid, Corey Skii Patrick R. McFadden 
Hearing result for Arraignment held on 
08/14/200803:35 PM: Arraignment! First 
Appearance 
Order Setting Bail & conditions 
Statement Of Rights-first Appearance-felony 
Financial Statement And Order 
Order Appointing Public Defender 
Notice Of Appearance by Jay Sturgell PD 
Request For Discovery 
Search Warrant Returned #358 
Search Warrant Returned #359 
Search Warrant Returned #360 
Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary 09/16/2008 
08:30 AM) 
Notice Of Hearing 
Victims Rights Notification Ft."m 
Shoshone County Jail Inmate Request 
Motion To Continue 
Order To Continue 
Waiver Of Time For Prelim Hear 
Daniel J McGee 
Daniel J McGee 
Daniel J McGee 
Daniel J McGee 
Daniel J McGee 
Daniel J McGee 
Daniel J McGee 
Daniel J McGee 
Daniel J McGee 
Daniel J McGee 
Daniel J McGee 
Daniel J McGee 
Daniel J McGee 
Daniel J McGee 
Daniel J McGee 
Daniel J McGee 
Daniel J McGee 
Hearing result for Preliminary held on 08/26/2008 Patrick R. McFadden 
08:30 AM: Hearing Vacated 
Victims Rights Notification Form 
State's Request For Discovery 
Notice Compliance With Discovery 
1 
Daniel J McGee 
Daniel J McGee 
Daniel J McGee 
F iicial District Court - Shoshone Cou 
ROA Report 
User: MARLA Date: 3/2/2010 
Time: 10:05 AM 
Page 2 of 10 Case: CR-2008-0002473 Current Judge: Fred M. Gibler 
Defendant: Reid, Corey Skii 
State of Idaho vs. Corey Skii Reid 
Date Code User Judge 
8/29/2008 CO NT FLO Continued (Preliminary 09/18/2008 08:30 AM) Daniel J McGee 
FLO Notice Of Hearing Daniel J McGee 
9/4/2008 RESD CYNDI Response To Request For Discoveryldefendant Daniel J McGee 
9/15/2008 WAVP BONNIE Waiver Of Preliminary Hearing Daniel J McGee 
ORHD BONNIE Order Holding Defendant Daniel J McGee 
PHWV BONNIE Hearing result for Preliminary held on 09/18/2008 Daniel J McGee 
08:30 AM: Preliminary Hearing Waived (bound 
Over) 
9/1612008 INFO BONNIE Information Fred M. Gibler 
NTSA BONNIE Notice Time Set For Arraignment Fred M. Gibler 
HRSC BONNIE Hearing Scheduled (Felony Arraignment Fred M. Gibler 
10/14/2008 09:00 AM) 
9/17/2008 SUBR CYNDI Subpoena Returned-svd Micael Beth Trude on Fred M. Gibler 
9/16/08 
10/1/2008 CONT BONNIE Continued (Felony Arraignment 10/14/2008 Fred M. Gibler 
11 :00 AM) To be heard at the Shoshone County 
Jail - Courtroom 
BONNIE Notice Of Hearing Fred M. Gibler 
10/6/2008 NSSC BONNIE Notice Of Substitution Of Counsel - Erik P. Smith Fred M. Gibler 
for Jay Q. Sturgell, P.D. 
10/14/2008 DCHH BONNIE Hearing result for Felony Arraignment held on Fred M. Gibler 
10/14/200811:00AM: District Court Hearing Hel< 
Court Reporter: Byrl Cinnamon 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
To be heard at the Shoshone County Jail -
Courtroom 
PLEA BONNIE A Plea is entered for Charge - NG (/18-4001-1 Fred M. Gibler 
{AB} Murder I - Aiding & Abbetting) 
PLEA BONNIE A Plea is entered for Charge - NG (/18-4001-1 Fred M. Gibler 
{AB} Murder I - Aiding & Abbetting) 
10/16/2008 KITE BONNIE Shoshone County Jail Inmate Request Fred M. Gibler 
10/28/2008 HRSC BONNIE Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference Fred M. Gibler 
12/22/2008 09:00 AM) 
HRSC BONNIE Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 01/12/2009 09:00 Fred M. Gibler 
AM) 5 days, #1 set 
BONNIE Notice Of Pretrial Conference and Trial Fred M. Gibler 
11/17/2008 SUPR MARLA Supplemental Response To Request For Fred M. Gibler 
Discovery 
12/22/2008 DCHH BONNIE Hearing result for Pretrial Conference held on Fred M. Gibler 
12/22/200809:00 AM: District Court Hearing Heh 
Court Reporter: Keri Viere 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
HRVC BONNIE Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 01/12/2009 Fred M. Gibler 
09:00 AM: Hearing V~ted 5 days, #1 set 
Firs licial District Court - Shoshone User: MARLA 
ROA Report 
Date: 3/2/2010 
Time: 10:05 AM 
Page 3 of 10 Case: CR-2008-0002473 Current Judge: Fred M. Gibler 
State of Idaho vs. Corey Skii Reid 
Date 
12/3012008 
1/1212009 
1/13/2009 
1/14/2009 
1/20/2009 
1/21/2009 
1/23/2009 
Code 
HRSC 
HRSC 
MOTN 
SUBR 
SUBR 
HRSC 
SUBR 
SUBR 
NOH 
SUBR 
SUBR 
DCHH 
DCHH 
HRVC 
SUBR 
HRSC 
SUBR 
SUBR 
SUBN 
User 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
Defendant: Reid, Corey Skii 
Judge 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 01/27/200909:00 Fred M. Gibler 
AM) 4 days, #1 set 
Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference 
01/20/200909:00 AM) 
Notice Of Pretrial Conference and Trial 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Motion to Continue Jury Trial (1/27/09-1/30109) Fred M. Gibler 
Subpoena Returned/svd Jon Allen Kienholz on Fred M. Gibler 
1/9/2009 
Subpoena Returned/svd David Edward Kale on Fred M. Gibler 
1/9/2009 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 01/20/2009 09:00 Fred M. Gibler 
AM) Motion to Continue 1/27/09 Jury Trial 
Subpoena Returned/svd Lisa Francine Hill on 
1/12/2009 
Fred M. Gibler 
Subpoena Returned Isvd Corey L. Thompson on Fred M. Gibler 
1/12/2009 
Notice Of Hearing (Pit's Motion to Continue Jury Fred M. Gibler 
Trial) 
Subpoena Returnedl svd Wayne Emanuel Barrett Fred M. Gibler 
on 1/14/2009 
Subpoena Returned/svd Christan Elizabeth Purtill Fred M. Gibler 
on 1/13/2009 
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference held on Fred M. Gibler 
01/20/200909:00 AM: District Court Hearing He/< 
Court Reporter: Byrl Cinnamon 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
Hearing result for Motion held on 01/20/2009 Fred M. Gibler 
09:00 AM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Byrl Cinnamon 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
Motion to Continue 1/27109 Jury Trial 
Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 01/27/2009 Fred M. Gibler 
09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 4 days, #1 set 
Subpoena Returned/svd Virgil Alan Tesky, Jr on Fred M. Gibler 
1/16/2009 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 03/09/200909:00 Fred M. Gibler 
AM) 5 days, #1 Set 
Notice Of Trial 
Subpoena Returned - served Ronald Wayne 
Rollins, Jr. on 1/2012009 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Subpoena Returnedl svd Jeremy Michael Groves Fred M. Gibler 
on 1/20/2009 
Subpoena Returned- Not Served - Micael 8eth Fred M. Gibler 
Trude r;) 
... J 
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Defendant: Reid, Corey Skii 
State of Idaho vs. Corey Skii Reid 
Date Code User Judge 
1/27/2009 SUBR BONNIE Subpoena Returned-Amended (correcting caption Fred M. Gibler 
name from Ronald Rollins to Corey Skii Reid 
INFO BONNIE AMENDED Information (correcting languageladd Fred M. Gibler 
18-4003(a) to Counts 1 & 2 and deleting the word 
"felony" 
1/29/2009 FLO Notice Of Hearing Fred M. Gibler 
1/30/2009 SUBR BONNIE Subpoena Returned/svd David Edward Kale on Fred M. Gibler 
1/30/2009 
SUBR BONNIE Subpoena Returned/svd Corey L. Thompson on Fred M. Gibler 
1/29/2009 
MOTN BONNIE Motion for Preparation of Transcripts Fred M. Gibler 
MOTN BONNIE Motion to Compel Discovery Responses Fred M. Gibler 
MOTN BONNIE Motion to Compel Discovery Responses Fred M. Gibler 
RRFD BONNIE Defs Response to State's Request For Discovery Fred M. Gibler 
MOTN BONNIE Motion for Investigative Funds and Co-Counsel Fred M. Gibler 
WITN BONNIE State's Witness List Fred M. Gibler 
2/212009 SUBR BONNIE Subpoena Returned/svd Jon Allen Kienholz, Jr on Fred M. Gibler 
1/30/2009 
SUBR BONNIE Subpoena Returned/svd Lisa Francine Hill on Fred M. Gibler 
2/1/2009 
SUBR BONNIE Subpoena Returned/svd Wayne Emanuel Barrett Fred M. Gibler 
on 2/1/2009 
SUBR BONNIE Subpoena Returned/svd Daryl Lee Bewick on Fred M. Gibler 
2/1/2009 
SUBR BONNIE Subpoena Returned/svd Virgil Alan Tesky, Jr. on Fred M. Gibler 
2/1/2009 
2/3/2009 HRSC BONNIE Hearing Scheduled (Motion 02/09/2009 09:00 Fred M. Gibler 
AM) Mtns: for Investigative Funds; to Compel; for 
Preparation of Transcripts 
NOH BONNIE Notice Of Hearing (Motions for 2/9/09) Fred M. Gibler 
2/4/2009 PLJI BONNIE Plaintiffs Requested Jury InstructionsNerdicts Fred M. Gibler 
MOTN BONNIE Pltfs Response to Motion to Compel Fred M. Gibler 
MOTN BONNIE Pltfs Response to Motion For Investigative Funds Fred M. Gibler 
and Co-Counsel 
SUBR BONNIE Subpoena Returned/svd Jeremy Michael Groves Fred M. Gibler 
on 2/3/09 
MISC BONNIE Plaintiffs Response to Motion For Preparation of Fred M. Gibler 
Transcripts 
2/9/2009 SUBR BONNIE Subpoena Returned/svd Christan Elizabeth Purtill Fred M. Gibler 
on 2/6/09 
SUBN BONNIE Subpoena Returned- Not Served - Hiram Wayne Fred M. Gibler 
Wilson 
SUBR BONNIE Subpoena Returned/svd 4?nald Wayne Rollins, Fred M. Gibler 
Jr., on 2/6/09 
Date: 3/2/2010 Fi icial District Court - Shoshone Coun User: MARLA 
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Page 5 of 10 Case: CR-2008-0002473 Current Judge: Fred M. Gibler 
Defendant: Reid, Corey Skii 
State of Idaho vs. Corey Skii Reid 
Date Code User Judge 
2/9/2009 DCHH BONNIE Hearing result for Motion held on 02/09/2009 Fred M. Gibler 
09:00 AM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Byrl Cinnamon 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
Mtns: for Investigative Funds; to Compel; for 
Preparation of Transcripts 
2/1012009 SUBR BONNIE Subpoena Returned/svd Jon Allenn Kienholz, Jr Fred M. Gibler 
on 2/9/09 
RFD BONNIE Supplemental Request For Discovery (by Erik Fred M. Gibler 
Smith) 
2/11/2009 ORDR BONNIE Order Denying Motions Fred M. Gibler 
ORDR BONNIE Order for Investigative Funds (up to $3,000) Fred M. Gibler 
SUBR BONNIE Subpoena Returned/svd Micael Beth Trude on Fred M. Gibler 
2/10/2009 
SUBR BONNIE Subpoena Returned/svd Micael Beth Trude on Fred M. Gibler 
2/10/2009 
2/12/2009 SUBR BONNIE Subpoena Returned/svd Christan Elizabeth Purtill Fred M. Gibler 
on 2/11/09 
SUBR BONNIE Subpoena Returned/served Erin Leilani Bartley on Fred M. Gibler 
2/11/09 
SUBR BONNIE Subpoena Returned/svd Layla Michelle Cucullu Fred M. Gibler 
on 2/11/09 
2/17/2009 SUBR BONNIE Subpoena Returned/svd Cody Del Rose on Fred M. Gibler 
2/13/2009 
SUBR BONNIE Subpoena Returned/svd Braecyn Cliften Wood on Fred M. Gibler 
2/16/09 
SUBR BONNIE Subpoena Returnedl svd Daryl Lee Bewick, Jr., Fred M. Gibler 
on 2/13/2009 
2/23/2009 NOTC BONNIE Notice of Intent to Use Evidence of Other Bad Fred M. Gibler 
Acts Pursuant to IRE 404(b) 
MOTN BONNIE Motion in Limine, Notice of Hearing Fred M. Gibler 
HRSC BONNIE Hearing Scheduled (Motion in Limine Fred M. Gibler 
03/09/2009 09:00 AM) 
2/2512009 MOTN BONNIE Motion to Quash Subpoena (filed by James Fred M. Gibler 
McMillan) 
NOH BONNIE Notice Of Hearing Fred M. Gibler 
HRSC BONNIE Hearing Scheduled (Motion 03/09/2009 09:00 Fred M. Gibler 
AM) Mr. McMillan's Motion to Quash Subpoena 
NOTC BONNIE Notice of Compliance Fred M. Gibler 
2/2612009 SUBR BONNIE Subpoena Returned/svd Wayne Emanuel Barrett Fred M. Gibler 
on 2/20/2009 
3/212009 MOTN BONNIE Motion to Continue Trial and Notice of Hearing Fred M. Gibler 
WAIV BONNIE Waiver Of Speedy Trial Fred M. Gibler 
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Case: CR-2008-0002473 Current Judge: Fred M. Gibler 
Defendant: Reid, Corey Skii 
User: MARLA 
State of Idaho vs. Corey Skii Reid 
Date 
3/2/2009 
3/4/2009 
3/5/2009 
3/6/2009 
3/9/2009 
3/11/2009 
3/13/2009 
3/17/2009 
3/25/2009 
Code 
HRSC 
DCHH 
HRVC 
HRVC 
ORDR 
HRSC 
MOTN 
HRSC 
SUBR 
SUBR 
SUBR 
SUBR 
NOTC 
HRVC 
SUBR 
SUBR 
SUBR 
SUBR 
SUBR 
SUBR 
SUBR 
SUBR 
User 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
MARLA 
Judge 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 03/04/2009 11: 15 Fred M. Gibler 
AM) Defs Motion to Continue Trial 
Hearing result for Motion held on 03/04/2009 Fred M. Gibler 
11 :15 AM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Digital System 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
Defs Motion to Continue Trial 
Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 03/09/2009 Fred M. Gibler 
09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 5 days, #1 Set 
Hearing result for Motion in Limine held on 
03/09/2009 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 
Fred M. Gibler 
Order to Continue Jury Trial (3/9109) Fred M. Gibler 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 05/11/200909:00 Fred M. Gibler 
AM) 8 days 
Notice Of Jury Trial Fred M. Gibler 
Motion in Limine and Amended Notice of Hearing Fred M. Gibler 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion in Limine Fred M. Gibler 
04/20/200909:00 AM) 
Subpoena Returned/svd Ronald Wayne Rollins, Fred M. Gibler 
Jr., on 3/6/09 
Subpoena Returned/svd David Edward Kale on Fred M. Gibler 
3/6/09 
Subpoena Returned/svd Corey L. Thompson on Fred M. Gibler 
3/6/09 
Subpoena Returned/svd Jeremy Michael Groves Fred M. Gibler 
on 3/6/09 
Notice of Vacature of Hearing on Motion to Quash Fred M. Gibler 
Hearing result for Motion held on 03/09/2009 Fred M. Gibler 
09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated Mr. McMillan's 
Motion to Quash Subpoena 
Subpoena Returned Isvd Virgil Alan Tesky, Jr., on Fred M. Gibler 
3/6/09 
Subpoena Returned/svd Daryl Lee Bewick on Fred M. Gibler 
3/6/09 
Subpoena Returned/svd Jon Allen Kienholz Jr., Fred M. Gibler 
on 3/6/09 
Subpoena Returned/svd Micael Beth Trude on 
3/10109 
Subpoena Returned/svd Lisa Francine Hill on 
3/10109 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Subpoena Returned/svd Christan Elizabeth Purtill Fred M. Gibler 
on 3/11/09 
Subpoena Returned/svd Wayne Emanuel Barrett Fred M. Gibler 
on 3/16/09 fj 
Subpoena Returned-svd Roger Howard on 3-6-09 Fred M. Gibler 
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Defendant: Reid, Corey Skii 
State of Idaho vs. Corey Skii Reid 
Date Code User Judge 
4/15/2009 SUPI MARLA Subpoenas Issued-to Christan Purtill, Cody Rose, Fred M. Gibler 
Daryl Bewick, Erin Bartley, Hiram Wilson, Wayne 
Barrett, Braecyn Wood, Layla Cucullu, Jon 
Kienholz and Micael Trude 
MOTN BONNIE Defs Motion in Limine Fred M. Gibler 
NOH BONNIE Notice Of Hearing Fred M. Gibler 
HRSC BONNIE Hearing Scheduled (Motion in Limine Fred M. Gibler 
04/20/2009 09:00 AM) Defs Motion 
4/2012009 SUBR MARLA Subpoena Returned-svd Layla Cucullu on Fred M. Gibler 
4-17-09 
SUBR MARLA Subpoena Returned-svd Wayne Barrett on Fred M. Gibler 
4-16-09 
SUBR MARLA Subpoena Returned-svd Daryl Bewick on 4-18-09 Fred M. Gibler 
SUBR MARLA Subpoena Returned-svd Jon Kienholz on 4-16-09 Fred M. Gibler 
SUBR MARLA Subpoena Returned-svd Micael Trude on 4-16-09 Fred M. Gibler 
CONT BONNIE Hearing result for Motion in Limine held on Fred M. Gibler 
04/20/200909:00 AM: Continued Defs Motion 
CONT BONNIE Hearing result for Motion in Limine held on Fred M. Gibler 
04/20/200909:00 AM: Continued State's Motion 
4/2112009 SUBR BONNIE Subpoena Returned/svd Christan Elizabeth Purtill Fred M. Gibler 
on 4/20109 
4/22/2009 HRSC BONNIE Hearing Scheduled (Motion in Limine Fred M. Gibler 
04/23/2009 11 :00 AM) State's/Defense Motions 
in Limine 
BONNIE Notice Of Hearing Fred M. Gibler 
MEMO BONNIE Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Fred M. Gibler 
Opposition of Defs Motion in Limine 
MEMO BONNIE Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Support Fred M. Gibler 
of State's Motion in Limine 
4/23/2009 SUBN BONNIE Subpoena Returned- Not Served (Cody Del Fred M. Gibler 
Rose) 
SUBR BONNIE Subpoena Returned 1 svd Erin Leilani Bartley on Fred M. Gibler 
4/22/09 
DCHH BONNIE Hearing result for Motion in Limine held on Fred M. Gibler 
04/23/2009 11 :00 AM: District Court Hearing He/< 
Court Reporter: Byrl Cinnamon 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
State's/Defense Motions in Limine 
4/24/2009 SUBR BONNIE Subpoena Returnedl svd Braecyn Cliften Wood Fred M. Gibler 
on 4/23/09 
4/28/2009 ORDR BONNIE Order Denying Plaintiff's Motion in Limine in Part Fred M. Gibler 
5/112009 MOTN BONNIE Motion in Limine, Notice of Hearing (5/5/09) Fred M. Gibler 
MOTN BONNIE Motion in Linine, Notice of Hearing (5/11/09) Fred M. Gibler 
MEMO BONNIE Trial Memorandum R, I.R.E. 801 (Hearsay) Fred M. Gibler 
Date: 3/2/2010 
Time: 10:05 AM 
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State of Idaho vs. Corey Skii Reid 
Date 
5/4/2009 
5/5/2009 
5/6/2009 
5/7/2009 
5/11/2009 
5/12/2009 
5/15/2009 
5/18/2009 
5/19/2009 
5/29/2009 
Code 
HRSC 
HRSC 
RRFD 
DCHH 
DCHH 
ORDR 
WITN 
DFJI 
RRFD 
NOTC 
SUBR 
PLJI 
MISC 
SUBR 
MISC 
MOTN 
MOTN 
DCHH 
VERD 
PLJI 
MISC 
MISC 
User 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
MARLA 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
Judge 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion in Limine Fred M. Gibler 
05/05/2009 01 :00 PM) (Mtn was set for 10:00 am, 
but now moved to 1 :OOpm) 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion in Limine 
05/11/200909:00 AM) 
Fred M. Gibler 
Defs Supplemental Response to State's Request Fred M. Gibler 
For Discovery 
Hearing result for Motion in Limine held on Fred M. Gibler 
05/11/200909:00 AM: District Court Hearing Helt 
Court Reporter: digital system 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
Hearing result for Motion in Limine held on Fred M. Gibler 
05/05/2009 01 :00 PM: District Court Hearing Helt 
Court Reporter: Byr/ Cinnamon 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
Order Granting Pltfs Motion in Limine in Part Fred M. Gibler 
State's Supplemental Witness List 
Defendants Requested Jury Instructions 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Defs Second Supplemental Response to State's Fred M. Gibler 
Request For Discovery 
Notice of Undisputed Facts Fred M. Gibler 
Subpoena Returned 1 svd Daryl Lee Bewick Jr on Fred M. Gibler 
5/6/09 
Plaintiffs Requested Jury Instructions and Verdict Fred M. Gibler 
Objection to Defs Notice of undisputed Facts Fred M. Gibler 
Subpoena Returned-svd Lonnie Duce on 5-8-09 Fred M. Gibler 
Request For Cameras in the Courtroom Fred M. Gibler 
Motion for Protective Order of the Testimony of Fred M. Gibler 
Hiram Wayne Wilson 
Motion for Judgment of Acquittal Fred M. Gibler 
Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 05/11/2009 Fred M. Gibler 
09:00 AM: Distnct Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Byrl Reporter 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 800 pages 
Trial concluded 5/18/09 
Verdict Form - Def found guilty of Aiding and 
Abetting Murder in the 1st Degree, two counts 
Fred M. Gibler 
Plaintiffs Revised Requested Jury Instructions Fred M. Gibler 
Court Reporter's Estimated Cost of Transcript - Fred M. Gibler 
$1,850.00; complete transcript $2,425.00 
Court Reporter's Estimated Cost of Transcript - Fred M. Gibler 
$1,850; complete $2,42~ 
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State of Idaho vs. Corey Skii Reid 
Date 
6/1/2009 
6/3/2009 
6/8/2009 
6/9/2009 
6/16/2009 
7/13/2009 
7/29/2009 
8/412009 
8/5/2009 
8/12/2009 
8/19/2009 
Code 
HRSC 
MOTN 
NOH 
HRSC 
DCHH 
HRVC 
HRSC 
ORDR 
SUBR 
MOTN 
HRSC 
MOTN 
ORDR 
MOTN 
ORDR 
ORDR 
HRVC 
HRVC 
HRSC 
MISC 
User 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
BONNIE 
Defendant: Reid, Corey Skii 
Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 06/15/2009 
09:00 AM) 
Judge 
Fred M. Gibler 
Motion for Evaluation Funds and to Continue Fred M. Gibler 
Sentencing 
Notice Of Hearing Fred M. Gibler 
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled Fred M. Gibler 
06/08/2009 09:00 AM) D's Motion for Eval Funds 
and to Continue Sentencing 
Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on Fred M. Gibler 
06/08/2009 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing Hel< 
Court Reporter: Byrl Cinnamon 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
D's Motion for Eval Funds and to Continue 
Sentencing 
Hearing result for Sentencing held on 06/15/2009 Fred M. Gibler 
09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 
Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 08/10/2009 Fred M. Gibler 
09:00 AM) 
Notice Of Hearing 
Order for Substance Abuse and Mental Health 
Eval Pursuant to IC 19-2524 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Subpoena Returned I svd Ronald Wayne Rollins Fred M. Gibler 
Jr on 7/13/09 
Motion to Continue Sentencing and Notice of Fred M. Gibler 
Hearing 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 08/10/200909:00 Fred M. Gibler 
AM) Defense Motn to Continue Sentencing 
Motion for Transport Fred M. Gibler 
Order for Transport (to Alliance Family Services - Fred M. Gibler 
eval) 
Motion for Transport Fred M. Gibler 
Order for Transport (to Alliance Family Services Fred M. Gibler 
on 8/13109) 
Order to Continue Sentencing - 8/10109 Fred M. Gibler 
Hearing result for Sentencing held on 08/10/2009 Fred M. Gibler 
09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 
Hearing result for Motion held on 08/10/2009 Fred M. Gibler 
09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated Defense Motn to 
Continue Sentencing 
Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 09/24/2009 Fred M. Gibler 
01:00 PM) 
Notice Of Hearing Fred M. Gibler 
Eval from Alliance Family Services Fred M. Gibler 
9 Document sealed 
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State of Idaho vs. Corey Skii Reid 
Date Code User Judge 
8/29/2009 PSR BONNIE Presentence Report (transferred from Case File Fred M. Gibler 
CR-09-1396) 
9/10/2009 SUBN BONNIE Subpoena Returned- Not Served (Ronald Wayne Fred M. Gibler 
Rollins Jr) 
9/15/2009 KITE BONNIE Shoshone County Jail Inmate Request Fred M. Gibler 
9/22/2009 MISC BONNIE Defendant's Exhibits for Sentencing Fred M. Gibler 
Document sealed 
9/24/2009 MISC BONNIE Submission of Documentation in Support of Fred M. Gibler 
State's Sentencing Recommendation 
DCHH BONNIE Hearing result for Sentencing held on 09/24/2009 Fred M. Gibler 
01 :00 PM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Byrl Cinnamon 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 45 pages 
CAGP BONNIE Court Accepts Guilty Plea (118-4001-1 {AB} Fred M. Gibler 
Murder I - Aiding & Abbetting) - Counts 1 and 2 
FOGT BONNIE Found Guilty After Trial Fred M. Gibler 
SNIC BONNIE Sentenced To Incarceration (118-4001-1 {AB} Fred M. Gibler 
Murder I - Aiding & Abbetting) Confinement 
terms: Credited time: 410 days. Penitentiary 
determinate: 30 years to Life. Counts 1 and 2 
OTST BONNIE Other Sentencing Information: (118-4001-1 {AB} Fred M. Gibler 
Murder I - Aiding & Abbetting) Counts 1 and 2 
runs Concurrent 
STAT BONNIE STATUS CHANGED: closed pending clerk action Fred M. Gibler 
JDMT BONNIE Judgment and Sentence Fred M. Gibler 
10/26/2009 APSC MARLA Appealed To The Supreme Court-Notice of Fred M. Gibler 
Appeal 
MOTN MARLA Motion for Appointment of State Appellate PO Fred M. Gibler 
MOTN MARLA Motion Pursuant to Rule 35 Fred M. Gibler 
11/23/2009 ORDR MARLA Order (from Supreme Court) granting Court Fred M. Gibler 
Reporter's Motion for Extension of Time 
2/8/2010 MISC BONNIE Request For Payment by Byrl Cinnamon - for Fred M. Gibler 
Appeal Transcript - Amount $2,577.25 
TRAN MARLA Transcript Filed-Reporter's Transcript on Appeal Fred M. Gibler 
NOTC MARLA Notice of Transcript Lodged Fred M. Gibler 
2/11/2010 ORDR BONNIE Order for Appointment of State Appellate Public Fred M. Gibler 
Defender 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
I 
STATE OF IDAHO, I No. CR-2008-
Plaintiff, I 
V.s. I 
I COMPLAINT - Criminal 
I COREY SKII REID 
DOB
Addr 25 
Kellogg, ID 83837 
I 
I 
I 
Viol of I.e. 18-4001,18-204, Aiding 
and Abetting Murder a Felony, 
Counts One and Two 
ST ATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Shoshone ) 
Defendant. I 
I 
PERSONALLY APPEARED Before me this ------'--"'-- day of August 2008, Michael F. 
Peacock, Prosecuting Attorney, who, being duly sworn, complains and says: 
COUNT ONE 
That the Defendant, Corey Skii Reid, on or about the 4th day of August, 2008, in the 
County of Shoshone, Starl~ ofIdaho, did aid and abet another, Jon Allen Kienholz . r., 
who wilfully, unlawfully, deliberately, with premeditation and with malice, did kill 
and murder Neil Howard, a human being, by discussing and assisting in planning of 
the murder, encouraging Jon Allen Kienholz to commit the murder and being present 
when the murder was committed. 
1. COMPLAINT--CRIMINAL 
11 
dm:08: J 3:08 
COUNT TWO 
That the Defendant, Corey Skii Reid, on or about the 4th day of August, 2008, in the 
County of Shoshone, State of Idaho, did aid and abet another, namely, Jon Allen 
Kienholz Jr., who wilfully, unlawfully, deliberately, with premeditation and with 
malice, did kill and murder Cynthia A. Bewick, a human being, by discussing and 
assisting in planning of the murder, encouraging Jon Allen Kienholz to commit the 
murder and being present at the murder. 
All of which is contrary to the fonn ofthe statute in such case made and provided and against 
the peace and dignity of the State ofIdaho. 
Said complainant therefore prays that a Warrant may be issued for the arrest of said Corey 
Skii Reid and that he may be dealt with according to law or if defendant has been arrested without 
a warrant, that he be detained, and that he be required to post bailJ}rjor to being released. 
/' ,/ ~/ 
"'";:/ /' J/ sf ~ I///L-~./'~/ 
/ • /.-" /p' 
,,!/ , 
MICHAEL F. PEACOCK 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this day of Augsut, 2008. 
2. COMPLAINT--CRIMINAL 
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MICHAEL F. PEACOCK, Prosecuting Attomey 
MARIAH R. PUGH, Deputy Prosecuting Attomey 
700 Bank Street, Suite 200 
Wallace, Idaho 83873 
Phone: (208) 752-1106 
Fax:(208) 753-8351 
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.J\./' .... 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
STATE OF IDAHO, I No. CR-2008-
Plaintiff, I 
I 
V.s. I ORDER FINDING PROBABLE 
COREY SKU REID, 
I CAUSE 
I 
Defendant. I 
I 
I 
The above-named defendant having been charged with Violation ofI.C. 18-4001 ,18-204, 
Aiding and Abetting Murder, a Felony, Counts One and Two, and the COLlli having examined the 
affidavit of Teny Morgan, Idaho State Police, finds probable cause, based on substantial 
evidence for believing that said offense has been committed and that the said defendant 
committed it. 
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that a Wanant may be issued for the anest of the above-
named defendant, or, if the defendant has been arrested without a Warrant, that the defendant 
may be detained, and ~at he may be required to post bail prior to being released. 
'J r i 
Dated this ~ day of August, 2008. 
1. ORDER FINDING PROBABLE CAUSE 
dml!X:i J:IJX 
r 
A)U 
r-
AFFIDAVIT OF TERRY MORGAN, IDAHO STATE POLICE 
1. I am an investigator with the Idaho State Police. 13 11 20 
2. I am the lead investigator in the matter of the deaths of Neal HOWqJ~,LI;ndCynthia A. Bewick. 
3. In the morning hours of August 8, 2008 the bodies of two per~Uaterj~Ie!J-tifi~o as Neal 
Howard and Cynthia Bewick were discovered over the road !Dank on a side road near;the,fop 
Dobson Pass near Wallace in Shoshone county --- [) E -·~-~ .... --... !c..,J;b-::a<~_/ 
4. Examination of the bodies revealed that they had died of gunshot wounds. I saw the gunshot 
wounds. 
5. Investigation lead to interview of Corey Reid, Christan E. Purtill, Hiram Wilson and Jon Allen 
Kienholtz among others. 
6. After being given his Miranda wamings, Jon Allen Kienholtz confessed to planning the 
shooting the two decedents; killing them and disposing of their bodies by dragging and/or 
throwing them over the side of a road bank where they were found and where I saw them. 
7. In his statement, Jon Allen Kienholtz also revealed that Hiram Wilson, Corey Reid and he 
discussed and planned the shootings and after the shootings he, Hiram Wilson and Corey Reid 
disposed of the bodies by dragging and/or throwing them over the edge of the road bank and 
disposed of other items of personal property by throwing them over the road bank and down the 
hill. 
8. After being given his Miranda warnings, Corey Reid confessed to being present when the 
shooting was discussed and planned; being present when the shooting took place; and to 
witnessing the bodies being moved and concealed and to disposal of items of personal property 
by throwing them over the road bank and down the hill. 
9. After being given her Miranda warnings, Christan E. Purtill confessed that Jon Allen 
Kienholtz described the murders of Neal Howard and Cynthia Bewick, committed by him, to her 
in great detail while riding in a car with Jon Allen Kienholtz, Corey ReId, Hiram Wilson and 
another person a few hours after the murders. In addition Christan E. Purtill admitted she knew 
that the murder weapon was in the trunk of the car in which she was riding; that she felt the 
weapon through a cloth in which the gun was wrapped and saw the weapon a 22 caliber RG 6 
shot single action revolver. Christan E. Purtill admitted she wilfully withheld and concealed the 
information she had regarding the murders from police officers. 
10. After being given his Miranda warnings Hiram Wilson made a statement in which he 
confessed to being present and participating in the discussion and planning of the murders of 
Neal Howard and Cynthia Bewick and helping disposing of the bodies of Neal Howard and 
Cynthia Bewick by dragging and/or throwing them over the edge of the road bank and disposed 
of other items of personal property by throwing it over the bank or down the hill. 
Dated this U day of August, 2008 
Subscribed and sworn to before me a notary public for the state of Idaho 
14 
this /0 fay of August, 2008. 
,>,\ 
~.::.. 
: 7 i:~ 
kid 
Notary Public for the State of Idaho 
Residing therein at: ~ T 
Notary Expires 1/ ) I ) &) tJJ 
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IN THE DIS 
STA 
CASE # CR-2008-0002473 
Judge _Daniel J McGee 
ST A TE OF IDAHO 
VS 
COREY SKU REID 
JURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DIST 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY 
MAGISTRA TE DIVISION 
COURT MINUTES 
, COURT OF THE 
HONE 
DATE 8/14/2008 TIME 03:35 PM 
TAPE#_~ __ ~ __ _ STAR T # --'-''''-'-__ _ 
Prosecu ting Attorney _--=S.:.:.h.::.os:::.!h:..:.;o::::.:n~e:...C:::.o.::.u:.;n:..:.;t"-Ly..:..P..:..r.::.os::::.:e::.::c::.::u:..::;to::::.:r~'_~ _--.....;.l..:.-~~ 
Attorney for Defendant ___ _ 
Hearing Type Arraignment 
CHARGE: 118-4001-1 AB, Murder 1- Aiding & Abbetting 
AMENDED: 
RIG HTSIPENAL TIES __ APPEARED IN PERSON WAIVE ATTORNEY 
FAILED TO APPEAR 
__ PLEAD GUILTY 
PLEAD NOT GUILTY 
WITHHELD 
WARRANT ISSUED 
ACCEPT PLEA 
APPOINT PD 
DISMISSED 
__ Ifunder 18 years old, parent agrees with plea 
BOND SET ~~ 
ALFORD PLEA 
RELEASE O.R. 
__ FORFEIT PREVIOUS BOND 
FINES ____________ COSTS$. ___________ 'SUSPENDED$ ______ _ 
TO BE PAID BY _______ Pay $ _________ per month, to begiu __________ _ 
CS/SLP _________ COMPLETE BY _______ _ SETUP FEE$ _______ INS FEE $ ______ _ 
.JAIL, ________________ SUSPENDED ______________ CREDIT ___________ _ 
TURN INDATE/TIME ________ _ FT A ADDITIONAL DAYS ______ TOTAL _______ _ 
DRIVING PRIVILEGES SUSPENDED ___________ COMMENCING _______ _ 
TEMP PRIV COMMENCING ___________ _ 
SUPERVISED PROBATION UNSUPERVISED PROBATION 
EV ALVA TION BY _____________________ TREATMENT PROGRAM _______________ _ 
RESTITUTION 
OTHER:~~~~ _____ ~~ ____ _ 
Deputy Clerl{ 
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CASE # CR-2008-0002473 
Judge Daniel J McGee 
ST ATE OF IDAHO 
VS 
COREY SKII REID 
JURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DIST 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY 
MAGISTRA TE DIVISION 
COURT MINUTES 
DATE 8/14/2008 TIME 03:35 PM 
TAPE# __ ~~ __ ~_ START # __ ~~ __ _ 
Prosecuting Attorney _~S:!.!h~os~h:.!.!o:!.!n.!.!:e~C~o~u~n:.!.!t:.1.y..!.P..!.r~os~e::.!c:.!:u~to:!.!r~ __ ~ 
Attorney for Defendant ___ _ 
Hearing Type Arraignment 
CHARGE: 118·4001·1 AB, Murder I - Aiding & Abbetting 
AMENDED: 
RIG HTSfPENAL TIES APPEARED IN PERSON WAIVE ATTORNEY 
FAILED TO APPEAR WARRANT ISSUED BOND SET 
PLEAD GUILTY ACCEPT PLEA ALFORD PLEA 
PLEAD NOT GUlL TY APPOINT PD RELEASE O.R. 
WITHHELD DISMISSED FORFEIT PREVIOUS BOND 
__ Ifunder 18 years old, parent agrees with plea 
FINE$ ________________ COSTS$ ________________ SUSPENDED$ ____________ __ 
TO BE PAID BY _____________ Pay $ _____________ per month, to begin ____________ _ 
CS/SLP ____________ COMPLETE BY ____________ _ SETUPFEES ________ INSFEES __________ _ 
JAIL ___________________ SUSPENDED _______________ CREDIT ______________ _ 
TURN IN DATE/TIME ________________ _ FTA ADDITIONAL DAYS ___________ TOTAL ___________ _ 
DRIVING PRIVILEGES SUSPENDED _____________________ COMMENCING ________ _ 
TEMP PRIV COMMENCING ___________________ __ 
SUPERVISED PROBATION __ UNSUPERVISED PROBATION 
EV ALVA TION BY _____________ TREATMENT PROGRAM ____________________ _ 
RESTITUTION 
OTHER: 
17 
Deputy Clerl{ 
STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF SHOSHONI;: " 
FILED y/ / ,./,'rY·/ /// ; ; j " 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff CASENO.CR-~~·I~I~ __ ~.~'~_'~ .~ __ _ 
v. ORDER SETTING BAIL 
and 
/1 ( ; I{ CONDITIONS 
Defendant 
The above case having come before the Court on the below date and the Court having 
considered the factors in r.C.R. 46, Now Therefore, 
ry~Is H.Ef~EBY OR9. EI?}bat bail be set in the amount of 
t)C~(Y (I' U!J ht ~/fo11owing are established as the conditions of release: 
THE DEFENDANT SHALL: 
I. Commit no new criminal offenses (i.e. no offenses greater than an infraction); 
PC finding is sufficicnt; 
Sign waiver of extradition and file with the Court; 
Make all court appearances timely; 
Maintain regular contact with defense counsel; 
Immediately notify the Court and defense counsel of any change of address; 
Not consume alcohol or controlled substances: Not be present in any bar or tavern. 
7. Not drive, operate or be in physical control of a motor vchicle without a valid license and 
1I1surance; 
Ii. Obtain a Substance Abuse/Batterer's Evaluation from an approved evaluator by: _____ _ 
9. Submit to urinalysis testing on a daily, weekly as directed by Misdemeanor Probation. 
Defendant is required to pay for any testing. 
10. Other: 
Defendant has agreed to these conditions in open court. 
"c /~. 
Copies To:. rsrOriginal - Court File 
1(rhil 
[:81 Defendant 
! 
j 
. ' 
'/ k?~ j J 
Dept!J:y. Clerk 
ORDEr.!s8T1NG BAIL AND CONDITIONS OC SHOSHONE, 0025 Rev, 1·08 
}ss 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRS l' JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN A~lA~ T& 19T~?'2~F SHOSHONE 
STATE OF IDAHO) 
) ss. 
County of Shoshone ) 
DEi'-U';", 
WARRANT OF ARREST --Criminal 
THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
To any Sheriff, Constable, Marshal or Policeman of: 
[ ] No Extradition 
[ ] Limited Extradition ____________ _ 
[ ] Misdemeanor - Idaho Only 
l<I Full Extradition (Nationwide) 
[ ] Pending Extradition (For Temp Felony Wan-ants) 
A COMPLAINT, Upon oath, having been this day laid before me by Michael F. 
Peacock, Charging that the crimes of Violation of I.e. 18-4001,18-204, Aiding and Abetting 
Murder a Felony, Counts One and Two have been committed within our jurisdiction, and 
(~. ---f,//L t-~~L _ \, ,/ 
accusing thereof: 
YOU ARE, THEREFORE, COMMANDED, Forthwith, to an-est the above named and 
bring him before me at my office in Wallace in said County, or in case of my absence or 
inability to act, before the nearest and most accessible Magistrate in this County. 
'-g'(L 
DATED at Wallace, this /;::z> day of August, 2008. 
- n I) 
Bail fixed in the amount of $ ~O ~JoJY 
May be served: DDAYORNIG~T~ ~c ;;./J, If ~i(rtovd(l __ -1'/ DAY ONLY ---
1. WARRANT OF ARREST--Criminal 
HON. DANIEL 1. MCGEE 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
dl11:0X: 13:0i-Z 
RETURN OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I served the foregoing Warrant by arresting the above named Defendant on this 
-.... / 'If day of '~J ,;lGof} . 
Offi ce r: --'-''''--''''--::-::;6--=-----='---'-....::..--f/---'-----
Bench Warrant DOC23 7/88 
I', ! iii ))[,; I )~j( I ( ST OF If),\! r (), 
11'0 /\\!D FOR 
!( 
Defenci:1Il1. Juvenile. Child 
.. ~~jLL.':~a~(rp\~l~iT ~sc;T ATEMENT 
ORDER 
'';OCI S[CURITY
--
~JOTE: If this application is being made on behalf of a Juvenile, please answer the following 
as apply to the Juvenile. 
Do not leave any spaces on this form blank. lfthe answer is zero, mark -.SL.. If the answer 
i:; 1111t Zlpplicab!e. mark NIA . 
J. the Defendant, above nmned, being duly sworn, on oath, depose and say in support of 
request for Court appointed counsel: 
current mailing address is : 
current telephone number or message phone 
lhat I been charges with crime of ___ .~-,--__ ---,~_. _____________ .. ____ . ___ by 
the (,\gency) 
-.----~-~~-,- .. ----~-. ---, -'---" 
III abo\e entitled Coun and request the Court to appoint counsel at County expense to represent 
me that I G\urcc to refund to said county such sum as the Court may fix for the cost of my defense. 
upon such terms as the Court may order including: 
F31-[ .0\\1 IS A AND CORRECT STATEMENT OF MY FINANCIAL CONDITION: 
J, f,i\fPI FNl ,) Employed:_ .. _yes ~no b. Spouse employed s no 
c. Ii 1101 Cl11ployeJ 01' self-employed. last date ofemployment: __ . ________ ~ .. __ ~.~~ 
Ll. 0:1: Cl11lJloyer (is) (was 
~-'-'-----+---.-~-.----~---.. -- ----.. -.--.-.. - .... ---
.\ddrcc 
_____ City and State __ ~ .. _~ __ .. ____ .... _____ ' __ _ 
., I( )\11: (Include income of spouse, if married): 
I()ll~ $_ .. ~_._ .. _____ Other Income. (Specify. Cbild Support. 
S.S., VS. AD.C ,loud SIClmps. etc. . I 
S 
i :' •• \';11\1 ':!\il\II:-0I;\NI)(mDf,IZ-1 
21 
itilillL'; 
Clothing 
Sell\)\)l 
hJCici 
0111 
lill 
s 
~-~~---~--
$ 
$ 
Creditor Total 
--"-~~---~-"---
CI"cditm Total 
\"SITS 
:1" I (\\e) have cash on hand or in banks 
b. I (\Ie) OWil persollal property valued at 
c" r (we) OWll vehicle(s) valued at 
cl. I ( own real property val ued at 
c" I ( own stocks. bonds. securities, or interest therein 
Child Care 
Recreation 
Medical 
r nSLIrance 
Other: (Speci 
s 
IJ. DErENDE0!TS ~_self __ spouse _children "_other 
Applicant 
Subscribecl and sworn to before me on this ___ day of.~~'--"-.---,--,,---+_ 
and 
the JPp! iUlIlt: 
or (Guardian) appeared before the Court on the aforesaid charge 
The Court having considered tbe foregoing, ,md having personally examined 
lES) the appointment of the service of cOLlnsel in all matters pertaining to this 
dctilJI1 at COllnty expense. 
Thc Defendant is ordered to reimburse Shoshone County for services ofihe Public Defender atthe I"ate 
Ill' '> ___ per l110nth commencing ________ , and a like amount on the ~ __ day of each month 
[ilerea/ter ulltil " _____ ~~_ has been paid. Further amounts, if any, shall be ordered upon conclusion of the 
case 
(Parellt) or (Guardian) may be required to reimburse Shoshone County for the services 
lusioll of the case, regardless ofille outcome ofihe case. 
Dclendant is hncb}' ordered to reimburse Shoshone COLInty a minimuill cost for Public Defender in the 
~\ll"'llllt (If which Illust he paid In full by ," FUliher amollnts may be ordered at 
tile l:: netll'll elf" thc CDurt. 
il II P. \. PrJ l;otificd tcleDhollC f 
I I" 
. " 
'\1 ',!\"\11 I\\!)()I!!)!I';,' 
RETURN ON SEARCH W ARRANT~{J 58· 
r. r 
STATE OF IDAHO) 
) ss. 
County of Shoshone ) 
! :...__ -/-J j"",, ___ I . ...;. ~-. . :~ __ i.Y_,", _ ~j 
I, Lt. Corey L. Thompson, the undersigned law enforcement officer, received the above 
search warrant 011 the 12u1 day of August, 2008, after filing exigent situation jJaperwork with 
Verizon Wireless on the 11 th day of August, 2008. Said warrant was executed upon Verizon 
Wireless on the 12th day of August, 2008, on or about ~ o'clock p.m. 
1. I DISCOVERED AND SEIZED THE ATTACHED RECORDSIDOCUMENTS VfA 
FACSIMILE FROM VERlZON WfRELESS, AND SUCH RECORDS/DOCUMENTS ARE A 
TRUE AND CORRECT DESCRIPTION OF ALL PROPERTY/RECORDS/DOCUMENTS 
TAKEN BY ME PURSUANT TO THE ABOVE SEARCH WARRANT. 
DATED this __ '. __ day of August, 2008. 
Lt. Corey L. Thompson 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this day of August 2008. 
---
Notary Public for Idaho 
My Commission Expires: ___ _ 
l. RETURN ON SEARCH WARRANT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
In The Matter Of The Application to Search 
Verizon Wireless phone records for cellular 
phone number 208-S12-2836, located at 
CelIco Partners DBA Verizon Wireless 180 
Washingston Valley Road, Bedminster New I 
Jersey 07921. More specifically the last 10 I 
cellular towers that tbis phone has hit in I 
progression from oldest 10 newest, distance I 
[1-0111 cellular tower, any 911 calls GPS and I 
call history/text messages from the last 10 I 
days up until present time. No notification i 
or service interruption to the cellular I 
number or subscriber. I 
SEARCH \VARRANT 
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO ANY SHERIFF, CONSTABLE, MARSHAL OR POLlCEM 
IN THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE: 
Proof by the sworn testimony 0 f Lt. Corey L. Thompson, ?hoshone Co lI11iy Sheri ITs 
Department having been this day laid before me showing that there is probable calISe for 
believing evidence for the crime(s) of Double Homicide, to vv'it: Verizon Wireless cellular phone 
records of the subscriber information, incoming and outgoing calls, and the last 10 cellular 
t(;\,'crs that this phone has hit in progression from oldcst [0 newest, distancc Crom cellulell' lower. 
any 911 calls GPS and call history/text messages fl'om the last 10 days up until present lime for 
[he above named cell phone number (208)S12-2 6, is located within said cellular phone 
ond application for this Search WalTant having been made by said Lt. Corey L. Thompson. 
YOU ARE THEREFORE, COMMANDED, at anytime of the day [or nightl, to 
make immediate search of Verizoll cellular phone records described above for cellular 
phone number (208)-512-2836, and in the syvorn testimony of Lt. Corey L. Thompson and 
seize such items described herein as may be found. 
Return to this \Varrallt is to be made to the above-entitled Court within fourteen 
(14) days from the date hereof. 
, 
GIVEN under my hand and dated this~ day of August, 200 Sat -,-I_! ,---'o'clock 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
2. .AIH'II W.\RiL\:\,'j 
SHERIFF 
CHUCK REYNALD 
CND[RSHERIFF 
\l/TOi ALEXANDER 
OPERATIONS SUPERVISOR 
CAI'TA,U'I DARELL BR AATEN 
.JAIL COMlV1NADER 
CAPTA IN HICK SMITH 
COM iVTliN ICATIONS SUPERVISOR 
SEHGEANT DEREK DOFELM IRE 
0uuzhJ· at S fJu0 fUme 
S fuvtiJ!t I ~ (9 fila 
FAX MESSAGE TO FOLLO\V 
TIME 
717 BANK STHEIT 
WALLACE, IDAHO 83873 
PHONE 208-556-1 J1~ 
FAX 208-753-8851 
WWWSHOSHONE~ 
----------------------
DESTINATION FAX NO. (?'oB) -.106 - 70'0/ 
FRO M: (P ERSO N) _=L'-C,...:.., ----!L=.o=-'-c..;::<!.:;z7_-=L::...c., _/_~-,-,o::"':"CY:-1-,=:S,--",-'O L'-) _______ __ 
COVER SHEET PLUS {; PAGES 
---------
PLEASE CALL 208-556-1114 TO CONFIRM IF BOX IS CHECKED ( ) 
COMMENTS II"'-'c. 
C e ll 
(,-LJ If 
REPLY TO: FAX NUMBER 208-753-8851 
Working for the Community 
26 
SHOSHOHE 
EX: .GENT S.ITUAT19~ 
Cdlct) Parlnc'·ilh;p d/b/a V0ri ~()" Wil'cless 
Cuslo::lian o('Rec(\l'do; 
: gO Wasi1il1gi0l1 VaJley Rood 
Bedminstcl' New .1er$C::Y 07q21 
Phone: 18(0) 451-5242 press" r- lax: (91)8) 306·7501 
I 1.(\: 
-" " ."- -----. ... --"-~-~--." 
011 _~ __ 
Dt':wd:-ICliioll Number 
SHE 
21.1. __ _ 
Time 
OU)' agel1cy IE hi1tidling all exig!:':nl situ: linn. Double. Homicide in oU1jurrsci.iction th;n,t we believe tl18t 
01.]1' ';lIspeci n' ,IV iii po::;scs8kll1 of th i , cell phol1e, We 'lJ.'~ concel'lJed of the safety and wclfaj·c of the 
;)llblic believe hilll 10 be 81'11', <'lnd d mgcroos i'hue:; I'c(]llll'ing Immedia1e discloSll"C, thai dJ!,.es 
i i:' iii VC file danger of dC8th el! sCI'i C1US phys iCl'1i i Iljury to a person, necessitating the 
immediate:' I'cko;':;(. or ini'Ol'm,1ti0I1 Dnci/( I' IiHddng .,rtjvicc-r::f'fccti:1/J ci1angt';;, to lhrt above r0Ietr::nced 
numb!;r call, A,cc()rdillgi i, 1 will pruvide 1.l1c reqL1ired k:g(J1 proc~ss (i.~., ,:OlJri: order for 
inf(lrm81iOll) by the end of the 11CXt husine:.;s day, 
Thompson Rank. 
717 Bank, Street \J...;aIJacc. Id3 10 83~73 
~----------~----~-
11) 4 
---~- F2I.x No: 208-753-8851 
h(' I<i:,t 1 [ ;-",1111131 towers 1his piJ(inc has hi! in f:lrogre~si(')n i to newes(, 
11)1::11 trnvcr, any 911 c tils e;rs ,lf1d c::JII history/text messages {Ot' the last 10 days 11p 
(ill,lt We: arc rtcqucstil1g ~ f) notification Ol' .service illt<2Huption to the eel lu!:;\)' number or 
f' 
" r," 
3HE 
f perjuty to the faefs conblined herein. 
, ,;:':'",,"",,:;;c, . . ~:;z: l)at('J: CdS'-rl ~~"'o&,>---"-~, ?/~_I":--"" ------i""" ,"_~ __ ..... __ -;- - ___ • __ -. 
~ ~ ~ ., . 
iJ:;;l1Urc. ~'ld..Jf7it:~ £k1""~ __ [)atc:_a~aB 
, 
:'l~i\d 12 ,Jl18vaiiablc fit the time ofl:his request J promise; to 
tile; illfc1IInatiol1 from Vcrizon Wirei~!8~: 
28 
------------
f:-.:----;'! ~_=: .. _'S_~-::=:: 
-.1 TERMCIG--=:' Dlr{~ 
c,_+-______ c _____ ~L-----cc~~_l_--c-c-,-~_"c_~+~~c---___ c 
valid ce 1'1 This is val id cell 
site lor an 
• ~,,~ vH,tlincoming c311 
on MO caffs 
,- , Valid only on outgoing # that 
MT calls your target 
dlated 1'/111 be in 
thiS column 
MT=lflcomiflg 
call 
If the calf was 
an i[1coming 
#=then your 
target It will 
appear this 
'~~-'----~'-'---1-'~-,-----
' MF=lncoming 
column 
calf to vOlcemal1 
In fare cases, It 
could be mobile 
forwarding 
LL, eN, TR all 
pertain 10 
fOuting 
irlformaUon and 
will not be 
relevant to you. 
investigation 
Codes: 
; 86 is voicemait retriev3 I 
#225 is checking account balance 
#64S is checking minutes 
#777 is data/web services 
#738 is prepaid voicemaii retrieval 
#729 is adding J'ninutes for prepatd 
*67 is used to block the mobile # 
'82 is used to unblock the mobire "# 
If the lN3S 
an outgoing 
call=then your 
target # will be 
in this column 
If the 'Nas 
an lncoming 
caj[:::thefl the 
incoming # to 
'lour larget wiH 
appear in this 
column 
-! 
(..Ii> . 
~ 
Date 
Sift/200B, 5-7 0 MO '(20B) 512-2836 512<2836! 
811'IJ2008 130255 aiMO (208) 5122836, 755-3904 {208} 51-2-2836) 
_ __ _ l____ _ ___ __ __ _ _____ __ _ _ __ _ _____ _______ _ 
8i1112008 12.5824 O!MO (208) 512-2836; 999-9999, {20S} 512-2836' 
SIll/2008: 12 5743 0 '11:TO(208) 512-28361,-- -999:(2-6s)5-iz-21:f36 
8J11i200S;J25708! 0 MO (:2013) 512-2836i--9T(208)--512~2836 
8/(1/20-08' 125605: 58 16 MO • {208r512~2836 6600 190! (i(8) 512---2B36! 
3/1112008 1251 50 58i 0, MO '-(i08)512--2836 -6:C~6B) 51-2-28361 -
~8111j~QOS._ 1}.32A4 58: __ _ ?2!~J!()- L(2]~ §1I?~8:3~J2~8r512-:156-~~(~o:~L512-~_3~[ 
8/11120G8! 74734 45! salMT i (208) 512--2836, (208) 512-2836 (208) 512-36751 27 
SpoKane -811 0120Ger 2132:;14 1 -- 45' 58TrvjT(268)-~T2~2836~ {268f512-28~f6(208)-5i2=-3675r 2 
12 Sr,okane, ShOJ2(iOI:F21:30:42\ 45 58-r:,'lT (208}512-28361{208)-S12=2836 (208}"512--=-3675 60 
i13S-pokalle! Si1Df200a- 19:49:25 58. i 2 MO -(208f5i2~2836i- --512~2834 -(20eTs-12-=2836;- 25 
u: r~~~~~:- ~-- ~~~~t~~\1~:};~~, __ :~~\ - ~~f~§,t;~~~~~~!~r-~~-¥~~~~~it;j~~~1!~ 
37 
-. 
; ....... 
':) 
~I E 
~ 
,~ 
b 1 c ~ ~ 1.1 :;n 
C G) Jj 
E C'::J """'- 3' ,-f 
Z - ,:..! (l'.'; ~I ,,,;!JJ 
r n. 
E '/) "." I'f:. y: ~ ,:..; 
(.3:: r' 
-< 
~, 
38 
CN 
etJ-
512-2836 
512-2836 
512-2336: 
2641 (208) 512-2836 
265 (2~8) 512-2_836~ 
266 (208) 512-2836: 
Z-67 (20Sf 512:2836: 
268 -{2GB} 5i2-2836 
269U2~3)-5~~=283~, _ 
512-2836: 
512-2836 
512~i836 
_,512-2-836 1 
f--+'--. 5-12=2-836! 
512-2836 
811 
8111/2003844 
!l2008 7. 4(3 
BJll/200S 7.55 
- --,-(3/11/2008846 
8/1112003 
8/11/2008 SA9 
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RETURN ON SEARCH WARRANTjJ~;j?if; r,c ri , 
STATE OF IDAHO) 
) ss. 
County of Shoshone ) 
:':~ J/';~ ~ /,'·L, 
L Lt. Corey L. Thompson, the undersigned law enforcement 'offi-cer,rePtiyed:theabove 
search warrant on the 12th clay of August, 2008, after filing exigent situation paperwork WILll 
Verizon Wireless on the 11th clay of August, 2008. Saicl warrant was executed upon Verizon 
Wireless on the 12th clay of August, 2008, on or about __ ;_ .. o'clock p.m. 
1. I DISCOVERED AND SEIZED THE ATTACHED RECORDS/DOCUMENTS VIA 
FACSIMILE FROM VERIZON WIRELESS, AND SUCH RECORDS/DOCUMENTS ARE A 
TRUE AND CORRECT DESCRIPTION OF ALL PROPERTY/RECORDS/DOCUMENTS 
TAKEN BY ME PURSUANT TO THE ABOVE SEARCH WARRANT. 
DA TED this ___ '---- clay of August, 2008. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this ___ clay of August, 2008. 
Notary Public for Iclaho 
My Commission Expires: ___ _ 
1. RETURN ON SEARCH WARRANT 
47 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COU="lTY OF SHOSHONE 
In The Matter Of The Application to Search 
Verizon Wireless phone records for cellular 
phone number 208-512-3624, located at 
Cellco Partners DBA Verizon Wireless 180 
Washingston Valley Road, Bedminster New I 
Jersey 07921. More specifically the last 10 I 
cellular towers Olat this phone has hit in I 
progression from oldest to newest, distance I 
from cellular tower, any 911 calls GPS and I 
call history/text messages from the last 10 I 
clays up until present time. No notification i 
or service interruption to the cellular I 
number or subscriber. I 
SEARCH WARRANT 
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO ANY SHERIFF, CONSTABLE, MARSHAL OR PO 
IN THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE: 
Proof by the sworn testimony of Lt. Corey L. Thompson, Shoshone County Sheriffs 
Department having been this day hlid before me showing that there is probable C,\llse Cor 
believing evidence for the crime(s) of Double Homicide, to wit: Vcrizon Wircless cellular phone 
records of the subscriber information, incoming and outgoing calls, and the last 10 cellular 
towers that this phone has hit in progression from oldest to newest, clist~lI1ce ii'ol11 cellular tower. 
any 911 calls GPS and call history/text messages Crom the last 10 days up until presGl1t time Cor 
the above named cell phone number (208)512-3624, is located withil1 said cellular phone records 
1. SEARCH \v·\RR·\J\IT 
( ) \.~ ) 
48 
and application for this Search Warrant having been made by said U. Corey L. Thompson. 
YOU ARE THEREFORE, COMMANDED, at anytime of the day [or night), to 
make immediate search ofVerizon cellular phone records described above for cellular 
phone number (208)-512-3624, and in the sworn testimony of Lt. Corey L. Thompson and 
seize slIch items described llerein as may be found. 
Return to this 'Warrant is to be made to the above-entitled Court within foudeen 
(14) days from the date hereof. 
GIVEN under my hand and dated this i) day of August, 200 8at __ '- o'clock 
M. 
MAGISTRATE .lODGE 
49 
SHERIFF 
CHUCK REYNALDS 
UNDERS HER IFF 
MITCH ALEXANDER 
OPERATIONS SUP ERVISOR 
CA PTAIN DARELL BRAATE N 
JAIL COM MNA DER 
CA PTAIN RICK SMITH 
CO;\1MUNICATIONS SUPERVISOR 
SERGEANT DERE K DOFELMIR E 
0.twdtJ oj S ~fw-ne 
S fwtift'~ (J fila 
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RETURN ON SEARCH WARRANT 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Shoshone ) 
I, Lt. Corey L. Thompson, the undersigned law enforcement 'bfficer;~~eceived the above 
search warrant 011 the 12th day of August, 2008, after filing exigent situation paperwork with 
Verizon Wireless on the 11 th day of August, 2008. Said warrant was executed upon Verizon 
Wireless on the 12th day of August 2008, on or about o'clock p.m. 
1. I DISCOVERED AND SEIZED THE ATTACHED RECORDS/DOCUMENTS VIA 
FACSIMILE FROM VERIZON WIRELESS, AND SUCH RECORDS/DOCUMENTS ARE A 
TRUE AND CORRECT DESCRIPTION OF ALL PROPERTY/RECORDS/DOCUMENTS 
TAKEN BY ME PURSUANT TO THE ABOVE SEARCH WARRANT. 
DATED this day of August, 2008. 
---
Lt. Corey L. Thompson 
SUBSCRIBED l\ND SWORN to before me this day of August 2008. 
---
" 
'. I 
Notary Public for Idaho 
My Commission Expires: ___ _ 
I. RETURN ON SEARCH WA.RRANT 
55 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
In The Matter Of The Application to Search 
Verizon Wireless phone records for cellular 
phone number 208-512-1936, located at 
Cel leo Pminers DBA Verizon Wireless 180 
Washingston Valley Road, Bedminster New I 
Jersey 07921. More specifically the last 10 I 
cellular towers that this phone has hit in I 
progression from oldest to newest, distance I 
from cellular tower, any 911 calls GPS and I 
call history/text messages from the last 10 I 
clays up until present time. No notification : 
or service intcrruption to thc cellular I 
number or subscriber. I 
SEARCH WARRANT 
THE STATE OF rDAHO TO ANY SHERIFF, CONSTABLE, MARSHAL OR POLICE 
IN THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE: 
Proofby the swom testimony of Lt. Corey L. Tbompson, Shoshone County Sheri 
Department having been this day laid beforc me showing that there is probable cause for 
believing evidence for the crime(s) of Double Homicide, to wit: Verizoll Wireiess cellular phone 
records of the subscriber infollllation, incoming and outgoing calls, and the last 10 cellular 
towers that this phone has hit in progression fi'0111 oldest to newest, distance Cro111 cellular tower. 
any 911 calls GPS and call history/text messages i1:0111 the last 10 days up unti I presen1 time Cor 
the abovc namcd cell phone number (208)512-1936, is located within said cellular phone records 
1 SEAHCIl \VAHHANT 
56 
anc! application for this Search Wanant having been made by said Lt. Corey L. Thompsol1. 
YOU ARE THEREFORE, COMMANDED, at anytime of the day [or night], to 
make immediate search of Verizon cellular phone records described above for cellular 
phone number (208)-512-1936, and in the sworn testimony of Lt. Corey L. Thompson and 
seize such items described herein as may be found. 
Return to this Warrant is to be made to the above-entitled Court within fourteen 
(14) days from the date hereof. 
GIVEN under my hand and dated this __ day of August, 2008ad[)" o'clock 
I} "1 
,./ .1l'. 
--t-
MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
111):-" i' 
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CHUCK REVNALD. 
Ui'i DERSII ER IFF 
,\l lTCH ALEXAN DER 
OPERATIONS SUPERVI SO R 
CAPTA IN DA RELL BRAATEN 
.JAIL COMMNADER 
CA.PTAIN RI CK SMITH 
CO :'\1 ,'\1 LL\iICA. TIONS SuPE RVI SOH 
SER(; EA.NT DEHEK DOFELM IRE 
~-ul1hJ o-t Sfw,jfwnc 
S fwti/t I j (J ffo:e 
FAX MESSAGE TO FOLLOW 
\VALL4.CE, IDAHO 83873 
PHONE 208-556-1 Jf.l 
FAX 208-753-8851 
WWVVSHOSHONESOSQM 
DATE 08'- ;). . d-O~ 8 TIME _ _ /_S_-J_ o _____ _ 
DESTINATION FAX NO. (ra8) J06 - 70'0/ 
FR 0 M: (PERS 0 N) __ L_T_. _"""Lc...;.o r",=<!--?-/, ---=L= .,--. /1-. (> r=y>J"o ') 
COVER SHEET PLUS , PAGES 
---'---
PLEASE CALL 208-556-1114 TO CONFIRM IF BOX IS CHECKED ( ) 
(~ II 
REPLY TO: FAX NUMBER 208-753-8851 
?cr ..  
Working for the Community 
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.EX1 GENT SITUATION 
- -... "'" 
CellC(i Part.nership (lib/a Vcri :00 Windc:'ls 
of Record::; 
1 SO \Vf:\::illin!~ton \hliltiy Road 
T.k:d11l'i1'1;;ter,\icw Jersey 07921 
(ROil) <151-5242 rre.~" v_ ~". F,ll;: (90B) 306-7501 
12...i~ ~J936~ 
to: 
-- " ...... --~- Q" 
Dcstil18tioll -NUt~1bcl' DaLrt 
~ /) ) , 
at_~ ___ . __ _ 
Time 
C)ur 3,Q'cnc;y i~ handling ;;111 exigent sim lioll_ Doubk Homicide in <)ur jurisdicti()t1 that we believe th:n 
our SlIspecf IT,,')y be if') t,()ssession ofth;;; cell phone, We HI"~ concel'l1ed onhe ~afety and wC,lf~re of the 
and icv(;' him 10 be [(11'n and c mgel'{)'.ls thus rcquidl1g immediate disclosure, that cloEls 
1)-' in v'olvt;: the danger of death or serious phy,sic,Ell ini 1I1'y to a p<:::rsotl, nr;;ce,ssi tatrng the 
rc i e:'1::;C "finfnm18tiQI1 ~mcl/( r making sCl'vicc-eff~'di1ig ..:h~J)ges to the above referenced 
r-,o/)ii(C :'1t111lb>~J' flnd/or c,~'l Aet.:(mjinl~1 \, r will pf'(~viclc the ujl"E:xl legal procc:ss (i,8," court order for 
Inforf118llon) by the end (1(- the I1C?:I, btl.~i 11CSS day, 
Rankl U t:utcllCln l __ ~ 
/\gcllcy, __ Shc)s[ .OIlC COlln['y She1'iffs 
i ::1m ilcc:dlng 18;;1 10 cellular [O\Vt:r thelt this phone ha,t hit In progressioll from eldest to newest, 
eellnl;,l)' [ower. allY 911 (,dl;:; (;P~ ! 'le;l{[ IT1£s!:;agcs for th~ In~i 10 days up 
Flli! pres(:;nt'imc 'vVc i1re ng i, notificatiun 01" service illterrtlf-)lion to the ular number or 
59 
SHE PAGE e2/~Z 
; 1'(:71(11'; ullavailclbic a1: thC;) lime oFthis f(XltlcSL I promise to 
from Vcrizoll Wil'e:(:ss; 
60 
,--------- -- ------------
l SWITCH DATE _ _ ___ 
lTh the This is tile date 
sv.,ltch thaI U18 of the call 
call is hitUllg ofi 
of 
I 
t-"---
t--" ----- -----
i---"-
r--
, 
-
'''------------'v~rl~ ... vvireJeSs 
Explanation Form For Calis With Ce!\sites 
TIME ORlG CiG TERMCfG 
--c:-=--------
OIR MON 
------- ---- -----
fc-:-:------This is the start This IS valid eel[ This is valid cell MO=Outbt}unci IThis is your 
til11e of the call site for outgoing site lor 30 c311 target # 
cafls_ Valid only incoming call 
011 MO calls Valid orlill on 
MTcalls 
-----
---------i--------,,-
MT=lnconlillg 
cali 
C-----------
---------
-----------
MF=lncoming 1----------
call to voicemail 
111 rare cases, it 
could be 1110bile 
forwarding 
-~ ----_._._--._- - --~.------
-----1--- "" ,,--
! 
f 
i 
, L 
--
Mll1'FMobi!e to 
---._---"""----- ----~calL-:c_ 
LL, eN, TF{ all 1-
pertain 10 
muling 
i I1format~on and 
wjil no) be 
rele'viilll tu Irou r 
- I Ii' ",,!<'}d-""~'.' 
Cocitis: 
'86 is voicemail retrieval 
#225 is checking account balance 
#64£ is checking minutes 
#777 is datalweb sBrvices 
#738 is prepaid Ifoicemail retrieval 
#729 is adding minutes for prepaid 
'67 is used to block Uw mobile ti 
kllZ is us€d to Uf1t}!ock ti!e rnoorl'2 
CALLED # 
If tile c311 was 
an out going 
call~lhen ths 
outgoing # that 
your target 
[dialed will be In 
this colul11n 
If the call was 
al1 incoming 
1!==then ,'our 
target # w!ll 
appear this 
column 
t------
CPN SZR 
---- --
This is tile This is the 
v,lling pany # dllr2tlon o! the"' 
call in seconds 
-- r----- ----if the call was 
an outgoing 
ca1t=then irOlif 
target # wir! be 
m this column 
If the Gai, was- --------
ein incoming 
call=then the 
Hicorning ti te 
:I'our target Vi,'t 
app€2r in this 
column 
--- f------- __ ""_ 
--- ----- ---,,-
---,----
..... 
<.0 
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Jay Q. Sturgell 
Attorney at Law 
PO Box 327 
Kellogg, Idaho 83837 
Phone: (208)784-4035 
Fax: (208)783-5044 
ISBN 5092 
Attorney for Corey S. Reid 
r, 
'. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND 
FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) No. CRF 2008-2473 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) MOTION FOR CONTINUANCE 
vs. ) 
) 
Corey S. Reid, ) 
) 
Defendant ) 
COMES NOW, the above-named Corey S. Reid by and through his 
attorney, Jay Q. Sturgell, Shoshone County Public Defender and hereby moves 
this court for its order continuing the Preliminary Hearing presently scheduled 
for August 26, 2008 at 8:30 a.m. 
y Q. Sturgell 
Attorney for Corey S. Reid 
MOTION FOR CONTINUANCE 
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08/25/2008 88:14 1208 
.... J .... , .,...~ 'J'.,...-r..., ~t-fVe.H(.)I'\ll-: jl ~flOSHONI: PUBLIC OEf-feNDERS 08:29:01) 01)-25·;1.008 
Michael F. Peacock 
CERTIFICATE o.F S~.RVICE 
I certifY' that a true and correct copy of the foregoing MOTION FOR 
CONTINUANCE wa.s transmitted by the following method on the Laay of 
~L.200jtO: 
Michael F. Peacock 
Prosecuting Attorney 
700 Bank Street Ste 200 
Wallace, IdahD 83873 
Corey S. Reid 
C/O Shoshone County Jail 
Wallace, Idaho 83873 
1 copy 
o Mailed ...erFaxed 
o Hand delivered 
1 copy 
[) Mailed 0 Faxed 
o Hand delivered 
PAGE 02/02 
2/2 
MonON FOR CONTINUANCE 2 
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Jay Q. Sturgell 
Attorney at Law 
PO Box 327 
Kellogg, Idaho 83837 
Phone: (208)784-4035 
Fax: (208)783-5044 
ISBN 5092 
Attorney for Corey S. Reid 
or-,·'.' 
,,; l i 1 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND 
FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) No. CRF 2008-2473 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) ORDER FOR CONTINUANCE 
) 
Corey S. Reid, ) 
) 
Defendant ) 
The undersigned, Judge of the above-entitled court having considered 
the foregoing motion of Jay Q. Sturgell, attorney for defendant and finding good 
cause therefore, 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Preliminary 
Hearing of the above-entitJed matter scheduled for August 26, 2008 at 8 30 
a.m. is hereby vacated, and the same is continued until further order of the 
court. 
ORDER FOR CONTINUANCE 
67 
/ 200_:~ _ 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing ORDER FOR 
''Y, ~tl) 
CQNTINUANCE was transmitted by the following method on th~ day of 
{IJX(fut ,200'&, to: 
Michael F. Peacock 
Prosecuting Attorney 
700 Bank Street Ste 200 
Wallace, Idaho 83873 
Jay Q. Sturgell 
Attorney at Law 
PO Box 327 
Kellogg, ID 83837 
1 copy 
Mailed 0 Faxed 
~and delivered 
1 copy 
Mailed [l Faxed 
~Hand delivered 
/i . /:-' ..... . 
( (/f)/dr (t({{jtr4 
DEPUTY COURT CLERK 
ORDER FOR CONTINUANCE 2 
_-'--_-'--___ AT ___ M. 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 01<' THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
STATE OF IDAHO ORDER '1ta HOLDING DEFENDANT 
vs [ J DISMISSING CHARGE(S) 
CASE # 
Charge 
[ ] Dismissed - insufficient evidence to hold defendant to answer charge(s). Bond exonerated. 
(Specify dismissed charge(s) if other charges still pending.) 
r*] Preliminary hearing having been waived by the defendant on the above listed charge(s), 
[ J Preliminary hearing having been held in the above entitled matter, and it appearing to me that the 
offenseCs) set forth above has / have been committed, and there is sufficient cause to believe the 
named defendant is guilty thereof, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the defendant is held to answer the above charge(s) and is bound 
over to District COUIt. The Prosecuting Attorney shall file an Information that includes all charges under this 
case number. 
~.r" _. I'L1S, FUR,..THER OR~ERED th.a~ the derendant be admitted to b~il inl th~ <.~mount of $ \ \(. :w ( .. \, \ \;/ , subJectto condItIOns preVIously entered on {S-l L\:~ (>:> . 
and is committed to the custody of the Shoshone County Sheriff pending the giving of such bail. 
[ ] Defendant was advised of the charges and potential penalties and of defendant's rights, and having 
waived his/her constitutional rights to: a) trial by jury; b) remain silent; and c) confront witnesses, 
thereafter pled guilty to the charges contained in the Information filed by the Prosecuting Attorney. 
[ ] IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that not later than 14 days after the date of this order, Defendant 
shall enter and file a written plea which states: the Defendant's true name, age, education and literacy levels; 
Defendant's rights to trial and counsel and any waiver of such rights; the offense or offenses of which 
Defendant is charged together with the minimum and maximum sentence for each charge; and Defendant's 
plea to each charge, the estimated time necessary for trial, if any; Defendant's current custody status; and 
Defendant's current physical residence address, mailing address and telephone number. A copy of the 
Defendant's written plea shall be delivered to the assigned judge's resident chambers. Failure to timely file 
a written plea shall be a basis to revoke bond or release and issue a bench warrant. 
[~1 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that all pretlial motions in this case shall be filed not later than 42 
,lays after the date of this order unless ordered otherwise. All such pretrial motions in this matter shall be 
accompanied by a briefin SUppOlt of the motion, end a notice of hearing for adate scheduled through the Coun. 
D A TED th is _--'----"=-_ day of -~=-"'-+~'--'-cY- v '-=-'=7" 
Copies To: IlvvjJj'}ros __ _ 
I L/j"1';1 i 1 (i lin ells t (lei Y ) 
Dale 
L_ 
OFFICE OF PROSECUTING ATTORNEY,; 
'·,',f ,/ ; . , 
MICHAEL F. PEACOCK, PROSECUTING ATrORNE¥,jJ:' 
MARIAH R. PUGH, DEPUTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
700 BANK STREET, SUITE 200 
WALLACE, IDAHO 83873 
PHONE: (208) 752-1106 
FAX: (208) 753-8351 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
I 
STATE OF IDAHO, I No. CR-2008-2473 
I 
Plaintiff, I 
I 
v.s. I 
I INFORMATION 
COREY SKII REID I 
DOB: I 
Addre 25 I 
Kellogg, Idaho 83837 I I 
Defendant. I I 
I 
Michael Peacock, Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Shoshone, State ofIdaho, 
who in the name and by the authority of said State prosecutes in its behalf, in proper person comes 
now into the above-entitled Court and gives the Court to understand and be informed that Corey 
Reid is accused by this Information of the c:imes of Violation ofLe. 18-4001, 18-204, Aiding and 
Abetting Murder, a Felony, Counts One and Two, which said crimes were committed as follows, 
to-wit: 
1. TNFORMA TION ks:9-15-2008 
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COUNT ONE 
That the defendant, Corey Skii Reid, on or about the 4th day of August, 2008, in the 
County of Shoshone, State ofIdaho, did aid and abet another, Jon Allen Kienholz Jr., 
who wilfully, unlawfully, deliberately, with premeditation and with malice, did kill 
and murder Neil Howard, a human being, by discussing and assisting in planning of 
the murder, encouraging Jon Allen Kienholz to commit the murder and being present 
when the murder was committed. 
COUNT TWO 
That the defendant, Corey Skii Reid, on or about the 4th day of August, 2008, in the 
County of Shoshone, State ofIdaho, did aid and abet another, Jon Allen Kienholz Jr., 
who wilfully, unlawfully, deliberately, with premeditation and with malice, did kill 
and murder Cynthia A. Bewick, a human being, by discussing and assisting in 
planning ofthe murder, encouraging Jon Allen Kienholz to commit the murder and 
being present at the murder. 
All of which is contrary to the fonn, force and effect of the statute in such case, made and 
provided, and against the peace and dignity of the people of the State ofIdaho. 
Dated this _-=-- day of September, 2008, 
MICHAEL F. PEACOCK 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
Witnesses known to the Prosecuting Attorney at the time of filing this Infonnation are as 
follows: 
1. Jon Kienholz, 1235 E. Mullan Ave. Osbul1l, Idaho 83849 
2. Corey Reid, 58 Park Circle, Kellogg, Idaho 83737 
3. Hiram Wilson, 5314D CDA River Road, KingstoIl, Idaho 83839 
4. Christan Purtill, Contact Available through Shoshone County Prosecutors Office 
5. Braecyn Wood, 202 Flume # 2, Kellogg, Idaho 83837 
6. Wayne Barrett, 606 W. Yellowstone Rd, Silverton, Idaho 83867 
2. INFORMATION ks:9-15-2008 
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7. David Kale, 717 Bank Street, Wallace, Idaho 83873 
8. Terry Morgan, 250 NW Blvd., Ste #108 Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814 
9. Corey Thompson, 717 Bank Street, Wallace, Idaho 83873 
10. Jason Woody, 1007 McKinley Ave. Kellogg, Idaho 83837 
11. Virgil Tesky Jr., 415 StApt. 226, Wallace, Idaho 83873 
12. Alice Draper, 203 Bunker Ave. Kellogg, Idaho 83837 
13. Bedford Stroud, 435 W. Park, Kellogg, Idaho 83837 
14. Cody Rose, 411 W. Brown, Kellogg, Idaho 83837 
15. Erin Bartley, 645 S. Division #B, Kellogg, Idaho 83837 
16. Kerstin Kerr, 115 Back Street, Smelterville, Idaho 83868 
17. Alexandria Benavidez, 58 Park Circle Drive, Kellogg, Idaho 83837 
18. Nathan Austin, 58 Park Circle, Kellogg, Idaho 83837 
19. Ryan Austin, 58 Park Circle, Kellogg, Idaho 83837 
20. Nikki Byrum, 302 E. Idaho Street, Kellogg, Idaho 83837 
21. The Defendant and any co-defendant herein and any other persons names in the 
discovery material. 
CERT I F I CAT E 
I certify that a copy of the foregoing document was provided to the following party in the 
following manner on this I fl? day of 'S(~)V 'If)!, /\; \" ,2008: 
Jay Q. Sturgell 
Attorney for the Defendant 
Po Box 327 
Kellogg, Idaho 83837 
Corey Reid 
Defendant 
Shoshone County Sheriffs Office 
3. INFORMA nON 
~,Jacsimile 
D In Clip 
D Email 
D US Mail 
D Hand Delivered 
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ks:9-15-2008 
THE DJ:, lCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICJAL TRfCT OF THE 
S'JAfE OF IDAHU, JN AND FOr;: THE COUNTY OJ: SHOSHONE 
COURT IVUNUTES 
PlmliTift 
/; 
/II reT OF /' ROCEEDfNG, 
llL IT KSO\fN Ilwlllieji!iioli'illg 
72 of 
1 JqllilY Ckrk 
J_~ J:' 
-' \ , , 
/ 
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OFFICE OF PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
VAL SIEGEL, Prosecuting Attorney 
700 Bank Street, Suite 200 
Wallace, Idaho 83873 
Phone: (208) 752-11 06 
Fax:(208) 753-8351 
IN THE DISTRICT COlJRT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
I 
STATE OF IDAHO, I No. CR-2008-2473 
Plaintiff, I 
v.S. I MOTION TO CONTINUE 
I JURY TRIAL 
COREY SKII REID, I 
Defendant. I 
I 
COMES NOW, Val Siegel, Shoshone County Prosecuting Attorney, and moves the Court for 
its order continuing the Jury Trial in the above matter presently set for January 271h through January 
30th, 2009, to a date convenient to the Court. 
FURTHER, the State respectfully requests that the Jury Trial currently scheduled for January 
271h through January 30th, 2009, in the above-referenced matter be reset to a time convenient for the 
comi and within the Defendant's time for a trial. 
Dated th1S_' _ day of January, 2009. 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
74 
CERTIFICATE 
I certify that a copy of the foregoing document was provided to the following party in the 
following manner on this _day of January, 2009: 
Erik P. Smith 
607 Lakeside 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Facsimile 
In Clip 
Email 
US Mail 
Hand Delivered 
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/ 
;} 
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OFFICE OF PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
VAL SIEGEL, PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
ARTHUR VERHAREN, DEPUTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
700 BANK STREET, SUITE 200 
WALLACE, IDAHO 83873 
PHONE: (208) 752-1106 
FAX: (208) 753-8351 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
v.s. 
COREY SKIT REID 
DOB:
Address: Po Box 25 
Kellogg, Idaho 83837 
Plaintiff, 
Defendant. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
No. CR-2008-2473 
AMENDED INFORlVIATION 
Val Siegel, Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Shoshone, State ofIdaho, who 
in the name and by the authority of said State prosecutes in its behalf, in proper person comes now 
into the above-entitled Court and gives the Court to understand and be informed that Corey Reid is 
accused by this Information of the crimes of Violation ofLe. 18-4001, 18-4003(a), 18-204, Aiding 
and Abetting Murder, Counts One and Two, which said crimes were committed as follows, to-wit: 
COUNT ONE 
That the defendant, Corey Skii Reid, on or about the 4th day of August, 2008, in the 
County of Shoshone, State of Idaho, did willfully, unlawfully, deliberately, with 
malice aforethought and premeditation, encourage, plan and assist Jon Allen 
Kienholz Jr., in the Killing of Neil Howard, a human being. 
1. AMENDED INFOR1\1A TION dm:01.20,09 
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COUNT TWO 
That the defendant, Corey Skii Reid, on or about the 4th day of August, 2008, in the 
County of Shoshone, State of Idaho, did willfully, unlawfully, deliberately, with 
malice aforethought and premeditation, encourage, plan and assist Jon Allen 
Kienholz Jr., in the Killing of Cynthia A. Bewick, a human being. 
All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case, made and 
provided, and against the peace and dignity of the people of the State ofIdaho. 
Dated this _;~ __ 'day of January, 2009, 
VAL SIEGEL / 
'/\ 
! ) 
/ 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
2. AMENDED INFORMATION 
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dm:01.20,09 
CERT I F I CAT E 
I certify that a copy ofthe
j 
~oregoing document was provided to the following party in the 
following manner on this ~J., >~/V Clay of January, 2009: 
Erik P. Smith 
Attorney for the Defendant 
602 Cedar St. Ste., 223 
Wallace, Idaho 83873 
Corey Reid, Defendant 
c/o Shoshone County Sheriffs Office 
Wallace, Idaho 83873 
3. AMENDED INFORMATION 
o ~Facsimile 
o In Clip 
o Email 
o US Mail 
o Hand Delivered 
01Iand Deli vered 
/' 
dm:O 1.20.09 
so 
ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law 
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, 10 83814 
Telephone: (208) 667-2000 
Facsimile: (208) 765-9110 
IS8: #5008 
Shoshone County Public Defender 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
COREY SKI! REID, 
) Case No. CR 08-2473 
) 
) MOTION FOR PREPARATION OF 
) TRANSCRIPTS 
) 
) 
) 
) 
____________ ~D~e~fe~n=d=a~nt~. ______ ) 
COMES NOW, the above-named Defendant, COREY REID, by and through his 
8ttorney of record, ERIK P. SMITH, and hereby moves the Court for an Order directing 
the Clerk of the Court to prepare and complete the transcript of evidence as listed in the 
State's Discovery Log, attached and incorporated hereto as Exhibit "A". The requested 
transcripts are for the evidence listed in Exhibit "8" attached and incorporated herein. 
This Motion is made for the reason and upon the grounds that the transcript of said 
evidence is necessary for defense counsel to efficiently prepare a defense in this matter. 
Defendant requests the right to present oral argument, evidence, and testimony 
in support of this Motion 
MOTION FOR PREPARATION OF TRANSCRIPTS - 1 
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DATED thiS.) 0 day of January, 2009. 
ERIK P. SMITH 
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE QE SE8YICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing instrument was: 
U Hand Delivered 
U Mailed, postage prepaid thereon 
[Xl..Faxed: (208) 753-8351 
to the following interested party on this __ day of January, 2009: 
~~ ~ 
Val Siegel, Prosecuting Attorney 
Shoshone County 
700 Bank Street 
Wallace, ID 83873 
Lora Henderson 
MOTION FOR PREPARATION OF TRANSCRIPTS - 2 
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ii8i2009 10: 44 1 PAGE milo 
D1SCOVERY LOG 
• I Doc No. Description Received Sent to By 
I by,PA Deft:hse 
11 CD ISP Ryan Austin Interview 8/19/oB 8120/08 DJv1 
i 2 CD ISP T. Morgan Audio Fil0S i 8/19/08 8/20/08 DM j 
3 CD ISP Hirum Intt:!rview 08.08.08 8/19108 8/20108 DM j 
J. CD ISP Morgue Bewick Photos 8119/08 8/20108 DM 
SeD ISP Photos of Cory & Christian 8/19108 8/20/08 DM i 
I 
6CD IS]) Suspect Vehicle Photos 8/19/08 8120108 PM 
7CD ISP Scene Photos & Album 08.08.08 ()8!19/08 8120108 DM i I 
i I 
8-9 Search Warra.nt 2007 Suzuki Forcnza 8/1.9108 8/20108 DM ) 
L. _. I 
i 10-13 Affidavit for SW on 2007 Suzuki 8/19/08 8/20108 DM 
I ' 4 ISP Return of Summons Christia.'1 08/19108 8120108 DM I i A I 
1 
! 
I Purtill I 
I I I J 5-2 I rsp Evidence Property Receipt of 81J.9/08 8/20/08 DM i 
I 2007 Suzukj Forenza I I 
122 {SP Firearms Documentation Form 8119/08 8/20108 DM 
,22 Caljbre Revolver 
I 
I 23DVD Wllson. Interview Terry Morgan 8/19108 8/26/08 KS 
24 CD M, Peacock Scene Photos 08/11108 8/20/08 DM I, 
~ 
Af.fidaYit ofT, Morgan re: Corey 8il 3108 8/20108 DM I 25,26 
Reid 
j "")r"/ Affidavit of T, Morgan re: Hiram 8113/08 8/20/08 DM I , J. l 
Wilson i 
i 28.29 Affidavit of T. Morgan re: Bra.ccyn 8/15/08 8/20/08 DM i 
! Wood I 
-, , 
j 30·31 Affidavit ofT Morgan re: Christan 8113/08 8/20108 DM Purti[l I I 
I 
j 32-33 I Affidavit ofT. Morgan Ie: Wayne 8/15108 8/20/08 DM : 
Barrett J 
128 Jl PAGE 
I T Affidavit ofT. Morgan re: Jon ! "4 8/13/08 8/20/08 DM i j ! 
I KienhoJr.; Jr. 
I 
i 35 DVD Kienholz; Interview Tape 1 08/21108 8/26/08 KS I 
I 
! 36 DVD Kienholz lntervicw Tape 2 08121/08 8126/08 KS 
i 
I I 1 37-52 Dave Ka.le Report 8.22,08 08/22/08 8126108 KS 
I 53-5456- Corey Thompson Report 8.22.08 08/22/08 8126108 KS 
I 58 I J 
i 
59-60 Jeremy Groves Report 8.22.08 08/22/08 8126108 KS 
! 61-67 Jason Woody Report 8,2:2.08 08/22/08 8126/08 KS 
68 Barrett Miranda Waiver 08122/08 8126108 KS 
. 69 I Reid Booking Form 8.14.08 08122/08 8/26/08 KS J 
/70 Wilson booking form 8.13.08 08122/08 8126108 KS i i 
I ~1 
I ! I Wood booking form 08/22/08 8126/08 KS 
i 
72 Wilson NeIC 08/22108 8126/08 KS 
73-74 Wood NCTC 08122/08 3/26/08 KS 
I 
I 75-77 Barrett NCrC I 08/22108 8(26/08 KS 
i j i 78- 79 Allen Nalley Statement 08/22/08 8126/08 KS 
i SO-81 Dcven Meyers Statement 08/22108 8126/08 KS ! I 
I I I 82-83 Virgil Tesky Statement 08/22/08 8126/08 KS 
) 84-.86 Michael Trude Statement 08/22/08 8126108 K.S 
-, 
1 87 Virgil Tesky Driver)s License 08/22/08 8126108 KS 
i 
I 
I 
'r 
8.22,08 I i 
! 88 Crimr;; Scene Entry Log 8.08.08 08/22/08 8126108 KS I 
i 99 I ! I,.; Dobson Pass COQrdinatc.s 8.22.08 08122/08 8126108 KS I 
[ 
Meyers Statement 8.13 .08 
I 
\90 08/22008 8126108 KS 
/91 DVD 
- ! 
Kicnholz Int~rvicw Tape 3 8/21/08 &/26/08 KS I I 
(92 DVD Wood Interview #1 08/27/08 8128108 KS i I 
Wood Tnterview #2 08/27/08 8128108 KS ! .93 DVD I 
i 
I i i 94 DVD I Grubbs Interview I 08/27/08 8128108 KS I 
~ I i 
84 
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195 DVD Lisa and Luke Hill Interview #1 08/27/08 8128108 KS ! I I 
. 
i 9GDVD KS Lisa and Luke Hill [nterview #2 08117/08 8128108 
_i 
197 DVD KPD Intervi~w Bedford Stroud & 08/27/08 8128108 KS 
I Cody Rose I I 
98DVD Wilson Interview 8.12.08 8/21/08 8/28108 KS I 
99.DVD Barrett Interview 8.15.08 8121108 8/28/08 K.S 
i 
" 
I 
! 100-117 Return on Search Warrant #358 8/27/08 8/28/08 KS 
I 118.125 Retum OD Search Warrant #359 8/27/08 8/28/08 KS 
I 126-135 Retum on Search Warrant #360 8/27/08 8/28/08 KS : 
i 136 CD Phone Visit Corey Reid-Erin Bartley 08128/08 9/11108 KS 
! J.37 CD 
I 
Kienholz lntervicw Audio 08128/08 9/11/08 KS 
, 
I 
. I 138 CD Phone Visit Kicnholz 8/29/08 9/11(08 KS 
! 
139-154 KienhoI~ interview 9/11/08 9111108 KS 
; 155-156 Supplement Report of Corey 9/16/08 9/16108 I KS , 
Thompson i :--
/157·370 Transcript OfIntervieW5 9/16108 9/17/08 KS 
! 
1372 Coroner Report 9116/08 9/18/08 KS 
i 
i 371 CD rsp Free Talk, Kicnholz, Wood 9116/08 911 6/2008 K.S 
I 
. 
, 
1373 DVD Kienholzlntervjew 9117/08 9/19/08 KS i 
, 
'i 374DVD Wood Interview 9/17/08 9/19/08 KS i 
i 375-394 Autopsy r~port ofNei] 9/23/08 9/23/08 KS J 
I 395-418 Autcpsy Report of Cynd:i 9123/08 9123(08 KS 
r 
; 
i 419-427 ISP Report of Terry Morgan(scene 1012108 10/2/08 KS 
investl gation) I 
----
i 428-441 ISP Report of Beth 11012108 10/2/08 KS , 
i Bradbury( A uropsy) I 
1---------- 1 
• ['42~443 ISP Report of Walt Richard (clothing /10/2/08 1012108 KS 
I 
, 
sC::lzure) I 
-~ 
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)444-450 11012/08 i KS ! JSP Report of Vicki Gooch 10/2/08 , 
I (sw suzuki forcnza) 1 I I 
I ISP Report of Beth Bradbury (add /1012108 10/2/08 K.S I ! 451-452 
I 
autopsy evidence) 
-l l I 453-455 ISP Report of Robert Boone 1012108 1012108 KS 
1456~461 . ISP Report of Curtis Kasten s 10/2108 10/2/08 KS ! 
(intervi~w and evidence) ! 
I 
1
462 ISP Report ofYicki Carlock- 1012108 1012/08 KS 
1 Smith(Austin Contact) J 1 
463-464 ISP Report of Vicki Carlock- 10/2/08 1012/08 KS I 
Smith(Knight Smith) I 
I I 
i 465-466 ISP Report of Vicki Cal'lock--Smith 10/2/08 10/2/08 KS I I 
(Jvfills Interview) I 
I 
! KS : 467-468 JSP Report of Vicki Carlock-Smith 1012108 10/2/08 I ! (Trude Interview) I 
I I /469 ISP Report of Vicki Carlock-Smi.th 1012108 1012/08 KS 
i (Daryl Bewick Interview) 
! ! 470 rsp Report of Jt:;rerniah 1012108 10/2/08 KS 
I 
I Sharp(VchicJe Recovery) 
! 
I 
1471-472 rsp Report of Paul Berger (Evidence 10/2/08 10/2108 KS 
I Recovery) 
1473.485 rsp Report of Richard Yecnd 10/2108 1012108 KS ( I 
(CDl1sent to Search)(picturcs of I i i 
things found at wilsoD house) I 
I •. 
! 486·488 Ncrc &l1d Pbotos of Jennifer and 10/2/08 1012/08 KS I 
i RocJ<y Wilson ~ 
1
489 
1 
rsp Report ofWalr 10/2/08 10/2/08 KS I I Richard(Evidencc Supplement) I 
;-
: i .190-492 . ISP Report of Fred 10/2/08 10/2/08 KS I 
Swanson(Evidence Recovery, I i 
Receipt for property) I I 
: 
493-513 ISP Report of Fred Swanson 10/2/08 1012/08 KS 
I (clima:tological) i 
! 
: 5J4·517 I Pa.per Summary o[Christalj Purtill's 11012J08 10/2/08 KS 
I I Charg~s I 
'--~.~, 
--
! 
120 .11 
I ~ 2 Spokane County Medical ExaminEr 1012108 10/2/08 KS I 1)]8-56 I 
I (Evidenct!l collection/chain of I I 
I custody) 
! 52! Neil Howard's Drivers Liccns€ 1012108 t 0/2/08 KS 
I 
I pjcture 
! 
528 Cynthia Bewi.cks' Driver;s Ucense 10/2/08 1012/08 KS 
, 
i 
,P.icturc i , 
I "'lQ sr Supplemental Report of Jason 10/8/08 10/8/08 KS j i .) ... ,- .) l Woody 
/536-543 Myspace Emaits Christa:n, Corey 1.0/8/08 10/8/08 KS 1 
1544-545 
I 
ISP Report ofRkhard Walt(Clothing 10/15108 10115/08 KS j I Seizure) 
----~~~ 
i • 546·550 ISP report of Michael Vanleuven 10115108 10/15108 KS I 
r (Kie11hlJh: Inte.rvie\v) r : 
I 551 Pawn Receipt 10/15108 10/15/08 KS 
! 552-5.52B 
I 
Wayne Barrett Statemel1t 10/15108 10/15/08 KS I I 
I 553·554 Permission to Search (barrett) 10/1S/08 ]0115108 KS I I 
! 555-558 ISP report of Terry Morgan(putiill 10115108 10/15108 KS I r 
! I 
i report) I 
I 
I 559-561 ISP Report of Terry Morgan(Wood 10115/08 10115108 KS 
, 
Interview) , r 
! i 
I 562-567 IS? Teport of Terry Morgan (Rei d , 10115108 10115108 KS i 
I Interview) r I , I 
i 568-577 lSP R~port ofTeny Morgan (Free 10/15108 10115108 KS 
I Talk) ! f-- . 
I ~78-S8J rsp Report oflerryMorgan (Purti1t 10115/08 10115108 KS 
Free Talk) 
r 
I 582 .. ISP Criminal Ana.lysis Reporl 10/15108 10115/08 KS 
I ISP Crime Scene Response i , 583 10115108 10115/08 KS i 
I 584-585 
r 
rS? Forensic Biology Reports 10/15/08 10115108 KS I J 
586-590 Evidence Sllbmissicrt'!IR."ceipt Porn< 
i 
10115/08 10115108 KS ! J 
r 
cOl Neil's Aut{)psy Photo5 i 1 O/J 5108 i J 0/16/08 KS ~'" .{ 
I , 
87 
1208 1 
i 592 ! Jon Keinbolz Drawing. during free 11114/08 11114/2008 DM 
talk i I I 
i 593-594 
, 
Consultation of Pacific Research 11125/08 12/9/08 KS I I 
I regarding Wilson Poly I 
: 595-598 SupplemcntaJ Report of D.Kale RE: 12/1/08 1211108 KS 
i Hiram Wilson Free Talk 
599-600 Map of Scene 12/1/08 12/3/08 KS 
601-602 Web Picture of Car . 12/1108 12/3/08 KS I 
603-60.5 Evidence Submission(Reccipt form 12/1108 12/3/08 KS 
"Pair of Gloves " 
I I 606-609 Affidavit of Search Warrant 1211108 1213(08 KS 
610 Return on Search Warrant 12/1/08 12/3/08 KS 
f 
L 1-612 Search Warrant U/J/OS 12/3/08 KS I 
1613 Evidence Property Receipt "Tennia 12/1108 12/3/08 KS I 
! Shoes" J 
, 
Criminal AnaJysis Repart 1211108 ! I 614-619 12/3108 KS 
i 
I G20~62 J I Forensic Biology Repor1: 12/1/08 1213108 KS i 
I 
I "supplemental # I" I 
, 
622-623 rsp Receipt for property J 2/1/08 12/3/08 .KS I I 
62Lt rsp Rec~\pt Property 12/l/08 12/3108 KS i ! 
625-626 Vehicle Tow Inventory and Towing 12/1/08 12/3/08 KS I 
l Report j 
J 
11':'"17 ) Evidence/Property Receipt "Corey 112il!08 I 12/3/08 KS I I v .. i Reid" i 
i I 628-630 Hiram Wilson DMV Photo and 1211/08 1213/08 KS 
I NCIC's 
I G31·()49 CorElY Reid DMV Phot and NCJC's 12/1/08 12/3/08 KS 
I 
I _ 
I I 650<53 Christan Punill DMV Photo and 1211108 ' 1213/08 KS 
NCIC's i L , 
654-660 ~Ki,nhOJZ .ff., Photo ,nd NeTC's 1211108 12/3/08 KS 
(is 1-6% Neil Howard DMV Photo and 1211m8 12/3/08 KS 
) NCIC's 
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1697-717 Cynthia Bewick DMV Photo and 1211108 ! 12/3/08 KS r 
I NCJC's , , 
i 
I '"118 Scene ofDoub1e: Homicide 12/1/08 12/3/08 KS 
: 
. ." 
1719-720 ISP Incident Report of Vicki Gooch 12/1/08 12/3J08 KS I ! "Glov~ from vehicle" I I 
1721-722 ISP lhci.dcnt Report ofTery Morgau 12/1108 12/:3/08 KS 
I "Vehicle Recovery" 
723 CD P urti 1.1 Free talk Attdio 1211/08 12/3/08 KS I 
i 724 
i 
Wilson. Free Talk 1215/08 t2/8/2008 KS I i DVDR I 
I 
j 725 CD-R MFP Wilson Free Talk 11124/08 12/gl08 KS 
I 
M .. Tnlde message to Havclin 12115/08 i I 726 CD-R 12112/08 DM I 
r 
I I 727 Transcript afM. Trude Mcssagl!: to f 12117/08 KS I I-Iavelin 
i 728 CD-R C. Reid talk to Morn from Ada 115/09 1I6/09 KS 
County Jail J 
729 CD·R P.C. Telephone Search Warrant for 1115/09 1/6/09 KS I , 
Rocky Wilson's residence i I L_ 
I 
1730 CD·R Luke Hill Interview #3 115/2009 11612009 KS 
1731-735 T. Morgan-Kie,nholz 1" interview 1/512009 1/6/2009 KS I 
\ 
i 
I 736-738 Kienholz Fingerprints 1/51'2009 1/6/2009 KS 
739-741 Hiram Wilson Fjngerprints 115/2009 1/612009 KS 
142-744 Corey Reid Fi.ngerprints 1/5/2009 116/2009 KS 
745 and 747 Neil Howard Infurmation 1/5/2009 lIGI2009 KS 
1 748 I lime Line Signed by Kiel1holz 1/5/2009 1/612009 KS 
1746 C. Reid Mug Sbot 6-25-2008 115/2009 1/6/20Q9 KS i 
! Press Rdoose I 1/5/2009 1/6/2009 KS 
~- 1 : - Kicnholz Miranda Rights 1 (5/2009 116/2009 KS ! 
1751-752 Ev.idence Submission Fonn and II512009 U6i2009 KS I Picture of De Shoe 
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//::: /2[36'3 1£\: <l4 120 51 
! ?S3 115/2009 ) 1 (612009 
i 
Letter to Lonny Duce from Sally KS I 
I AU<en (Med. Examiner) j l_ 
I 
I 754-756 EvldencelPropert;l Receipt "plastic 1/512009 1/612009 KS I 
straw, sunglasses" .. etc" i 
757-758 Search Warrant #362, Wilson 11512009 116/2009 1(8 
Residen.ce 
I 759-760 Fed Ex AirbiJl from rsp 1/5/20Q9 1/6/2009 KS I 
I 11"1 Drawing :from C. Reid of Scene 115/2009 116/2009 KS I .. QL 
i 
! 762 Kienholz Mugsho1. 1/5/2009 1/6/2009 1(S 
i 763-774 Conten.ts otC. R~id'sWallet 1/5/2009 11612009 KS J 
775 Ern.ail to Robert Boone from Howard 1/5/2009 11611009 KS I 
i Slack r(!questing Info I 
1776 Receipt for funds (Christan p.mtiJ1) 1/512009 ., JJI'",,,,,,,,- KS : JlOI~UV~ i 
1""77 I I. Chri stan Purtill ID Card 1.1512009 116/2009 KS I 
I 77~ i ' !~ Jail Inmate Activity Sh.eet (wood) 1/8/2009 1112/09 ks 
I Inmate Activity Call Sheet (wood) 1/812009 1/12/09 ks I 779-790 J 
i 79l-827 Jaillllrnatc Activity and Can Shet;/ 1/812009 1112/09 
_J \ (Kienholz:) 
828·852 . Jaillnrnate Activity and Call Sheet 1/8/2009 1)12/09 ks I 
(Reid) 
, 
853·858 Memo to HoUy Anderson and J 115/09 J /(6109 K8 
Defendants Trans. And Use Immun. 
I L AgreEll,nenr 
i 
Purtill and Morgan bterview in I . 359-886 1115/09 1116109 KS 
I Boise Transcript , 
--
SR7-902 Purtill transcript ofFr~e Talk lI15109 
i, 
1116/09 KS I 
i 
! I 
903-9 2 Forensic Entomology Investigations 1121/09 J 123/09 KS i 
Report of Diagnostic Lab. Exam 
i 9?J BraecynWood Immunity Agre1::ment 1)22/09 1123/09 KS 
i)2<~925 I Wilson Pre-trial settlement offer 1/22/09 1/23/09 KS I 
I ! 
__ J 
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1 
j 926-927 Wilson's 2nr.i free talk tape 1 and 2 1/22109 1123(09 KS 
! DVD +R I 
I I 
I 
, 
, 928-929 Purtill's 2 no free talk t ... pe j and 2 I 122/09 1/23/09 KS 
I DVD +R 
i 930 DVD- Charl es Borgen Interview , 1122109 1123/09 KS 
(R I i 
I ! 
931-954 Corey Reld's Recorded TeJeJphcnc 118/09 ... --- .... --- KS 
i Calls from SCSO 
i 955-964 & Wood's Recorded Telephone Calls 118109 ! -- ... ------_ ... - KS 
1000 fromSCSO 
! 965-999 Kienholz Recorded Telephone Ca11s 118109 _ ...... "" .. _ ..... -... KS 
I fromSCSO , 
, I 
I I I J 
I ! 
J 
J ! ~., J 
I I 
! I 
) 
I I I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
! I I 
--
I 
I' 
I 
I 
i 
: 
~ ,-
I I I 
r 
I - I 
I I 
_I-
I 
I 
I 
I 
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EXHIBIT "8' 
1) 3 CD; 
2) 230VO; 
3) 91 OVO; 
4) 920VO; 
5) 930VO; 
6) 950VO; 
7) 96 OVD; 
8) 97 avo 
9) 980VO; 
10) 99 ova 
11) 137 CD; 
12) 371 CD; 
13) 373 DVO; 
14) 374 OVO; 
15) 723 CD; 
16) 724 avo R; 
17) 725 CR R; 
18) 926 - 927 DVO R: 
19) 928 - 929 DVO R; 
20) 931-954; 
21) 955 - 964 & 1000 
22) 965 - 999; 
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ERIK p, SMITH, Attorney at Law 
ERIK p, SMITH, P.C, 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, 10 83814 
Telephone: (208) 667-2000 
Facsimile: (208) 765-9110 
IS8: #5008 
Shoshone County Public Defender 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
COREY SKII REID, 
) Case No. CR 08-2473 
) 
) MOTION TO COMPEL DISCOVERY 
) RESPONSES 
) 
) 
) 
) 
______ --""D=e~fe'_'_n:=d=a"_'_nt"_'_. __ ) 
COMES NOW, the above-named Defendant, COREY REID, by and through his 
attorney of record, ERIK P. SMITH, and hereby moves the Court for an Order compelling 
the Plaintiff to respond to a Request for Discovery fiied with the Court and served on 
the Plaintiff on August 18, 2008. 
The Defendant seeks a specific disclosure by the State of its trial witnesses and 
the relevant facts known by the witness, and evidence to be submitted at trial. 
Alternatively, the Defendant seeks a Pretrial Order setting timeline::; for the 
disclosure of witnesses and exhibits. 
This Motion is made in order to narrow the issues for trial, to aid in trial 
MOTION TO COMPEL DISCOVERY RESP01'>JSES - 1 
93 
nreparation, and to eliminate unnecessary days of trial. 
The Defendant also seeks discovery in the State's possession or knowledge 
regarding an exculpatory matter concerning the Defendant. pursuant to ICR 16(a), an 
example of which is attached and incorporated hereto as Exhibit "A". 
Defendant requests the right to present oral argument, evidence, and testimony 
in support of this Motion_ 
DATED this )t? day of January, 2009. 
ERIK P. SMITH 
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OE SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregOing instrument was: 
U Hand Delivered 
U Mailed, postage prepaid thereon 
rxl-Faxed: (208) 753-8351 
to the following interested party on this ~D day of January, 2009: 
Val Siegel, Prosecuting Attorney 
Shoshone County 
700 Bank Street 
Wallace, ID 83873 
Lora Henderson 
MOTION TO COMPEL D!SCOVERY RESPONSES - 2 
94' 
01/:5/2009 Ib:42 20 .. 1 HOLLIS J ANDER 
Shoshone News Press - Newspaper - North Idaho 
unoo what has bllen done _. but it helps us bring thool'l rM~l'ISibll! to jlJ!)tiM," th~ prosecutor added. 
PAGE 82 
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Before Kienholz had verbally stated his plea, District Court Judge Fred Gibler reminded the defendant that he as 
the JUdQI'! wes not bound to the terms ot !he written agreement and could ImposB Independent judQment if he fE!lt 
necesE;ary. 
'!\Ii!h the agreement now on the table, Lohmen reiterated to !he court two adjectives used tv describe hi~ c110n! in 
the caSB iIIvestlgation - "i!'xc~lI!'!nr in terms< of hil! coop~r~~on with I&lw €lnforcement and "high" in terms of the 
quality of information he has offered. 
Lohmen also requested ths opportunity to hire a defense mltlgetlon expen which he said would be helpfUl in 
Pfesenting the Clefonsli1'~ information tor !h~ pre~M\EnCjng report such 3" a PSYOh OIogi cal evaluation and 
gglhering of mllftary records. According to court documents Klenhol:t: was employed by the U.S, Army, 
JUdge GiCl~r denied ths requ~st sl'Iylng that the pre.O!l\nklnOQ in\lQ11j~gat;ol1 and rGPort he is ordering would In~tt!l2ld 
serve adequately enough aEl a 1001 tor the defense and stl!te's Information but mostly as a key to the court for 
determlf1i flg appropriate judgment 
Gibler <')Iso offered a psychological evelu!1Jon If the defendant wished to hElvl!: OM, Lohman said they would take It 
Into consideration and that he would like the opportunrty to disl;uss it with hil> client first 
Kienholz's serrtencmg date has been set for Jan. 6 at 9 a.m. The minimum penalty for committing murder is 10 
yea I'll ina state prison, 
According to former reports from law enforcement officialE'>, Kienholz: confessed to the murders the n,ght he ~urned 
him~elf in dsy:; after the bodies were found 
The other four indlvldl.lals inVOlved In tM case have alreedy pleaded ·not guilty" to the charges against th~m and 
flave been set for jUly trial in ~arly :2009. 
Corey Reid and Hiram Wilson, both charged with aiding and abetting in murder, have besn set for dIstrict court JUry 
trial procGMings to beqin on Jan, 12, 80th ilave prQ-trial confel'<)nces scheduled for Dec, 22 along with the allogo:ld 
'!)ccl'I:!l~orles Chrlsfen Purtlll and Braseyn WDod. 
Purtill ~l'Id WOOd, both charged as 8cc~!!I"orieG "ft;'!r·tt\e-fact, will t~$tify in court first with multiple day trials 
,lfltlclpated to begin on Jan. 6 
Both murder viotlms - Howard and Sewlck were from the Sliver VO'!IIIi!tY !lnd at one lime eact1 aUended Kellogg 
f-iigh School, Howard's body was dil3covered first on the morning of Aug, 8 by a local man picking huckleberrl~s In 
thl'l wilderness .,top Dobson Pass, offth'J t;ld~ of F'ore9t Servic:e Road 4:24. 
POST YOUR OPINION Yl~."~ll.2.fJt:l,~.J~t.£9.mroented storle;J! 
Name 
Email (optional) 
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Boiler wrote on Jan 1, 2009 11 :43 AM: 
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" LOLz at this broad .. is this what our military is becoming??? when i wall in, if a. person went AWOL, th!ly I1ad to 
do time, In I!I regional contlol facilIty, Sad molJthingldaho, and comparing it to georgle??? tMres NO comparison"1 
Idaho has no "signed labe/" rappers, racists, ye!L but not an overabundance of blacks, therefore, e higher crime 
rate .. Plus, Idaho is a POLICE STATE. where Itfeels It hes make en exemrn~ out everyone that passes through 
ito; court sy~tems ... 
ail to more for conglomerates to gain the financJal well-being ... th!ly creet the crimln:a19- the get the "pie" In finances 
to support their "inearcer<lbilitles""" its a vicious cycle, with a poor educahon system .. but, without or;min'as- We 
would no IOflger need police. Notice 111e sides of their cars no longer sey "to "rotect and serve"??? " 
Katie wrote on Nov 13, 200812,38 PM 
.' I am personally not from Idaho, but I knew Kienholz very well while I wa~ In the U,S Army With him. We were 
5tatiMEld together, in the same company, end In the sama pfatoon, Sadly to say. we went AWOL together, and the 
whole 2 w~eks that we were AWOL, he always told me that h& was born to be. a serial killer, that he just always felt 
the neeC1 to kill s-omeone inside of himself. He always begged me and the other person W$ went AWOL with to buy 
him II gun !l0 he would rob p~ople I!lnd then lasv!'! thQm to die, we never would, I always knew thllt he would do 
something so horrible like this, and I look back now and wish there was som!llhlng I could have done more of to 
prevent thl!i from h!!ppenlng. I dts!!gree 100% with his pie", liIgrliGmenl. He Should have been given Ufe 2 tlm1'!l1!l with 
NO CHANe E of parole. He took the life of two young people, and now because of a very selfish ~ct, that poor child 
will grow up NEVER knowing his parents, and that alone is bad enough. What kind of prosecLrtor would let 
Klenholz walk out of prison in 10 years?I?' In Georgi.!! (which is the ~t9te I live in), life is an automatic 25 ye2lrs wah 
NO parole, no matter how much evidence you bring to triaf. If I do the matn correctly, he Will be out by the tlmB he 
i9 3D at the earliest, goCl only knows wMt he will do then. How many more people Is he going to have to murder to 
be kl!Jpt be hi nd brJrIll for good? I belil'lve thIP state of Idaho needs to get a better prosecutor, Maybe th(!:y are Just to 
selfish themselves to see what this crime has done to the victims families, To the victims families, my prayers will 
always be With you all. " 
Hope I didn! do this twice wrote on Nov 13, 2008 11;25 AM 
, Bottom line Is, this guy should not be out of prison whl!!n he is 30 yeElr~ old to h<lppily live the rest of his life. 
don't care how much Info he gave, There appear to be enough accessories after-the-fllet i!lnd aid~r and abedders 
t,~at they did not need any Inro from Klenholz that would enable him to f9ceive a reduced sentence. He took to 
liVes, he should spend his one life, behind bars 
'Jntil SrlOsnone County can afford to pay for a GOOD prosecutor, we Will always l1ave one that makes deals, 
Bottom Ilnl!] on that is, th~ County nor /t's tax ~yers can afford tM burden of that kind of Trial. I totally Bgree thOlt 
that IS whet we need, but until we have the revenue to back It, It'l; not going to happen, 
! vVlsh the Victim'S familiE!S the best and believe they should ask that part of the deal bil that "If In fset Mr, Kienholz 
I~ released In 10 or 20 years, that he not be ell owed back in the Stete of Idaho or at least Shoshone County. 
~Jeither of the families should EVER hav!O to endure seeing thla man againlljlj " 
Jazzy wrote on Nov 13, 2008 11 :03 AM: 
Come Oil!: POSSibility for parOle only after 10-20 years, Shooting 2 kids in the head Just for a JOY ride In thel rear. 
Then bragging to his frlend!l? If he kills for iii oar ride (If tha1 r~ally ie the story) what is he go.ng to do In 10 years 
'llhen he Is out. for somsthtng bigger. Great he confessed and was 'halpful'. Give him LIFE with chance of parole 
",40 years He'" be an old man by that point, and little Dr no threat of all to anyone! 'vVhat Justice i~ Ihis?? " 
Done wrote On Nov 12. 200811;51 PM: 
.. My opinion Of this is as fOllows, .. Cilldy and Neil were not given any plea bargain Of offered Bny m~rcy""Michael 
Peacock has never done his job In my opinion, Chuck Reynolds lost the election because our prosecutor gave him 
a bad name. Police can arrest and charge files against p!Oopie but it is Peacock's Job to follow through, WMn the 
gil: was !lIken up the rivj!)r by her ~Ion fath~r M then rap~ her, beat her, stabbed her and left her to 01 e h~ could 
hal'e got thE> death penalty but it was piea bargained down I don't understand why !III th(t evidence was there 
i~dudlng a live victim. Maybe to much peper work Tor peaCOCK? i Mve been told h!O has only done one Jury trllli 
s,nce he has been in office and Jost. He prefers to gIve his felons mlsdemel!lnor probetio", community service, or 
prosecutors probation thi!lt Is how I am seeing things, To bad for Chucl<: ReynOld's who really did w~nt to make a 
dlNerence but his hands were tied 3!l ~ hgd El proaeoutor that was COllecting money for doing pretty much CIOM to 
nathi ng. I am truly Sick of seeing ferons getting more comp!lsslon from our prosecutor than our victims. as for the 
afte r the fact I feel brason wood should get a lighter s!Ontenoe, he wl!nted no part of it once he found out and got 
out of the riQ he did lie to police about what he knew but we have all hear ~nltches oolong In dltehe!!l l!Ind when it 
oertains to murder I can't say I would be So forthcoming as to putting my name out there either, but the other girl 
i~.vDIJi?d she haG QP<iint no um" in jail. f heve bean told tMre doesn't seem to be any femo~e on her part She 
"";llks around town with her held up high end acts as If she hasn't don~ anything wrong ... shQ werrt to southern 
::;-ahD 'lAth her boy1rlMd knowJng that ha nad <l pert II) a murCler and rode in 8 car all the way there In the vlctlms 
Exhibit ---=A~.--,, __ _ 
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ca r after the fact she still says how much shit lovas him on my !lpsce eh~ neQqs to know thatthis life~tyll! i:m't il 
gooO ong and that when SOmlMM takes part '10 8 murder .. maybe you should look elsewhere for love, I am MOOO 
thankful PeacoOk Is almost out 01' there then maybe Just mayb~ the crIminals here will finally get whelt they deserve 
and so will the victims .. Justice lll ' " 
Mickey 8 wrote on Nov 11, 200B B39 PM: 
. Unlike other I don't believe that the accessories attar the fact should get th& same punishment How would you 
fee! if someone had juat told you that he had just killed your tffl:) friends, I for Me would be pretty freaking scared 
to argue with that person. Who knows what he could do to you or your family I All the accessories after the fact are 
~uil!y of i9 tryi I')g to proteot th~msslvea and their families, There have been people who have hara899d and spread 
rumors about the accessories after the fact and their families. TheSE! families have enough t¢ deal witf1 and 
eVI$ lYons should Just leave them alone. I wl~h the b~stfor th~ victims' families. " 
Thats me way it is wrote on Nov 11, 2008 11 :.24 AM 
, It is nat jva! Mr. Peacock or ShO:!lhIlnS county. My WifE! Snd I Wer@ t-boned in Kootenai county and were In 
~onstant pain for well over a year. The person that 1<111 a red light and left the seean of en rollover injUry accidel)t 
(hit and run) was only given 40 hours of comunity service wlth no res'tJtulon tho !hit peoplE' that en€! hurt. 
Unfortamly the only thing that the Prosecu1ing Attorney offices care about is the numbers of guilty verdicts that they 
get for their win loss record. " 
FergCie wrote on Nov 11,20068:53 AM: 
, 10-20 years?? for taking :2 lifes? VVhat Is this world coming to? He at the very lemt ~hould r"lPV.;l to spend life in 
orison t'NlcA no parol!!) elf!!!r" 
, 'or one will be very glad when PeaKock 's out of officsll " 
E;maii th,s st.q!:y' 
'~f "':J,",I$: I ~ !>.(,'r'l~I(i 
! "\:'~ ;('1 I~ r>.,r.!,~i"2(! Urni;ld':::'~S: OJ ,P,I\!' """'Ih' ~.i ~~ll'I':>U1r'O · ... nrf1C,0t H',e "~I("./' wr H~'" t)vj,~I':! r\' r,!~ ;··U!!p;;)~cr:r; 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
COREY SKI! REID, 
) Case No. CR 08-2473 
) 
) MOTION TO COMPEL DISCOVERY 
) RESPONSES 
) 
) 
) 
) 
_____ ----!::D'-"e'-!..:fe"'-'.n..:..::d:.,>::a'-'-!n=t. ___ ) 
COMES NOW, the above-named Defendant, COREY REID, by and through his 
attorney of record, ERIK P. SMITH, and hereby moves the Court for an Order compelling 
the Plaintiff to respond to a Request for Discovery filed with the Court and served on 
the Plaintiff on August 18,2008. 
The Defendant seeks a specific disclosure by the State of its trial witnesses and 
the relevant facts I:nown by the witness, and evidence to be submitted at trial. 
Alternatively, the Defendant seeks a Pretrial Order setting timelines for the 
disclosure of witnesses and exhibits. 
This Motion is made in order to narrow the issues for trial, to aid in trial 
IviOTiOi-J TO COMPEL DISCOVERY RESPONSES 1 
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preparation, and to eliminate unnecessary days of tria\. 
The Defendant also seeks discovery in the State's possession or knowledge 
regarding an exculpatory matter concerning the Defendant pursuant to ICR 16(a), an 
example of which is attached and incorporated hereto as Exhibit "A". 
Defendant requests the right to present oral argument, evidence, and testimony 
in support of this Motion, 
DATED this)t5 day of January, 2009. 
ERIK P. SMITH 
Attorney for Defendant 
CEBIIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing instrument was: 
U Hand Delivered 
U Mailed I postage prepaid thereon 
rxLFaxed: (208) 753-8351 
to the following interested party on this ~D day of January, 2009: 
Val Siegel, Prosecuting Attorney 
Shoshone County 
700 Bank Street 
Wallace, 10 83873 
I (t~~ 
Lora Henderson 
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Before Klenholz had verbally stated his plea. D~trict Court Judgs Fred Gibler reminded the defendant that he el'l 
the Judge was not bound 10 the termt. of the wrttten :!IgreElmant and could impose independent Judgment If he felt 
necessary 
'/,lrth the IIgreement now on the tal:>le, Lohmen r~terated to tile court tlNo adJectfveso u!lsd to describe his client in 
the ca$!! I!w~stlgation - "excell~nt" in terms of his cooper8t1on WIth law ~nforcement and "high" in tarms of the 
Quality at information he has offered. 
lohman also requested the opportunity to hire a defense mltlge1ion ext:ll!lrt which he said would be helplulln 
presenting the defense's information for the pre-<3entencing report such as 8 psychologcal evaluation and 
gathering of military reoord€!. According to court documen1l!l KienhOlz: wae employed by the U.S. Army. 
,Judge Glbl~r ooni~d the request saying that the pre-oontenoe irlVe9tlgation and report he is ordering would in~ead 
serve adequately enough Ole a 1001 for the defense I!Ind Shilts's information but mostly as .!I k,ey to the court 1m 
deter mini ng appropriate judgment. 
Gibler alSO offef'l?d a P'$ychologlcal eveluation tfthe defendant wishe<:J to have one, Lohman said they would take it 
into consideration af1d that he would like the opportunity to discuss It wlth his client first 
KlenhOlz's sentencing date has b~n set for Jan. 6 at 9 a,m. The mInimum penalty for commftting murder is 10 
'(Jell'S In ~ state prls.on 
According to former reports from law enforcement offioials, Kienholz confessed to the murders the night he turned 
nlmself In days after the bodies were found. 
T~e other lour indlvidusl!!; involved in the case have already pleaded "not guilty" to th9 charges against them and 
have b"en set for jury trial in early 2DD9. 
Corey Reid end Hiram Wlson, both charged with aiding I!Ind abetting in muroer, have ~en sst for d,stnct court Jury 
trll!ll proc",edin~ to beein en Jan 12, e:loth havg pre-trial conferences scheduled for DM. 22 along with the allflgGd 
accessorieS Christan PUi1111 2!nd Sraecyn Wood. 
Purtill and Wood. both cherg~d as accessories after·the-fa(:~, will te~tl1\t in court first with multiple day ~rlal6 
anticipated to begin on Jan. 6 
Both murd!'!f Victims - Howard and Bev.ticK were from the Silver Valley and at one time eech attended Kellogg 
High School. Howard'~ body wes discovered llrnt on the morning of Aug 8 by a local man pioKlng hUCkleberries In 
l~e wild8rn@~s atop Dobson Pass, o1fthg side of Forest Se!lvice Road 424. 
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. All comment posts will eoeounu;!r a possible defllY of up 10 241Joul"S. 
The H~adone corp. Is not Ilablll> lor any comments or opinIons expr1ll!lll~ In this fol1J"'. 
Boker wrote on Jan 1. 2009 11,43 AM: 
:"Olz <It this broad .. is this what our military is becoming??? wilen i was In, if ell p1'!Ifson went AWOL, they had to 
do tim~ In a regional control facility, Bad mouthing Idaho, I!lnd comparing it to georgia??? theres NO comparlson',1 
oal1o has no "signed label" rappers, raci~ts, yea., but oot 8n overabundance of blacks, therefore, a higher crime 
,ate Pluf., Idaho is a POLlCt; STATE, wh8r~ It feels it has make an exam~~ out eV9ryone thai passes througn 
'ts cOurt systems" 
all to mor€! for conglomerstes to gain the financial well-being", thl!!y ~at the crimlnals- the get the "pie" in finances 
to support their "incarcarabililles"',., Its a vioious cycle, wi!h I!l poor I'!ducation system", but, w~hout cr;minlas- we 
,.yould no longe, need police. Notice the sides of their ellrs no longsr say "to protect and serve"??? " 
Katie wrote on Nov 13,200812:38 PM: 
I am personally not from Idaho, but I knew KienhOlz very well whil~ I was if1 the U,S Army with him. W$ were 
stetloned togethQr, In the same company, and in the same platoon, Sadly to say, we went AWOL togetller, and the 
'/vi1ole 2 weeks that we were AWOL. he always told me that he was born to be a serial killer, that he just always felt 
the need to kill someone insJdE of himself, He arways begg~d me and the other person we went AWOL with to bUy 
him a gun so ne would rob people and then leall~ them to die, We never WoUld, I always knew that M would do 
somethlnQ so horrible like ttlls, and I look back now end wigh there was something I oould have done more of to 
prevent this from happening, I disagree 100% with his plea agrlil0ment. HI! should have been given ItfQ 2 times with 
NO CHANe E of parole. He 1001<; the lire of two younc people. and now because 01 a very 1!1I!!lfish act, that poor child 
will grow up NEVER knowing his parents. and !hl!lt alone is bad enough What kind of prosecutor would fet 
Kienho/z walk out of prison in 10 yaars?I?1 In Georgia (which is the state I live in), life is an automatic 25 years with 
NO parole, no matter how much evidence you bring to trial, If I do the math correctly, he will be out by the time he 
,s 30 at the earliest, god only Knows wt1at he will do then, How many mor~ people is he going to havs to murder to 
be kept behind bars for gooCl? I believe the state of IdahO needs to get a better prosecutor, Maybe they ':'lre Just to 
",,,,Iflsh themselves to see whet this crime haS done to the victims fami'isa, To the victims families, my prayers will 
glways bl!l With ycu all, " 
Hope I dldnt dO this twice wrote on Nov 13, 2008 11 :25 AM; 
, Bottom line Is, this guy should not be out of prison when he is 30 years old to happily five thl!l rest of l1is life 
don't oare how much info he gave. There appear to be enough acces!lories a~r-the·fact l!Ind aider and abedders 
that they did not need any info from KI!!lnholt that would enable him to reo;lve a reduced sentence. H~ took to 
lIVes, he should spend his one life, behind oars, 
Until ShoshonI;! County can afford to pay for a GOOD prosecutor, Wid will always have oo~ that makes deal~. 
Bottom line on that is, the County nor it'!!! tax payers can l!IfI'ord the burden of tnat Kind of Trial, I totally agree thaI 
th21t Is what we n~~d, ovt until we have me revenue to bacl\ it, It's not going 10 haPpen, 
I Wish the victim's families the bEl!t and believe th~y should ask tllet pert of the deal be that "if in fect Mr, Klenholz 
IS released in 10 or 20 years, that he not be allowed Deck in lh e State of Idaho or !It least Shoshone County 
rJeither of the famlfles ShOuld EVER have to end\.l~ l5eeing this man againll!!1 " 
Jazzy wrote on Nov 13, Z008 11 :03 AM; 
" Come on:: Possibility for parole only after 10·20 years, Shooting 2 kJds in th!!t head ]UGtror a JOY ride in Ih61r car. 
Then bragging to his friend;? If he l<ill3 for a oar ride (If that really is the 5!tory) What Is he going to do in 10 years 
when he Is out. for something bigger. Great he confessed and was 'helpful', Give him LIFE with chance of parole 
!n 4D years HI!;'II be an old men by that point, and little or no threat of all to anyonel \iVhat justice Is this'" .. 
Done wrote on Nov 12, 200811 :51 PM; 
, My opinion of thrs Is liS follows, Ci nay and N~i' were not given any plea bargain or offered any meroy ". ,Michael 
Peacock has nev~r done his jOb in my opinion, Chuck Reynolds lost me election becaus~ our prosecutor gave him 
a. Dad name. Police can arrest and charge flies against people but It illl Peacock's job to follow through. When the 
girl waG taken up the river by her felon father M then r~ped her, beat her, stabbed h\!!r and left her to die he could 
hilve got the death penalty ,but it was plaa bargain"d down' don't understand why all tl1e evidence was there 
,ndudfng a live victim, Maybe to ,flucn paper work tor peacock7 I have bMn told he has only done one JUiY mal 
3ince M has been in office and lost. He prefers to give his fEllons misdemeanor probation, community service, or 
prosecutors probation that is how I am seeing things To bad for Chuck Reynold's who really did want to make a 
dlHerencli1 but hiS hllnds ~re tied ae we had /l prosecutor that was collecting money for doing pretty much close to 
nothing, I am truly sick of seeing felons getting more compaSsion from our prosecutor than our victims as fOr I'M 
lifter the filet I fel!!l brason wood shOUld get a lighter sentenoe, he wanted no part of it once he found out and got 
Out o! tt\e rig he did lie?! to pollee about wt\at he knew but we have ell hear ~nitche$ bGlong In ditch!!):!; and when It 
pertain~ to murder I can't say I would be 90 forthComing as to putting my name out there elti1er. but the other girl 
Involved she has 9pGnt no tjm~ In jail, I have t>een tvld there doesn't seem to be any remorse on her part. She 
walks around ~own with h~r held up high end !lets as 11 sl1e hasn't done IIlOythinc wrong, ,sh~ went to l!Outnerr1 
"j"ho wJth Mr boyfriend knowing that he had a part in a murder and rode in i!! car all the way there in the victims 
"'_ ... ....,. rY 1:>",lllvl< •. ';;;'¥.'_.' 
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c@r after the ract she stllf says how much shl'l love&. him on my space slle need!> to kn<:lW that this lifestyle isn't a 
~ood anI< and that when someone takes part in :'I murder. .. maybe you should look eli!iewhere for love. J am sOOOO 
tr,ankiul Peacock Is almost out of there then maybe Just maybe the criminals here will finally get what they deserve 
~nd so will the Ylctims ... Jus!iceq~I" 
~AicKey B wrote on Nov 11, 2008 B:39 PM: 
, unlike other I don't believe th:.lt the ac~ories lifter the fact should get \he same punishment How would you 
feel if ~omeOf\e had Just told you that he had jUlSt killed your two trlend& I for one would be pretty freaking scared 
~o I'lrguli' with ihat person. Who knOlNS wtlat he oould CO to you or your family' All the aCCtlssories after the fact are 
gUilty of is trying to protect themselves and thel, families. There haVE! been ~opla lNho have har~sed end spread 
rumors ebout the acceaaories after the fact end their familis$. ThelSe families have enough to deal wtth and 
everyone ~houlcl Just leave them alone. I 'Nish the best for the victims' families. " 
ThaIS the W1!<y it is wrote on Nov 11, 20013 11 :24 AM'. 
" It is not just Mr. Peacock or ShOshone county. My wife and I were t-boned In Kootenai county end Ware in 
constant pain for well over a ye:;r. The person that ran a red light and left the sc~en of an rollover injury acddent 
(hit and [lin) was only given 40 hours of com unity service with no fes1ituion tlhe the people th~t stle hurt 
iJnfortantly the only thino that the Prosecuting Attorney officl!S care about Is the numbers of guilty verdlcte that tney 
get for their win loss record. " 
r:er~gle wrote on Nov 11. 2008 6:5~ AM: 
. 10-20 years?? for taking:2 lim? What is tt1ls world coming to? He at the very lel'lst should h:.we to spend life In 
prison twice no parOle ever!1 
I for Of'le will be very glad when Peakock is out of offi~! I" 
,'"I "~~'~~' I'~j.(:r""'rl 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
\IS, 
COREY SKI! REID, 
) Case No. CR 08-2473 
) 
) MOTION FOR INVESTIGATIVE 
) FUNDS AND CO-COUNSEL 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
------------------------
The Defendant, Corey Reid, by and through his attorney, Erik p, Smith, Public 
-)efender, hereby moves this Court for funds with which to appoint co-counsel and hire 
an investigator. 
This Motion is made pursuant to the 5th , 6th , 8th and 14th Amendments to the U.S_ 
Constitution; Article I, Sections 6 and 13 of the Idaho Constitution; ICR, R. 33.1; and, 
I,C, §§19-851, ef seq. The Sixth Amendment, the Due Process Clause and the Equal 
Protection Clause of the U.S. Constitution require the state to provide expert assistance 
to indigent persons and that this requirement includes experts and investigators 
necessary to his defense. The parallel authority of Idaho Code § 1 9-852(a) requires the 
appointment of experts or investigators when necessary and in the interest of justice. 
The grounds for this Motion are that neither the Defendant nor the current sole 
Public Defender have adequate resources to properly investigate the case and prepare 
for a trial. Absent the requested relief. the Defendant will not be able to develop a 
potential defense and will therefore be denied his State and federal constitutional rights 
due process, the effective assistance of counsel and to be free from punishment 
i'.i]OTION FOR If'NFSTIGATIVE FUNDS A.NO CO-COUNSEL -1 
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Imposed in violation of the proscription against cruel, arbitrary and unusual punishment. 
8ee, e.g Ake v. Oklahoma, 470 U.S. 68 (1985) set forth below. Further, absent the 
requested relief the Defendant will be deprived of the liberty interest created by I.C. 
§§19-851, et seq. 
Based upon the foregoing, the record as a whole and argument to be presented 
:0 the court in support hereof, this Court is respectfully requested to grant this Motion. 
Attached and incorporated hereto as Exhibit "A" is the State's Discovery Log, 
Drovided in discovery. It shows more than 1000 pages or entries of discovery 
responses. 
These include approximately 75 disks of digital evidence, including lengthy 
interviews with witnesses and co-defendants. 
At least 20 disks of digital information have been disclosed in the last 14 days. 
The volume of information alone is not the issue, It is the type of information. 
Many of the State's witnesses have given lengthy statements. The same witnesses 
qave additional statements. Some witnesses gave statements in August, November, 
December, and now recently at the end of January. Such statements were lengthy and 
each statement was materially different. Therefore, the differences between the 
statements need to be investigated. 
Specifically, an investigator is necessary to interview witnesses and to be a 
witness himself, which is a role the Defendant's attorney cannot fill. 
The investigator is also necessary to find witnesses whose current whereabouts 
are unknown in the State of Idaho and Tennessee, The investigator would also be used 
as a mitigation expert if necessary. 
Co-counsel is requested based upon the fact that the State has had numerous 
attorneys working on the case, and currently has 2 attorneys working the case, 
The State also has the benefit of law enforcement and the State's lead 
Illvestigator who has spent hundreds of h01Jrs preparing the State's case, 
Idaho law provides that a needy person is entitled to necessary services 
including investigation and other preparation at public expense. 
iciaho Code 19-852 (a) provides that: 
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A needy person who is being detained by a law enforcement officer, or 
who is under formal charge of having committed, or is being detained 
under a conviction of, a serious crime, is entitled: 
(1) to be represented by an attorney to the same extent as a person 
having his own counsel is so entitled; and 
(2) to be provided with the necessary services and facilities of 
representation (including investigation and other preparation). The 
attorney, services, and facilities and the court costs shall be provided at 
public expense to the extent that the person is, at the time the court 
determines need, unable to provide for their payment." 
Idaho Code 19-852 (a). 
This statute was first interpreted in State v. Olin, 103 Idaho 391, 648 P.2d 203 
(1982) where the Supreme Court of Idaho addressed the defendant's motion for the 
allowance of public funds to obtain a psychiatric evaluation. The defendant argued that 
the provision of public funds for these purposes is required by I.C. § 19-852(a), as well 
as by the due process and equal protection clauses of the fourteenth amendment. The 
Supreme Court of Idaho said: 
The statute recognizes that there are cases where a criminal defendant's 
right to a fair trial may be jeopardized unless there is access not only to an 
attorney, but also to certain specialized aid in the preparation of a 
defense. State v. Powers, 96 Idaho 833, 838, 537 P.2d 1369, 1374 
(1975). Included within the scope of I.C. § 19-852(a) are the fourteenth 
amendment requirements of due process and equal protection as they 
apply to indigent defendants. In Britt v. North Carolina, 404 U.S. 226,227, 
92 S.Ct. 431, 433, 30 L.Ed.2d 400 (1971), the United States Supreme 
Court made it clear that "staters] must, as a matter of equal protection, 
provide indigent prisoners with the basic tools of an adequate defense or 
appeal, when those tools are available for a price to other prisoners." It is 
equally evident that if a defendant is denied access to the basic tools of an 
adequate defense, then he has also been denied his due process right of 
a fair trial. See Griffin v. Illinois, 351 U.S. 12, 76 S.Ct. 585, 100 L.Ed. 891 
(1956). However, what constitutes the basic tools or necessary services of 
an adequate defense has not been clearly defined, Britt v. North Carolina, 
supra; State v. Coronado, 98 Idaho 421., 423, 565 P.2d 1378, 1380 
(1977), and may indeed vary from case to case. See State v. Powers, 96 
Idaho at 838.537 P.2d at 1374. 
QJln at 394. 
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The court also held that "a defendant's request for expert or investigative 
services should be reviewed in light of all the circumstances and be measured 
against the standard of "fundamental fairness" embodied in the due process 
clause. Watson v. Patterson, supra; State v. Lee, 221 Kan. 109, 558 P.2d 1096, 
1101 (1976)." Olin at 394. The Court also said: 
in applying I.C. § 19-852(a) to expert and investigative services that 
"[fJinancial assistance is not automatically mandatory, but rather 
depends upon [the] needs of the defendant as revealed by the facts 
and circumstances of each case. Before authorizing the 
expenditure of public funds for a particular purpose in an indigent's 
defense, the trial court must determine whether the funds are 
necessary in the interest of justice," State v, Powers, 96 Idaho at 
838, 537 P,2d at 1374, 
Olin at 395. 
In State v. Lovelace, 140 Idaho 53, 90 P,3d 278 (2003), the Idaho Supreme 
Court revisited this subject and held: 
The constitution does not require a state to provide expert or investigative 
assistance merely because a defendant requests it. State v. Olin, 103 
Idaho 391, 648 P ,2d 203 (1982), citing United States ex reI. Smith v. Baldi, 
344 U.S. 561, 568, 73 S.Ct. 391, 395, 97 LEd, 549, 556 (1953), A 
defendant's request for expert or investigative services should be 
reviewed in light of all circumstances and be measured against the 
standard of "fundamental fairness" embodied in the due process clause, 
Id., citing Watson v. Patterson, 358 F.2d 297, 298 (10th eir, 1966). Before 
authorizing the expenditure of public funds for a particular purpose in an 
indigent's defense, the trial court must determine whether the funds are 
necessary in the interest of justice. State v, Powers, 96 Idaho 833, 838, 
537 P.2d 1369,1374 (1975), cerl. denied, 423 U.S. 1089,96 S,Ct. 881, 47 
L,Ed.2d 99 (1976), Such a review necessarily involves the exercise of the 
sound discretion of the trial court, and a denial of a request for 
investigative assistance will not be disturbed absent a showing that the 
trial court abused its discretion by rendering a decision which is clearly 
erroneous and unsupported by the circumstances of the case. State v. 
Olin, supra, 
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Five years after Lovelace, the Idaho Court of appeals decided State v. Martin, 
Court of Appeals of Idaho Docket No. 33081, decided July 9, 2008. Martin was a traffic 
stop where the defendant was charged with possession of methamphetamine. Acting 
pro se the defendant filed a motion seeking additional testing at state expense of the 
alleged methamphetamine and of needles found in his pocket. The Martin court first 
discussed Ake and the standards set out in that decision. The Idaho Court of Appeals 
then turned to the "parallel line" of cases decided under Idaho Code § 19-852(a)(2), 
The court found that the controlling cases were Olin and Lovelace. The court went on 
to discuss the two tests and the measures for allowing expert assistance at state 
expense. The court said: 
This Court sees little or no substantive difference between the Ake 
standards and the Idaho Supreme Court's statements in Olin and 
Lovelace. To satisfy the Ake standard, a defendant seeking assistance at 
state expense must make a threshold showing that the assistance has 
probable value to address what will be a significant factor at trial, such that 
the accuracy of the jury's determination would be called into question if the 
assistance were denied. Ake, 470 U.S. at 74, 83. Similarly, Olin and 
Lovelace require that a defendant show that the requested assistance is 
necessary in the interest of justice when reviewed in light of all 
circumstances and measured against the standard of fundamental 
fairness embodied in the Due Process Clause. While articulating the test 
differently, each of these cases requires the provision of assistance at 
public expense where it is necessary for a fair trial and a meaningful 
opportunity to present a defense, while sifting out requests for services 
that are not shown to be reasonably necessary for these purposes. In any 
event, to the extent that any conflict exists, the Ake decision of the United 
States Supreme Court controls, and we therefore review Martin's requests 
for testing with reference to the Ake articulation of the standards, 
Martin at 7. 
An indigent defendant is entitled to experts when necessary to prove his defense 
and to negate the State's claims at sentencing. 
In Ake v. Oklahoma, 470 U,S. 68, 105 S.Ct. 1087, L.Ed.2d 53 (1985) the 
defendant appeared to be mentally ill. His counsel informed the trial court that he 
needed a psychiatrist to enable him to adequately prepare and present a defense and 
that. as an indigent, he could not afford to pay for one. Defense counsel asked the court 
either to arrange to have a psychiatrist perform an examination, or to provide funds to 
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allow the defense to arrange one. Defense counsel argued that the Federal 
Constitution required that an indigent defendant receive the assistance of a psychiatrist 
that assistance is necessary to the defense. The trial court denied the request 
based on United States ex reI. Smith v. Baldi, 344 U.S. 561 (1953). As a resultAke was 
convicted at trial. 
At the sentencing proceeding, no new evidence was presented. The prosecutor 
relied significantly on the testimony of the state psychiatrists who had examined Ake, 
and who had testified at the guilt phase that Ake was dangerous to society, to establish 
the likelihood of his future dangerous behavior. Ake had no expert witness to rebut this 
testimony or to introduce on his behalf evidence in mitigation of his punishment, and as 
a result he was sentenced to death. 
The United States Supreme Court reversed and in a broadly worded majority 
decision Justice Marshall said: 
This Court has long recognized that when a State brings its judicial 
power to bear on an indigent defendant in a criminal proceeding, it must 
take steps to assure that the defendant has a fair opportunity to present 
his defense, This elementary principle, grounded in significant part on the 
Fourteenth Amendment's due process guarantee of fundamental fairness, 
derives from the belief that justice cannot be equal where, simply as a 
result of his poverty, a defendant is denied the opportunity to participate 
meaningfully in a judicial proceeding in which his liberty is at stake. In 
recogrnition of this right, this Court held almost 30 years ago that once a 
State offers to criminal defendants the opportunity to appeal their cases, it 
must provide a trial transcript to an indigent defendant if the transcript is 
necessary to a decision on the merits of the appeal. Griffin v. Illinois, 351 
U.S. 12 (1956)_ Since then, this Court has held that an indigent defendant 
may not be required to pay a fee before filing a notice of appeal of his 
conviction, Burns v. Ohio, 360 U.S. 252 (1959), that an indigent defendant 
is entitled to the assistance of counsel at trial, Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 
U.S. 335 (1963), and on his first direct appeal as of right, Douglas v, 
California, 372 U.S. 353 (1963), and that such assistance must be 
effecfive. See Evitts v. Lucey, 469 U-S. 387 (1985): Strickland v. 
Washington, 466 U.S. 668 (1984); McMann v. Richardson, 397 U.S. 759, 
771, n, 14 (1970).*fn3 Indeed, in Little v. Streater, 452 U.S. (1981), we 
extended this prinCiple of meaningful partiCipation to a "quasi-criminal" 
proceeding and held that, in a paternity action, the State cannot deny the 
putative father blood grouping tests, if he cannot otherwise afford them. 
Meaningful access to justice has been the consistent theme of 
these cases, We recognized iong ago that mere access to the courthouse 
doors does not by itself assure a proper functioning of the adversary 
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process, and that a criminal trial is fundamentally unfair if the State 
proceeds against an indigent defendant without making certain that he has 
access to the raw materials integral to the building of an effective defense. 
Thus, while the Court has not held that a State must purchase for the 
indigent defendant all the assistance that his wealthier counterpart might 
buy, see Ross v. Moffitt, 417 U.S. 600 (1974), it has often reaffirmed that 
fundamental fairness entitles indigent defendants to "an adequate 
opportunity to present their claims fairly within the adversary system," id., 
at 612. To implement this principle, we have focused on identifying the 
"basic tools of an adequate defense or appeal," Britt v. North Carolina, 
404 U.S. 226, 227 (1971), and we have required that such tools be 
provided to those defendants who cannot afford to pay for them. 
To say that these basic tools must be provided is, of course, merely 
to begin our inquiry. In this case we must decide whether, and under what 
cOrlditions, the participation of a psychiatrist is important enough to 
preparation of a defense to require the State to provide an indigent 
defendant with access to competent psychiatric assistance in preparing 
the defense. Three factors are relevant to this determination. The first is 
the private interest that will be affected by the action of the State. The 
second is the governmental interest that will be affected if the safeguard is 
to be prolvided. The third is the probable value of the additional or 
substitute procedural safeguards that are sought, and the risk of an 
err0neous;deprivation of the affected interest if those safeguards are not 
prOVided. See Little v. Streater, supra, at 6; Mathews v. Eldridge, 424 U.S. 
319, 335 (1976) We turn, then, to apply this standard to the issue before 
us. 
The private interest in the accuracy of a criminal proceeding that places an 
individUal's life or liberty at risk is almost uniquely compelling. Indeed, the 
host of safeguards fashioned by this Court over the years to diminish the 
risk of err6neous conviction stands as a testament to that concern, The 
interest of the individual in the outcome of the State's effort to overcome 
the presumption of innocence is obvious and weighs heavily in our 
analysis, 
Weiconsider, next, the interest of the State, Oklahoma asserts that 
to provide :Ake with psychiatric assistance on the record before us would 
resultin a staggering burden to the State. Brief for Respondent 46-47. We 
are unpersuaded by this assertion. Many States, as well as the Federal 
Government, currently make psychiatric assistance available to indigent 
defendant$, and. they have not found the financial burden so great as to 
preclude t~is assistance,,·fn4 This is especially so when the obligation of 
the, State Is limited to provision of one competent psychiatrist, as it is in 
mahy Stat~s, and as we limit the right we recognize today. At the same 
time, it is difficult to identify any interest of the States, other than that in its 
ecdndmy, ~hat weighs against recognition of this right. The State's interest 
in pre'laili~g at trial -- unlike that of a private litigant -- is necessarily 
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tempered by its interest in the fair and accurate adjudication of criminal 
cases. ThlllJs, also unlike a private litigant, a State may not legitimately 
assert an interest in maintenance of a strategic advantage over the 
defense, if the result of that advantage is to cast a pall on the accuracy of 
the verdicfobtained. We therefore conclude that the governmental interest 
in denyingi Ake the assistance of a psychiatrist is not substantial, in light of 
the comp~lling interest of both the State and the individual in accurate 
dispositioh'S. 
/Last, we inquire into the probable value of the psychiatric 
assistance sought, and the risk of error in the proceeding if such 
assistance is not offered, We begin by considering the pivotal role that 
psychiatry; has come to play in criminal proceedings. More than 40 States, 
as well as the Federal Government, have decided either through 
legIslation or judicial decision that indigent defendants are entitled, under 
csr:taiin t:ircumstances, to the assistance of a psychiatrist's expertise. *fn5 
FOJ: example, in subsection (e) of the Criminal Justice Act, 18 U.S.C. § 
30ID6A, CQngress has provided that indigent defendants shall receive the 
assistaHcE$ of all experts "necessary for an adequate defense." Numerous 
state s&ttLltes guarantee reimbursement for expert services under a like 
stardartttl. ; And in many States that have not assured access to 
psychiatri*s through the legislative process, state courts have interpreted 
th~i Stat~ Qr Federal Constitution to require that psychiatric assistance be 
proVide~ to indigent defendants when necessary for an adequate defense, 
or when insanity is at issue.*fn6 
These statutes and court decisions reflect a reality that we 
recognize 1oday, namely, that when the State has made the defendant's 
menta/'f;;omdition relevant to his criminal culpability and to the punishment 
he m;ght s,tJffer, the assistance of a psychiatrist may well be crucial to the 
defer1d~mtts ability to marshal his defense. In this role, psychiatrists gather 
facts, throwgl1 professional examination, interviews, and elsewhere, that 
they will Share with the judge or jury; they analyze the information 
getne're'(jj and from it draw plausible conclusions about the defendant's 
mental 'G:ohdition, and about the effects of any disorder on behavior; and 
they offl1r opinions about how the defendant's mental condition might have 
affect'eGl!hils behavior at the time in question. They know the probative 
qu~stions .tb ask of the opposing party's psychiatrists and how to interpret 
their ar1$WF:rs. Unlike lay witnesses, who can merely describe symptoms 
they b$li~ve might be relevant to the defendant's mental state, 
pSYrchia~ris~s carl identify the "elusive and often deceptive" symptoms of 
insanit~i;~~lesbee v. Balkcom, 339 U,S. 9, 12 (1950), and tell the jury why 
their ol)seirvations are relevant. Further, where permitted by evidentiary 
rufes, p$~chiatrists can translate a medical diagnosis into language that 
will! assist ~he trier of fact, and therefore offer evidence in a form that has 
meaning: f;6r the task at hand. Through this process of investigation 
interpretatrbn, and testimony. psychiatrists 
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idJ~IIY I~s~ist lay jurors, who generally have no training in psychiatric 
m~Hers\i td make a sensible and educated determination about the mental 
corttmioh of the defendant at the time of the offense. 
i i Tine foregoing leads inexorably to the conclusion that, without the 
assi~tai9L1e of a psychiatrist to conduct a professional examination on 
iSS~~s . ~el~vant to the defense, to help determine whether the insanity 
deiiensel. is viable, to present testimony, and to assist in preparing the 
crCJss-e~amination of a State's psychiatric witnesses, the risk of an 
in~d,cw(~te;: resolution of sanity issues is extremely high. With such 
aS$i~t:a~6e~ the defendant is fairly able to present at least enough 
inf8hr1atipm to the jury, in a meaningful manner, as to permit it to make a 
se~~il:tlI~ !d~termination. 
:1'. ! . 
.•• /1 
,., 
Ii; .. i 
i'; 1/Vretherefore hold that when a defendant demonstrates to the trial 
jlJd~etH~tihis sanity at the time of the offense is to be a significant factor 
at Mal, the; State must, at a minimum, assure the defendant access to a 
corrp~t~ht:psychiatrist who will conduct an appropriate examination and 
as~/st iri; !etafuation, preparation, and presentation of the defense. This is nd~lto.,saV,dof course, that the indigent defendant has a constitutional right 
t06~ood~ a psychiatrist of his personal liking or to receive funds to hire his 
oW'm!. OUr Iconcern is that the indigent defendant have access to a 
cory,ipeWt,t'!psychiatrist for the purpose we have discussed, and as in the 
case ofithe provision of counsel we leave to the States the decision on 
hoJ..ito·rHtitp;iement this right. 
Th~i"'ki! Id~cision also holds that at sentenCing, the Constitution requires that ar 
indigent d~ifen~~rj~ may not be denied the same "raw materials" of his defense when the 
state preJ~nts '~vi~ence of his future dangerousness. In so holding the majority opinion 
i ~ ! ! i 
'I: I; 
said: Ii I 
!! : ~ I i ..i 
The ifor~gdling discussion compels a similar conclusion in the context of a 
ca~ita;j~e~tencing proceeding, when the State presents psychiatric 
evi~~nc~id,f the defendant's future dangerousness. We have repeatedly 
rec~g~:i~dl the defendant's compelling interest in fair adjudicatio~ at the sedltenc:~-gphase of a capItal case. The State, too, has a profound rnterest 
in ~~stJMI~g:'i that its ultimate sanction is not erroneously imposed, and WI:: 
do/not· ~eei why monetary considerations should be more persuasive in 
thi~! I con&;jt than at trial. The variable on which we must focus is, 
th~!eflb~l t~e probab!e value that the ,assistance of a psychiatrist will have 
In tfil!s:a~a'J and the risk attendant on Its absence. 
::: .. ~~i¥ Court has upheld the practice in many States of placing 
berplre 'i!jhE!j jury psychiatric testimony on the question of future 
'( 
, , 
: I!: 
I:! "/.:: 
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da~gerqtJsness, see Barefoot v. Estelle, 463 U.S. 880, 896-905 (1983), at 
le~:st w~ere the defendant has had access to an expert of his own, id., at 
899,1'1. IS. In so holding, the Court relied, in part, on the assumption that 
th~ fadfinder would have before it both the views of the prosecutor's 
ps~cHiaWsts and the "opposing views of the defendant's doctors" and 
w~pld tMerefore be competent to "uncover, recognize, and take due 
aC~bLJntlof . . . shortcomings" in predictions on this point. 1st, at 899. 
Wi~houti <a psychiatrist's assistance, the defendant cannot offer a we/!-
inftilrmedl expert's opposing view, and thereby loses a significant 
oppor'tuH:ity to raise in the jurors' minds questions about the State's proof 
of~naggravating factor. In such a cfrcumstance, where the consequence 
oferror;I's so great, the relevance of res~onsive psychiatric te,stimony so 
eVlioetlt,; ~nd the burden on the State so slim, due process reqUires access 
tola P!sychiatric examination on relevant issues, to the testimony of the 
psych!iat~ist and to assistance in preparation at the sentencing phase. 
!' 
Th~ rnajbrity opinion in Ake concludes with a reminder that criminal justice is an 
I I II 
evolving ~tarhid~ifd and that the case upon which the trial court had relied "was decided 
I ' ; __ I I 
at a time WIi$nlllndigent defendants in state courts had no constitutional right to even the 
r I i 
presence Ibf coUnsel". 
Ak~ is: n!dJt limited to capital cases. In his dissent in Ake, Justice Rehnquist made 
1'1' -
it clear th~t ihe i-viewed the majority opinion as "far too broad" because it was not limited 
L I i 
to capitall! ca~~s, and because the entitlement should be limited to an independent 
osychiatti~ t:!valluation, not to a defense consultant. Justice Rehnquist said, "/ would 
I " 
limit the r&Yt!:i: td [capital cases and make clear that the entitlement is to an independent i: ,I; 
c:Jsychiatrid: eVa'Iuation I not to a defense consultant." There would be no reason for this 
i I 
iimitatior1uml~s~ the Ake rule applied to non-capital cases as well 
Fu~her t~e Idaho Court of Appeals when faced with a situation where they could 
: I' I 
interpret~K~ ~s applying only to capital cases clearly and intentionally left that 
Interpreta~\orll fd:r another day. State v. Martin, Court of Appeals of Idaho Docket No. 
il -j I I 
33081 de#id~dllJuly 9, 2008 at page 7. Consider also footnote 1 to the Martin decision 
where th~lld~Hb Court of Appeals said "The Ake majority opinion does not purport 
I' ! I· 
iimit its diue< r:i~ocess analysis to death penalty cases or those where psychiatric 
1, _-: I 
assistan~ iSl!~quested to aid in an insanity defense. citing Caldwell v. Mississippi, 472 
Ii I 
iJ. S. 3 2 O~i1985~f" 
II 
Ii LI. i I 
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!J .,!:: I O~er:$ States have recognized the authority of a Trial Court to appoint an expert 
II ; , 
In a non-9ap~tall case and established criteria for appointment 
In /Sti!ite Iv. Daniel (2001 WL 1690196 (Tenn.Crim.App)) the defendant, then 17 
, ' , 
years olc~l Jtasi charged as an adult with the shooting deaths of two victims The 
!I I ! 
defendanit iat-df his friend visited the home of the victim where the three of them smoked 
marijuana! aha! drank alcohol. The defendant's friends departed, others arrived and 
departed lal/':daiy long during which time the defendant continued to smoke marijuana 
; I I 
until he ~as'i"st!3rting to feel a little crazy." Still more persons came and departed from 
i ' I 
the homel! a~~ '~he defendant continued to smoke marijuana with them. In the end the 
victim wajke~td his bedroom to listen to music, The defendant, without any expressed 
reason, W~ht toithe kitchen, picked up the victim's rifle, and shot and killed the victims. 
I ! .: ~ : . j 
The defendant was 17 years old at the time of the offense and thus could not 
i: ,I' I 
receive t~e I!derth penalty under Tennessee law. Thus Daniel is also non-capital 
homicide'lp~~e: /At trial the defendant was convicted and on appeal he challenged the 
trial court'lk dlenial of his request for a state funded mitigation expert. 
Th~ -nenressee court viewed the request for a mitigation expert as like a request 
;or any othe~ ~xpert and specified what kind of showing was required in order to grant 
Ii .'. : 
mitigationliselrtj1tes in a non-capital case, saying: 
j; :: .i..., 
I: Trye court in Barnett held that "the defendant must show that a 
su~~t~'tjIt~a, need exi~ts requiring the assistance of state paid. supporting 
seo/I~~!i;alnd tha~ hiS defense cannot ?e fully de~eloped. Without such 
prd,ftl~sldhal assIstance" before a trial court IS reqUIred grant a def~n~arit's request for expert services. Bamen 909 S.W.2d at 430. A 
tw~ !pfrqryb :test was created to determine whether a defendant has made 
th~i~qi~'if!ed threshold showing of "particularized need." Id. The d~E!n~a~t ;must first show that he or she "will be deprived of a fair trial 
witijoillt:t~!e expert assistance."ld Second, the defendant must show that 
"th~r~!lis,t:t >reasonable likelihood that [the assistance] will materially assist 
[hi~qr'~rJ in the preparation of [the] case,"ld. A trial court may properly 
de~y I~; i!~btion requesting expert. services, howev~r, if the defendant 
m€jite.lt: ~ers unsupported assertIons that the servIces are needed to 
cO~r:Jf~r ,the State's proof. /d.; State v. Cazes, 875 S.W.2d 253, 261 
(Ts!hRJI1g!g4). Furthermore, "whether or not a defendant has made the 
thr~~~~I~I:$howing is to be determined on a case-by-case basis, and in 
det~dtririll~g whether a particularized need has been established, a trial 
coilllf:!t:~Ih~U'ld consider all facts and circumstances known to it at the time 
thel1n;jIDti~ln for expert assistance is made." Barnett, 909 S, W.2d at 431. 
, 
',' , I 
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Daniel at 8)11 
-- ,1,1 
I', I 
In p' :v. Worth, 109 Cal.App.3d 514, 167 Cal.Rptr. 402 (1980) the Court of 
Appeal o~ :~Jriijnia addressed the question of whether an indigent defendant who 
happened! t~I'~~ tepresented on a pro bono basis by private counsel was entitled to the 
apPointmJ~;~'~xperts to testify on his behalf and at his discretion" (Worthy at 519) at 
public exp~~sJ". The trial court denied the request saying there was no statute 
3uthoriZir\~'~4*lan expenditure in this unique situation. The defendant appealed the 
denial ar9!lt~ij9 i'~flIFt the Sixth Amendment right to counsel, the due process clause and 
equal p".ot~.~. ".'.b,.l .. H~.' lause mandated the appOintment of experts necessary to his defense. III 'I I 
The appell~~~:! ~urt found that "upon a proper showing an indigent defendant is so 
entitled [to '#'~!:~~pointment of experts at public expense] regardless of the absence of 
statutory ~.~~ t,." Worthy at 518. 
I . 'I 
In ifs'o . ",on the appellate court said: 
i I H : I:! I 
I !.!I:I~:;isiinow wefl established in California that "[aJ fundamental part of 
the iC\JIrl~~i~,~tional rig ht of an accused to be represented by counsel is that 
his ~~I;'~Y must be afforded reasonable opportunity to prepare for trial. [Cita~.·\~h,.,':'~ To make that right effective, counsel is obviously entitled to the 
aid prll~u:~ expert assistance as he may need in determining the sanity of 
his; idl~~~ I~nd in preparing the defense." (In re Ochse (1951) 38 Cal.2d 
2~bi; .J~~;i: It238 P.Zd 561 ],) This principle has also been recognized in 
nunjl~~I1J,: [Ifederal court decisions, For example, in Mason v. State of 
Ari2l.dt'l~!:;~th Cir, 1974) 504 F.2d 1345, 1351, the court stated that 
Supr,~1irl ittourt decisions mandate that effective assistance of counsel". , 
. re '~,)i whe~ nec::ss~ry, th~ a"owanc~ o~ investigative expenses or 
app. .. '.: ~t of investigative assistance for Indigent defendants In order to ins,J(.·~; ~Jttive preparation of their defense by their attorneys. [Citations.]" 
i il~ :1tt1hionally, it has been recognized in California that both due PrtJ¢~~ 'tid equal protection require that a defendant's right to fair trial be unh~I;I:' Iff~d by his indigency, 
! .... ~ . ~ start with the basic premise that there can be no justice where 
the.! IJ1l ,;~i:."I. t.i trial that a person has depends upon the financial means of sUC~:' Icla! In, [Citation.] By statute the feder~ courts are required to 
appp!i'I'!~i ;. pert witnesses for the defense if the witness is necessary to an 
adeqio/~t II [[defense. [Citations.] This state does not have a similar PrO~i§I~~:[' ~owever, we note that the federal statute was passed as a 
resq!t:!l?fI. '.~ual protection problems that had arisen. [Citations,]" (Torres v. Murtlljll~isrji<tourt (1975) 50 CaLARR.3d 778,784-785 [123 Cal.Rptr. 5531.) 
, I" "·.1' " I " " ! :! 'I 
:.1 : ,. '. Ii" : 
I; 11"1 I, 1" I:! i 
1'1 i' l Ii 
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• ~I! ' 'i:hk test of entitlement to county assistance in defense preparation 
mlll~t~, ;~digency. A test based upon the status of defense counsel would 
?e !C, ii~: :t~tionaIlY.infi:m. If a cr~minal defendant ~equ~re~ the servi~es of Jnv~" !9" drs or SCIentific or medical experts to assist him In preparation of 
his ::d~fe: : ~e, that assistance must be provided. Whether it is paid for by 
the Ii g~ i !r~ment or by the defendant depends solely on the defendant's eCQr1I~m~, status. 
i, ',I",~,i' I i I !::r'
I " I 
Worthy atl~119-i,:d. The4~~Jlate court concluded that "upon a proper showing of necessity, 
the trial Cdl1~';, 1;li~~t provide to an indigent defendant expert defense services .. , 
, Worthy laill~~'i .1 The Court then stated: 
; I'" 
"Ii:' 
Butt ~1~J ~I the rule just stated is its limitation: the burden is on the 
def~i1qi~t~to make a showing of need, before the court is required to apppl~ "n expert. The court explained in Puett v. Superior Court, supra, 
96 <t:~lp~~, .3d at page 939; "[It] is only necessary investigative services to 
Whifru: la" li~~igent defend~nt is entitled, and a motion for the appo.lntment 
of all ~h . ttlgator at public expense must be supported by showing that 
the Ii:. :~'. igative services are reasonably necessary. [Citations.]" (See also 
Mas ',:1;', tate of Arizona, supra, 504 F.2d at p. 1352; People v. Faxel, 
suphi,JI:'9:,: [(J;aI.App.3d at p, 330; People v, Gorg (1955) 45 Cal.2d 776, 780 
[291 :~~;2 4691: 18 U.S,C. § 3006(A) (e)(1) and (2).) 
,,' Ii I '.I: i 
I ,II' , 
:, ~i":;' I : Worthy at 5 11![ 'Ii i 
!, (! '):11 ; 
C ,',ii, 
I' ;,'11, I 
: II Ii! I CONCLUSION Thei/;l~~': Jant has demonstrated that the U.S. Constitution obligates the state 10 
provide ex~!~~' \~, istance to indigent persons when necessary to the defense and that 
the parall:e! ~~h i rity found in Idaho Code § 19-852(a) and the cases decided under this 
statute reqi~if~,~! 't1e appointment of experts or investigators, when necessary and in the 
Interest df ~~tl.11 -I Because the defendant seeks the apPointment of an expert he has al~o demo~st:~I'11 ~ that the expert is crucial member of the defense team. 
For I.:ial',t ,'1 ~e reason the defendant respectfulfy suggests that the Court should 
\11 1 \' 
appOint an! ~P. ,~ and grant to his counsel the authority to engage such an expert at 
public expJ1~ II: !this case. 
~: , I' ',. I 
I
'; i'! I 
, ;' ',ii! I ! i,11 I 
I: !I! I 
)1 ~ :: ; I 
I ""I~' 
: : 1:'1 II " 
:\;10;ION FOR,k, /, IGATIVE FUNDS AND CO-COUN~ElI:i3 
II I ,II; " ... eJ 
, '/I!' I Ii ,I", I .I 11:1, , 
DA7fEO(hls ~day Of-=~ 2009, ERIKP~ 
Attorney for Defendant 
I CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
true an~ h:~::~~:;7 ~~;~:~O:::O~doc~:e~t ~ :s~:Jt the2f~~:~i:~::e: 
J' ,I 
oerson(s) in thel manner indicated below: 
I :1 
! II Val Siegel! ! 
P rosecutirlg; ,A ttp m ey 
ShoShonel,a'Ou~ty,', Courthouse 
Wallace:, ID 83873 I: 
'i 
Ii 
[] U.S, Mail 
[J Hand Delivered 
f] Overnight Mail 
[tJ-- Telecopy (Fax) 
'M-mON FCRIN'1:$TIGATIVE FUNDS p..,ND CO-COLf'fS -14 
1'1 ~087 
:! 
'I 
DlSC(jVER~ilJOG !; , 
'" 
u 
! Doc No. : ~escription Received Sentto By I I 
') . 
: Ii byPA Defense i 
11 CD nsF Ryan Austin Intervi~w 
II t 
8/19/08 8/20/08 DM 
I' 
: 2 CD liSp T. Morgan Audio Files 8/19!O8 81:20/08 DM i I 
13 CD 
" j~ Himm Intc:rview 08.08.08 8/19/08 8/20/08 DM 
I I~P Morgue Br:;wick Photos I 14 CD 8119/08 8/20/08 DM 
j SCD II I i I$P Photos oleory & Christian 8J1910S 8/20/08 DM I 
: 6CD 
, Ij~ Suspect Vehicle Photos 8/19/08 S/20/08 DM 
I , 
17CD ISB Scene Photos & Album 08.08.08 08/19/08 8120108 DM I , 
: 
'S batch Warrant 2007 Suzu~i Forcnza I 8-9 8119108 8/20108 DM 
I 
l)ffid2vit for SW on 2007 Suz;u,kj I 10·13 
" 
8/19108 8/20/08 DM I I 
14 '~PIRetum ofSummcfls Christian 08/19/0S 8/20108 DM I ~rtill 
'Ip 8119108 15-21 IS I Evidence Propcny R~eipt of 8/20/08 DM 
2000 Suzuki For~nza 
" IS~ iFireatms Documentation Form 122 8/19/08 8/20/08 DM 
I ' .,]1 Calibre Revolver 
23 DVD i '. ¥fIilhon Interview Terry Morgan 8/19/08 8/26/08 KS 
24CD MI ' ,. \ Peacock SceM Photos 08/11108 8/20/08 PM 
I A[.fi~avit ofT, Morgan re: Corey 25·26 8113/08 8f20/08 DM 
I I R id 
127 
: " '~MVjt of T. Morgao re: Hiram 8/13/08 81'20/08 DM 
! , lJson 
I 
A¥flbvit ofT. Morgan re: Braccvn I I 28·29 8/15/0S 8/20108 DM 
, W~od - J ~~ 
II 
I Dtvf I . 30-31 Aflfidavit 0fT. Morgan re: Christan 8113/03 8/20/08 I Pttrti1J I 1 i 
I 
A#Tlliavit ofT. Morgan Ie: Wayne I I 32-33 8/15/08 8120108 DM 
1 13~tt I 
,-,"-,. 
, 
< I] 
117 
Ii 
I '4 ~davit oft Morgan re: Jon 8/13/08 8/20/08 DM ! 
I
j i enhol;:; Jr, i i 
, I 
J.ienholz .Intervi~w Tape 1 I L 35 DVe 08/21108 8126108 KS I 
'36 DVn ! i • be:nho1z Interview Tape 2 08/21108 8126/08 KS 
l37-52 lbave Ka.le Report 8.22.08 08/22/08 8126/08 KS 
i ~ot'ey T)10mpson Report 8.22.08 I : 53·5456- 08/22/08 8126/08 KS 58 Ii H , , 
59·60 ~remy Groves Report 8.22.08 08122/08 8/26/0S KS I I 
I ~~Cln Woody Report 8.22.08 i 61·67 08/22/08 8126108 KS 
68 '$,arrett Miranda Waiver 08/.22/08 8f26f08 KS 
, 
69 : eid Booking Fonn 8.14.08 08/22108 8126/08 KS j 
i 
*i1S011 booking form 8.13.0S ! 1"10 08/22/08 g/26/08 KS l I I 
I I ! ""'f1 
'¥ood bookil1g form 08/22/08 8126108 KS III I 
! 
fl.Wilson NeIt 72 08/22/08 8126/08 KS 
i ~oodNC.rC 08122/08 73·74 8/26108 KS 
, II 
75·77 
"I 
I, ab~tt NCrC 
" 
08/22/08 8126108 KS 
'i 
78·79 , 1U1en Nalley Statement 08/22/08 3126/08 KS 
, , 
80-81 • ~bverl Meyers Statemont 08/22108 8126/08 1(S 
. 82-83 ! " ~r"l'gH Tesky Statement 08/22/08 8126108 KS 
84-86 I .~chac1 Trude Statement 08/22108 8126/08 KS 'I 
87 I ~h-gil Tesky Driver's Lice,nse 08/22/08 8126108 KS 
. 8~2.0~ '. , , 
i 88 ~ I , C lime Scene l1ntry Log 8.08.08 08/22/08 8126108 KS 
[89 
I 
,i }~I 
i I 
ID bson Pass Coordinates 8.22.08 08/22/08 8126108 KS 
I ~tyers Statement 8.13.08 08/22008 812<5108 K~ ~ 90 ,\ 
l /91 DVD 'Klpnholz Tntervlvw Tape 3 8/21/08 8/26/08 KS 
I' I 
; 92 DVD ~bod Interview # 1 08/27/08 8128108 KS 
193 DVD!! . 
11 *oa TntervieW #2 08/27/08 8128108 KS 
--i 
, J 
I II I I I 08/27/08 I 8128/08 I KS 
118 
f,J '28/2009 ,I "I 10144 : 12 .51 
i " IL 
; 95 DVD ,lliLisa and Luke Hill Intervl ew #:1 
! ') I' i 96 DV$: '. fiLisa and L1.1ke Hill Interview #2 
r 97 DV.@ : ; IK.:PD Interview Bedford Stroud & 
! ' ':,il body Rose : 
! 98[)VD: irwilson Inte~iew 8.12.08 
(99 DV~ ii, !sarrcttInte~Gw 8.15.08 
\100-117:; I _~eturn on Search Warrant #358 
i LI 8-125j, 'ketum on. SJarch Warrant #359 
126-13 5 Ii Iftetum on Search Warrant #%0 
I 136 CD '! ~hone Visit Corey Reid-Bri n J3artley 
i 137 CD ,:: tJenholz lnterv1cW Audio 
; t38 CD -j '~Ilone Visit Kienholz 
i 139-154: kleMolzintervicw 
115S-1S611~ppleme.nt Report of Corey 
1 ~llompson 
I ~-'1 I jll-
! 371 CD . 
373 DvD 
" 
:1 
: (Loroner Repcint 
, :1 '~p Free Talk, Kiennolz, Wood 
II 
II 
!l 
, II 
: li~nholz In1:drvi ew 
I 374 DV~ i 375-394 :, 
I 395-418: 
I 
[ I I "t19-427: 
428-441 
'! !.) 
:;.rrutopsy report of Neil 
i ).1 
:~utopsy Rep<tJrt of Cyndi 
I~P Re,port otTcrry Morgall(sCel1~ 
li~yesti gation)! 
:I~P Report dEeth 
,: ~radb~TY(AutoPsy) 
08/27/08 
08/27/08 
08127/08 
8/21108 
8121108 
8/27/08 
8/27/08 
8127/08 
08128(08 
08/28/08 
8/29/08 
9111108 
9/16/08 
9/16/08 
9116108 
9/16/08 
9/17/08 
9/17/0.8 
9/23/08 
9/23/08 
1012108 
10/2/08 
442.443 1 tt~PReport of,Walt Richard (clothing 10/2/08 
:nu ~ . .!~~izure) : I 
119 
PAGE 83/1 e 
&128/08 KS 
8J28/08 KS J 
8/28/08 KS 
8/28/08 KS 
8128/08 KS 
8/28/08 KS 
8/28(08 KS 
8128/08 KS 
9111/08 KS 
9111108 KS 
9/11/08 KS 
9111 (08 KS 
9/16108 KS 
9117108 KS 
I 
9/18/08 KS 
9/16/2008 KS 
9119108 KS 
9/19/08 KS 
9/23108 KS 
9/23/08 KS 
10/2/08 KS 
10/2/08, KS 
10/2/08 KS 
120 PAGE e::d/l::j 
i IS? Report ofYic;ki Gooch 1012/08 10/2/08 I KS r 444-450 I I (Sw suzuki forenza) ! I 
i 451 ~452 ISP Report of Beth Bradbury (add 10/2/08 10/2/08 KS i I 
I I a.utopsyevid0nce) 
453-455 
" 
ISP Report of Robert Boone 1012108 10/2/08 KS 
1456~461 !SP Report of Curtis KasteT)s 10/2/08 1012/08 KS 
I , : (interview and evidence) 
I i 462 i IS? Report of Vicki Carlock- 10/2/08 [012108 KS 
I Smith(Austin Contact) ~ 
I ' ISP Report of Vicki Carlock· 1012108 10/2108 KS l4G3.464 " 
Smith(Knight Smitb) 
f 465·466 ; ISP Report of Vicki Carlock-Smith 10/2/08 1012108 KS 
( I (Mills Interview) 
I I 
I i 
467.-468 I IS? Report of Vicki Car.lock-Srnith 10/2108 10/2/08 KS I I , 
, ('l'rude lnterviow) 
469 ISP Report of Vicki Carlock-Smith 10/2/08 1012/08 KS 
(Da.ryl Bewick Tnt~rvi~v) 
470 , rSP Report of Jeremiah 1012/08 1012/08 KS 
I ' Sharp(Vchicle Recovery) 
I 
I 
I 
I 471-472 rsp Report of Paul Berger (Evidence 10/2/08 j 0/2108 KS I Recovery) I 
473·485 rsF' Report of Richard Ycend 10/2/08 10/2/03 KS 
(Col1sent to S earch)(pictures of 
.. 
things found at wilson hQuse) 
I I 486·488 ' NCiC and Photos of Jetlnifer and 1012108 1012108 OKS i 
;RQCky Wilson I 
489 I$P Report of Walt 10/2/08 1012108 KS 
I Richat:'d(Evidencc Suppl crncnt) I 
.190·492 . rsp Report of Fred 10/2/08 1012/08 KS 
! 
S'Wanson(Evid.et1ce Recovery I 
I 
" 
:R~ceipt for property) J 
j 493-513 I ISP Report of Fred Swanson 1012/08 1012/08 KS I i " ( ¢ limato I 0 gj cal) 
! I P~perSummaryofChristan Purti11's i ! ]4,517 LO/2108 I 10/2/08 KS I , 
I I i Charges I , <,-------- ~ 
" 
120 
01/28/2009 10:!44 1 .:i1 PAGE 05110 
I 
i ! 
i 518·526 Spokane County Medical Examiner 10/2/08 10/2/08 KS 
I (Evjd~ttce co!lectiot1!chain of i 
! 
custody) J 
'i I 
! 527 Ned Howard's Drivers License;: 10/2/08 1012/0E KS 
Picture 
1
528 Cyntb,ia Bewi.cks' Driver's License 10/2/08 10/2/08 KS I 
• P:icture 
I 
I 529-535 Supplemental Report of Jason 10/8/08 10/8/08 KS 
.i ' Woody 
I 
536-543 I : Myspace Emalts ChristM, Corey 10/8/08 10/8/08 KS I 
544 k 545 ' I i rsp Report of Richard Walt(Clothing 10/15108 10115/08 KS I , I 
i Seizure) J 
! 546·550 ISP report of Michael Vanleuven 10/15/08 10/15108 KS I 
i , (Klenhob: Interview) I 
551 , Pawn Receipt 10/15)08 10115108 KS 
! 
" 552-S52B, Wayne Barrett Statement 10/15/08 10i15/08 KS 
553·554 I Pennission to Search (barrett) lO/I.S/08 10l1Sl08 KS 
i 
555·558 ISP report of Terry Morgan(purtiI! 10115/08 10115108 KS i 
report) 
[ 559·561 IS'P Report of Terry Morgan(Wood 10/15108 10115108 KS 
i Int.erview) ! I 
562·567 ISP report of Terry Morgan (Reid lOll. 5108 10/15108 KS ! 
I Inttm'iew) i I 
r;-68-57i 
! 
I I 
lSP Report of Terry Morgan (Free i 0115108 10/15/08 KS I 
, Talk) I 
" 
i 
i 578-581 ISP Report of Terry Morgan (Purtil1 lOll 5/08 10/1:5/08 KS Free Ta.lk) i 
! 582 ISP Criminal AnaJysis Repnrt 10115/08 10/15108 KS I 
, 583 I I ISP Crime Scene Response I 10115108 10(15108 KS I 
i 584·585 ! I IS? Forensic Bio1ogy Reports 10/15108 1Oil S/08 KS 
: ! Evidence SubmisSion/Receipt Form 
· S86.590 1011 5/08 10/15/08 KS 
, 59] i Neil's Autopsy Photos I • 11'1 .<7/08 i 10/16108 ' KS I ! I 1 vi J 
121 
01/28/2089 10:44 1208 ..,1 
PAGE CSf l 
I 592 Jon Keinholz Drawing: during free i 11114/08 11114/2008 DM i i i I talk 
; 
Consultation of Pacific Research 12/9/08 i 593-594 11125108 KS I 
I regarding Wi!$on Poly I I 
i 595-598 Supplemcnta[ Report ofD.Kale RE: I l2IJJ08 1.2/1/08 KS I 
Hiram. Wilson Free Talk I I 
I 
: 599-600 
I . Mat' of Scene 12/1/08 1213/08 KS 
1 601 -602 W ~b Picture of Car 12/l/08 12/3/08 KS 
1603-605 Evidence Subrnission/Reccipt fonn 12/1/Q8 12/3/08 KS 
i "Pa.ir. ofGlcves " 
606·609 Affidavit of Search Wsrrant 12/1108 1213/08 KS I 
1610 • Return on Sl!!arch Warrant t2/1!08 i2/3/08 KS 
611·612 ! Search Wa.":iant l1il108 12/3(08 KS 
613 Evidence Property Receipt "Tennis 12/1108 12/3/08 KS 
Shoes') 
614-619 Criminal Analysis Report 12/1108 12/3108 KS i 
I 620·62 J Forcns.ic Biology Rep01t 12/1/08 12/3/08 KS i 
I "supplemental # 1" 
622·623 : I.SP Receipt for property 12./ 1/08 1213/08 KS 
1"'24 I ) i ISP Receipt Property 1211/08 12/3/08 KS 
I 625.626 
I 
! Vehicle Tow ItlYentory and Towing 1211/08 12/3/08 KS 
I 'i Report 
~ 
I 627 j.Evidence!P-ropeny Receipt "Corey 1111108 I 12/3/08 KS 
i Reid" i . -
, 
628-630 Hjnlm Wilson DMV Pboto and 12}1108 1213/08 KS 
i NCIC's 
, 
: 631-649 Corey Rdd DMV Phot and NCIC's 12/1108 12/3/08 KS 
, I :30-65J , . Christan PurtiJl DMV Photo ano 12/3/08 KS I 11211 I NCIC's 
! 
! 654-660 Jon Kienholz Jr., Photo and NCTC's 1211/08 1213/08 KS 
661·696 Neil Howard DMV Photo a.nd I 12/1/08 12/3/08 KS 
NeIC's I ! 
122 
")a/2B89 10: 44 1288 31 
I I 697-717 Cynthia Bewick DMV Photo and 12/1/08 12/3/08 KS I I 
I NCIC's I I I 
! 718 Scene of Double Hom.icide 12/1/08 12/3fOB KS 
! 
i 719-720 ISP Incident Report of Vicki Gooch 12/1108 12/3/08 KS 
I "Gloy~s from vehicle" I \ 
i 721-722 !S? Inoident Report of Terry Morgan 1211/08 1213/08 KS 1 
"Vehicle RecoverY' I I 
723 CD Purtill Free talk Audio 12/1/08 12/3108 KS 
1724 Wilson Free Talk 1215/08 12/S/2008 KS 
" DVDR 
I 
l725 CD~R MFP Wilson Free Talk 11/24/08 [2/9J08 KS 
i 726 CD·R M,. Tntde message to Havelin 12112/08 12115108 DM 
I I 
1727 Transcript ofM. Tii,ldc Mossage to 12117/08 KS I i Hl\velin i 
1728 CD-R C. Reid talk ta Mom frotn Ada 1/5/09 1/6/09 KS I ! County JaT! I 
I 
1729 CD-R P.C. Telephone Search Warrant for 115109 116/09 KS 
l Rocky Wilson's residence 
730 CD-R Luke Hill InteJ;'Vlew #3 115/2009 116(2009 KS 
1731-735 T. Morgal1-Kienho]:;r; 1Ft il)teniew 1/5/2009 1/612009 KS 
I 
736-738 l\.ienholz Fingerprints 1/5/2009 1/6/2009 KS I 
I 
739-741 . Hiram Wilson Fingerprints 1I5J~OO9 U6/1.D09 1(8 
.. 
1742-744 : j 9()rey_ Rei ~ Fingerprints 1/5/2009 1/612009 KS 
I 745 and 747 Neil Howard Information 115/2009 116/2009 KS 
J ~40 i / U Time Lin.e Signed by Klenholz 1/5/2009 1/6/2009 KS 
I 746 I C. Reid Mug Shot 6-25-2008 1/512009 1'6/2009 KS 
1749 Press Release ]/5/2009 1/612009 KS 
750 Kicnholz Miranda. Rights ll1S!2009 116/2009 KS 
11.15/2009 
I 
751·752 Evidence Submission Form and I li6/2009 KS ! 
Picture of DC Shoe I I I I I 
123 
,---, , .... ,' , '--'" ...... , , , 
PAGE 1D 
81/28!2BOS 10:44 12~8i 1 
1
753 Letter to Lonny Duce from Sally 1/5/2009 1/6/2009 KS 
Aileen (Med. Examiner) 
1754-756 EvidenceIProperty Receipt "plastic 115/2009 1/6!2009 KS 
straw, sunglasses .. "etc" 
, 
I 757-758 Search Warrant #362, Wilson 1/5/2009 1/6/2009 KS I Residence 
! 
; 759-760 Fed Ex Airbm from ISP t/5/2009 t/6/2009 KS 
! -, (; I II) Drawing frorn. C. Reid of Scene 115/2009 116/2009 KS 
! 762 KienhQlz Mugshot 1}512009 1/612009 KS 
763-774 Conten.ts ofC. Reid's Wallet 1/5/2009 1/6/2009 KS 
I 
775 Email to Robert Boone from Howard 11512009 V6/2009 KS 
Slack reql.lestlng Info 
/776 Receipt for funds (Christan P1,l.ttill) !!5/2009 116/2009 KS 
1777 Christan Purtil1 ro Card 115/2009 116/2009 KS 
: 778 
I 
Jail Inlnate Activity Shoet (wood) 1/812009 1 f12/09 ks 
1779-790 Inmate Activity Call Shest (wood) 1/8/2009 1/12/09 ka 
I i91·827 Jail Inmate Activity and Call Shoet 1/8/2009 1112109 
I 
, (Kien!101z) 
i 
I 
Jailll1.roatc Activity and Call Sheet i 828-852 1/8/2009 1112/09 ks 
i (Reid) I 
1853-858 Memo to Hb JJy Anderson and , 1/15109 1/16/09 1<S 
Dcf~ndants Trans. And Use lmml.ln. 
! Agreement I - -r-A~988' PlirtiTl a.nd Mcrga111"1.terview in 1/15109 1116109 KS I : ~J - \) I 
I Baise Transcript I 
(887-902 Purtill transcript of Free Talk 1115/09 1116/09 KS 
I 
(903-0 '22 
, 
! FC1'~1:1sic El'ltomo'ogy lnv~stigation$ 1/21/09 J 123109 1(8 
! Report of Diagnostic 1.ab . .Exam 
J 
Q ....... " ~ L,:C BraecynWood Immunity Agre~l'lient 1/22/09 1123/09 KS 
92iL925 Wilson Pr~-l:ri(\l S8ttlemellt offer 1/22/09 11i2~/09 KS I 
I I I 
-
, -
j 
- '-~--
124 
PAGE f:J9!112.' 
12 
: 926-927 I Wilson's 2nd £reI!) talk tape 1 and 2 1122/09 1123/09 KS : 
: DVD +R ! I J 
I I 1928~929 Purtil1' s 2 na free ta1k tape 1 and 2 1122.109 1123/09 KS I 
i_DVD~'R 
I 
1930 DVD- Charl es Borgen Interview 1/22/09 1123109 KS 
jR 
I 931~954 Corey Reid's Recorded Tel~honc 1/8/09 - ................... - KS 
I Calls from SCSO i 
I 955.964 & Wood's Recorded TeJephone Calls 118/09 -----.......... - res 
11000 from SCSO 
L J 
1965-999 Kienholz R~corded Telephone Calls 118/09 ..... -"' ...... _---- KS ! 
fromSCSO I r I I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
i 
I 
I 
: 
I , 
I 
I 
I 
I 
J i I I I . r 
i 
I ! 
--
I 
( 
I 
I 
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OFFICE OF PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
V AL SIEGEL, Prosecuting Attorney 
ARTHUR VERHAREN, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
700 Bank Street, Suite 200 
Wallace, Idaho 83873 
Phone: (208) 752-1106 
Fax:(208) 753-8351 
FfB4 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND F9R THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
v.s. 
COREY SKU REID 
I 
Plaintiff, I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Defendant. I 
I 
TO: THE HONORABLE FRED GIBLER 
No. CR-2008-2473 
PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED 
JURY INSTRUCTIONS AND 
VERDICTS 
Herewithin is submitted Plaintiffs proposed Jury Instructions and Verdicts in the above-
entitled case. 
Dated this 
1. PLAINTIFF'S RI~QUESTED JURY INSTRUCTIONS AND VERDICTS 
dm:Ol :28:09 
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OFFICE OF PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
VAL SIEGEL, PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 1tHJjFfB ··1 
ARTHUR VERHAREN, DEPUTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
700 BANK STREET, SUITE 200 
WALLACE, IDAHO 83873 
PHONE: (208) 752-1106 
FAX: (208) 753-8351 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
I 
STATE OF IDAHO, I 
v.s. 
COREY SKU REID, 
Plaintiff, I 
Defendant. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
No. CR-2008-2473 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO 
MOTION TO COMPEL 
COMES NOW, Arthur Verharen, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for the County of Shoshone, 
State ofIdaho, and hereby Responds to Defendant's Motion to Compel: 
1. Specific disclosure by the State of its trial witnesses and the relevant facts known by the 
witness, and evidence to be submitted at trial: 
Response: See State's witness list filed January 30,2009, as well as the police reports, audio 
recordings, evidence lists and other materials previously discovered to defendant. 
2. Discovery in the State's possession or knowledge regarding an exculpatory matter 
conceming the defendant: 
Response: See the police repOlis, audio recordings, evidence lists and other materials 
previously discovered to defendant. 
DEPUTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
PLAINTIFFS RESPONSE TO MOTION TO COMPEL - 1 
127 
CERT I F I CAT E 
T certify that a copy ofth~ foregoing document was provided to the following party in the 
following maImer on this li'r:f day of February, 2009: 
Erik P. Smith 
Attomey for the Defendant 
602 Cedar St. Ste., 223 
Wallace, Idaho 83873 
PLAfNTlFF'S RESPONSE TO MOTION TO COMPEL - 2 
o 
o 
o 
Facsimile 
In Clip 
Email 
US Mail 
o Hand Delivered 
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OFFICE OF PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
VAL SIEGEL, PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 2ttJ!~lGcO 4 
ARTHUR VERHAREN, DEPUTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY J, t..1.) I 
700 BANK STREET, SUITE 200 
WALLACE, IDAHO 83873 
PHONE: (208) 752-1106 
FAX: (208) 753-8351 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
I 
I 
ST A~rE OF IDAHO, ! 
I 
I Plaintiff, 
v.s. 
COREY SKI! REID 
Defendant. 
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No. CR-2008-2473 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE 
TO MOTION FOR 
INVESTIGATIVE FUNDS AND 
CO-COUNSEL 
COMES NOW, Arthur Verharen, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Shoshone County, 
Idaho, and hereby submits Plaintiff's Response to Motion for Investigative Funds and Co-
Counsel. 
Funds for investigative purposes as well as co-counsel have been already allocated for the 
Defendant through Counsel for the Defendant's contract with Shoshone County. Counsel for the 
Defendant executed an agreement with Shoshone County on September 30, 2008, (see attached) 
whereby Shoshone "[ c Jounty shall pay in equal quarterly installments on the first warrant day in 
the calendar quarter to the Attorneys for services to be performed between October 1, 2008 and 
September 30,2010 the amount of $322,000.00. Said funds shall befilll compensationfor all 
attorney 'sfces, facilities and services. " Pagc 2, Paragraph J (italics added). 
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Thus, if the COUli is inclined to grant the Defendant's Motion, said funds for co-counsel 
and an investigator should be drawn from the $322,000.00 Shoshone County has previously 
allocated to Counsel for the Defendant. 
DATED this __ day of February, 2009. 
A THUR RHARffiN 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERT I F I CAT E 
I certify that a copy of theJoregoing document was provided to the following party in the 
following manner on this ~i ~ day of February, 2009 
Erik P. Smith 
Attorney for the Defendant 
602 Cedar St. Ste., 223 
Wallace, Idaho 83873 
Facsimile 
In Clip 
Email 
US Mail 
Hand Delivered 
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CONTRACT FOR SERVICES 
Ihis "gll:c'1l1elll is 'cillcred this day of S"vh ,nYUJL.-2008 by and between Shoshone County 
IdaIHI. ~h a puliticdl subclivision of the State of Idaho, hereinafter referred to a COLinty and Mariah R. 
Pl!gi1 and !rik P. Smith. AtlOrneys at Law, hereinafter referred to as Attorneys. 
PREAMBLE 
Cnunl\ h~l~; a statutory duly to provide legal representation for indigents charged in Shoshone COLlnty 
\\ ith crimes. {(lr ju\'eniics in youth rehabilitation cases. for menial commitment proceedings, and child 
protect i\'e act cases. 
,\ ttonll'\S are altorne: s whose purpose is the practice of law. 
\ ..; are \\ ill i ng to represent indigents in all cases with in Shoshone County. 
AGREEMENT 
,\ rile IeI'm ofrhis Agreement shall be 11'0111 October 1. 2008 through and including September 30. 
2010 
Ii .·\ttorneys shall have no cluty to represent such persons in any case where Attorney(s) has a 
,:ontlicr of inten.:'st that ethically prohibits such representation. 
l Anorneys shall have no cluty to represent any person ill any administrative proceeding, hearing, 
or appeal. under Section 18-8002A. Idaho Code, or any revision or amendmentthereof, any 
appeal tJ-orn tlie: District COLlrt to the Idaho Supreme Court or COLlrt of Appeals. or any case 
\\i1e:re the defendant may be subjected to the cleath penalty except as herein provided. 
I) ,\ ltorne:y" shall defend during the course of th is Agreement all cases assigned to them. 
F Attomeys Illay leave and assign for defense to any successor Public Defender. not more than the 
II)lluwing number of unresolved matters: 
Number 
M isde:l11eanors 100 
Felonies 70 
Mental Proceedings 4 
Youth Rehabilitation 12 
Child Protective 12 
Post-Conviction 8 
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\11; Up'ell l'a~es assigned to AHorneys in excess of these numbers 011 the expiralion orthe Term of 
Ii] i~'\ grct'IllCIlL ;\t t,)f"IlCYS shall defend to the cone I L1sion without further compensation for 
;)i(Orllce\ fccs Clr costs unless otherwise ordered by the presiding judge. 
!\l1()rJ1ce~S sh,]IL baring a contlict of interest. have a duty to represent persons in any case 
punishable b~ til(' ckath penalty. but ol1ly for the fIrst twenty (20) days after the defendant's First 
.\ppe:mll1ce. Alter the twentieth day. in the event the First District Court appoints Attorney(s) to 
ilny ':3pitn) ,:asc. ur if the Court has Attorney(s) continue as counsel. Attorneys shall be 
cOl11lwnsatcd in addition to those amoLlnts provided for in Paragraph J for all costs and legal 
~c'r\iccs 11rO\ ickd in said case as follows: 
I. The hourly rate for special Public Defender appointments then in effect in the First 
Oistrict COLIrt or sLIch higher hOllrly rate as the presiding judge may order in such case, 
All aClllal costs of court incurred as appl'Oved by the presidingjudge. 
inlhe cvcnt .·\ttorney-; are appointed to a case punishable by the death penalty. after the time the 
l)nhL'cllting ,\ttorney or the Court irrevocably files a notice of intention not to seek or impose 
death penalt\. the c1eh:llse o1'tl1e case shall again become subject to this contract and 
Cl)ll1pCI]S~lti()n shall be provided under Paragraph J and not the above paragraph F I and F~. 
l i In pCrillrlWll1CC Mtlle services contemplated herein. Attorneys shall be independent contractors. 
Ik'sCI\iccs prmidecl by ,\1torneys shall be by attorneys licensed in Iclaho. 
II. During till' IeI'm or this Agreement. Attorneys shall not allO\v any attorney in l\ttorneys' 
Cl11plllYll1cnt to prosecute any criminal case for any municipality in Shoshone County. 
l.\llllrnc~ s shall pr('parc timely anc! file the reports of the Public Defender as required by Idaho 
Code 'll:criol1 19-864 . 
.l. (uLlnty shall pay in equal quarterly illStallments on the first warrant day in the calendar quarter to 
the A llorney s tor services to be performed between October I. 2008 and Septem ber 30, 2010 the 
:i111 0 llJ1 I ui' 22.000.00. Said funds shall be full compensation for all attorneys fees. facilities and 
ser\' Ices. 
111 the evenl COLlnty obtains funding through the Secure Rural School and Community Self-
Determination Act of 2000 (Craig- Wyden bill) or a s,bstitute for the same during Fiscal Year 
200'. Attorneys will be paid an additional amount ofS9.000.00 j~\, the contract year 2009. 
In the event County obtains funding through the Secure Rural School and Community Self-
Determination Act of2000 (Craig- Wyden bill) or a substitute for the same during Fiscal Year 
2IJ 1 :), will he paid an additional amount of$9.000.00 fiJI' the contract year 201 O. 
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1\ «'lIlI[\ lu, hudgeted $l).:::OO.OO annually (0 cover (he cost of cases where Attorneys hinT a 
~~,J1Il;ct alit\\ l: the third tier. herein referred (0 as the Conl1icts Budget. 011 September 30. 2008 
;ill:! ember 20.20 10. should there be an unspent balance in the Conflicts Budget. Coullty 
·,Iwl! i'el\ the ]" $"J)(JO.OO of said balanee to Attorneys. 
\ t tllnW\" ,Iw II he' authorized to Sli bcontracl for a (h ird counsel at no add itioml cost to COllnty to 
.. '.'\t:r~;b,>, \\here a eontlict e>:ists for both Mariah R. Pugh and Erik P. Smith. 
\] lile (llSb for hearing transcripts. audio or video tapes of bookings. arrests, interviews or hearings 
and pholOgrophs shall be at public expense and no( chargeable to Attorneys. 
\(l,lrlll'\S hale the right to separately bill COLlnty for actual extraordinary defense costs 
:tLlllurized by the COLIn llil a case by case basis. Extraordinary costs include. bllt are not limited 
tt': t:\jlcn \Iimes:; ICes. interpreters. deposition fees. and scientific testing of evidence. 
(i \ ltmlle\~ I1mt: the right to make photocopies of court file materials and library materials related 
.. IJu b lie Dl'jellCkr \\ ork in the Shoshonc C olInty C ourtllouse without cost to Attorneys. 
Jl it i~ ilcklll)\1 kclgcd and agreecithat Attorneys are participating independently in providing Public 
[)c!'eliCkr .\ervices for Shoshont: County. Attorneys shall be responsible for providing their own 
,((tiL djjicc ~pacc. telephone. copies. postage and office supplies. Attorneys will be responsible 
)1)1' L'llnclucting initial screening and apportioning of cases between attorneys. Attorneys will not 
pr()\ ide ~tajr lltlice space. telephonc. copies, postage or office supplies for the representation of 
:111\ InciiL'ent for \\hiL'h Allorneys have a conflict of interest beyond the third tier. 
U Iii till.' c.'vent either Mariah R. Pugh or Erik P. Smith quits or is removed for cause, the remaining 
:ll[l\rne\ :;hall conlinue to provide to County the services herein contracted during the remaining 
purliun oj the contract fc,l' the flJl1 contract amount. Should one of the attorneys be removed for 
\\hak\ er reason. a suitable replacement will be sought. and the position filled within 90 days. 
\\turncys agree to pick Lip Public Defender assignments within two 
dl'PO i ntl11Cl1t. 
business days of 
S At1ol'llt::)S shall assume responsibility for Public Defender cases pending in Shoshone County 
• Jistrict [md Magistrate Courts all October 1,2008. 
r. . illmty shall be entitled to terminatc th is Agreement for breach of contract by Attorneys. Such 
L:rm illation shall be preceded by written notice given at least 60 days in advance. 
J. COl'aRACT FOR SERVICES 
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L. Artomey.; shalllrc lentitled to trnhinate this Agreement by written notice given at le.ast 60 days in 
advancr;. 
v. 111;:, Agrst:rnc~lt constitutes and represents t1;e; erJirZ Agrecme::lt b(:tween the /\ttomeys and 
County 311d ihen: are no other agreements written or oraL All prior understandings a11d 
agreements bvl.' been merged ana incorporated into this Agreement 
\\i Tois Agreement shaH extend to and be obligatory upon the succeSSQrs Q,n<l assigns of the 
;i?speclive parties. 
BoatO of Commissioners of Shoshone County, Idnbo 
Attorneys 
,t C01\tTRACi FOR SERVICES 
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OFFICE OF PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
VAL SIEGEL, PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
ARTHUR VERHAREN, DEPUTY PROSECUTING A TTORNEylt~!JJ j~t 
700 BANK STREET, SUITE 200 
WALLACE, IDAHO 83873 
PHONE: (208) 752-1106 
FAX: (208) 753-8351 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff. 
v.s. 
COREY SKII REID 
Defendant. 
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No. CR-2008-2473 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE 
TO MOTION FOR 
PREPARATION OF 
TRANSCRIPTS 
COMES NOW, Arthur Verharen, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Shoshone County, 
Idaho, and hereby submits Plaintiffs Response to Motion for Preparation of Transcripts. 
Indigent persons charged with a crime are entitled to preliminary hearing transcripts at 110 
cost. State v. Kay, 108 Idaho 661 (1985). Counsel for the Defendant's contract with Shoshone 
County also provides that "[t]he costs for hearing transcripts, audio or video tapes of bookings, 
arrests, interviews or hearings and photographs shall be at public expense and not chargeable to 
attorneys" Page 3, Paragraph M. However, the contract does not require Shoshone County to 
provide for transcripts other than hearing transcripts. The transcripts requested by Defendant are 
not hearing transcripts, they are transcripts to be made of investigative interviews that were 
recorded on audio/video disks and have been previously discovered to Defendant. 
PLArNTIFF'S RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR PREPARATION OF TRANSCRIPTS - 1 
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The previously discovered audio/video disks were provided to Defendant's counsel at no 
charge. Therefore, if transcripts are ordered for the investigative interviews, said costs should be 
drawn from the $322,000.00 Shoshone County has previously allocated to Counsel for the 
Defendant. 
r pI' 
DATED this c;}Yday of February, 2009. 
A 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERT I F I CAT E 
I certify that a copy foregoing document was provided to the following party in the 
following manner on this day of February, 2009 
--'-----'--
Erik P. Smith 
Attorney for the Defendant 
602 Cedar St. Ste., 223 
Wallace, Idaho 83873 
\ 
Facsimile 
In Clip 
Email 
US Mail 
Hand Delivered 
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ERIK p, SMITH, Attorney at Law 
EI~IK P. SMITH, P.C. 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, 10 83814 
Telephone: (208) 667-2000 
Facsimile: (208) 765-9110 
IS8: #5008 
Shoshone County Public Defender 
1 \ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST .JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
COREY SKI! REID, 
) Case No, CR 08-2473 
) 
) ORDER DENYING MOTIONS 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
_______ --=D::::....e=-:f..::.e'-'-'nd=a=n.:.::.;t.'---__ ) 
The Court having before it the foregoing Motions, and good cause appearing, 
now, therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Defendant's Motion for Co-counsel is hereby 
denied, 
IT IS HEREBY FURTHER ORDERED that Defendant's Motion for Preparation of 
Transcripts is hereby denied. 
IT IS HEREBY FURTHER ORDERRED that Defendant's Motion to Compel 
Discovery Responses is hereby denied, 
or~OEH DENYING rvl0Tl0NS-J 
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DATED this __ day of February, 2009. 
CE8.IlEICAT~QE SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing instrument was: 
U Hand Delivered 
U Mailed, postage prepaid thereon 
JALFaxed: (208) 753-8351 
to the following interested party on this ..... 1.;..../_ day of February, 2009: 
Erik P. Smith 
Attorney at Law 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, 10 83814 
fax: (208)765-9110 
Val Siegel, Prosecuting Attorney 
Shoshone County 
700 Bank Street 
Wallace, 10 83873 
fax: (208) 753-8351 
OROFR DENYING MOTIONS - ;; 
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ERIK P. SMITH. Attorney at Law 
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C. 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone: (208) 667-2000 
Facsimile: (208) 765-9110 
ISB: #5008 
Shoshone County Public Defender 
/ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
COREY SKII REID, 
) Case No. CR 08-2473 
) 
) ORDER FOR INVESTIGATIVE 
) FUNDS 
) 
) 
) 
) 
______ --'D~e~f.::::.en:..:..:d::..::a::.!..n~t. ___ ) 
The Court Ilaving before it the foregoing Motion for Investigative Funds, and 
good cause appearing, now, therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Defendant's Motion for Investigative Funds is 
hereby granted and the Clerk of the Court is directed to pay to counsel for the 
Defendant, Erik P. Smith, the amount of $3,000.00 to be used for investigative 
purposes in thiS matter. 
DATED this day of FebrUary, 2009. 
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GERTIElCL\IE OESER)LICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing instrument was: 
U Hand Delivered 
W Mailed, postage prepaid thereon 
[AJ...Faxed: 
to the following interested party on this _I _ day of February, 2009: 
Erik P. Smith 
Attorney at Law 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
fax: 765-9110 
Val Siegel, Prosecuting Attorney 
Shoshone County 
700 Bank Street 
Wallace, JD 83873 
fax: (208) 753-8351 
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OFFICE OF PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
V AL SIEGEL, Prosecuting Attorney 
KEISHA L. OXENDINE, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
700 Bank Street, Suite 200 
Wallace, Idaho 83873 
Phone: (208) 752-1106 
Fax:(208) 753-8351 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
v.s. 
COREY SKIT REID 
, 
I 
Plaintiff, I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Defendant. : 
I 
No. CR-2008-2473 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO USE 
EVIDENCE OF OTHER BAD 
ACTS PURSUANT TO IRE 404(b) 
Comes now, Val Siegel, Prosecuting Attorney, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Evidence 404(b) 
and provides notice of intent to use evidence of other crimes, wrongs or acts for the purpose of 
proving motive, opportunity, intent, preparation, plan, knowledge, identity, or absence of mistake 
or accident. Specifically, the State intends to use testimony from co-defendants to establish the 
Defendant's knowledge of the pending sentencing and the Order for Evaluation and Sentencing 
filed on the 9th day of July, 2008, in State v. Reid, CR-2008-1396, for the purpose of proving 
1. NonCE OF INTENT TO USE EVIDENCE OF OTHER BAD ACTS PURSUANT TO IRE 404(b) 
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CERTIFICATE 
I certify that a copy of the foregoing document was provided to the following party in the 
following manner on this day of February, 2009: 
Erik P. Smith 
Attorney for Defendant 
607 Lakeside 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
~ 
Ci? 
o 
o 
o 
Facsimile 
In Clip 
Email 
US Mail 
Hand Delivered 
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OFFICE OF PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
VAL SIEGEL, Prosecuting Attorney 
KEISHA L. OXENDINE, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
700 Bank Street, Suite 200 
Wallace, Idaho 83873 
Phone: (208) 752-1106 
Fax:(208) 753-8351 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
v.s. 
COREY SKI! REID, 
Defendant. 
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I 
I 
I 
No. CR-2008-2473 
MOTION IN LIMINE, 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
Date: March 9, 2009 
Time: 9:00 a.m. 
Comes now, Val Siegel, Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Shoshone 
and moves the court for its order allowing introduction of evidence of other crimes, wrongs 
or acts for the purpose of motive, opportunity, intent, preparation, plan, knowledge, 
identity, or absence of mistake or accident. Specifically, the testimony of any co-
defendants concerning the Defendant's knowledge of his pending sentencing in Case No. 
CR-08-1396, and the Order for Evaluation and Sentencing entered by this court on the 9th 
day of July, 2008. Notice of the State's intent to use this evidence has been given to the 
Defcndant's attorney, Erik P. Smith. 
The Plaintiff now moves in limine for the court's order that the evidence is 
admissible provided the proper eoundation is made for the testimony. 
I. MOTION IN LIMINE 
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NOTI CE OF HEARING 
This matter shall come on for hearing before the Honorable Fred M. Gibler on the 
9th day of March, 2009, at the hour of 9 o'clock a.m., or as soon thereafter as this matter 
can be heard. 
Dated this(~') '~ay of February, 
VAL SIEGEL 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
CERTIFICATE 
I certify that a copy of the foregoing document was provided to the following paIty 
in the following manner on this '3 day of February, 2009: 
Erik P. Smith E.J Facsimile 
Attorney for Defendant g In Clip 
607 Lakeside 0 Email 
Cocur d'Alene, ID 83814 0 US Mail 
0 Hand Delivered 
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JAMES McMILLAN, 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
415 Seventh Street, Suite 7 
Wallace, Idaho 83873 
Telephone: (208) 752-1800 
Facsimile: (208) 752-1900 
ISB # 7523 
Special Public Defender 
Attorney for Braecyn Wood 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
STATE OF IDAHO, Case No. CR-08-2473 
Plaintiff, 
vs. MOTION TO QUASH SUBPOENA 
COREY REID, 
Defendant. 
COMES NOW BRAECYN C. WOOD, a potential witness under subpoena, by and 
through his counsel of record, JAMES McMILLAN, Special Public Defender (hereinafter 
"Wood" or "Witness"), and hereby respectfully moves this Court for its Order QUASHING the 
subpoena attached hereto as Exhibit A, on the following grounds: 
l. The Witnesc is currently a Defendant in Shoshone County Case No. ~R-08-2503, in 
which he is charged as an accessory to the murders of Cynthia Bewick and Neil Howard. It is these 
samc crimes to which the Defendant in the above-cntitled case is charged as aiding and abctting; 
/ One of the elements of the crime for which the Witness has been charged IS 
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knowledge of the underlying crimes. Idaho Code § ] 8-205; 
3. Given the connections between the underlying events at issue in the two cases, any 
relevant testimony which could conceivably be offered by the Witness in the above-entitled case 
could potentially be used against him as evidence pursuant to the knowledge requirement of Idaho 
Code § 18-205. Thus, his testimony could constitute a waiver of his rights to remain silent pursuant 
to the Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution, made applicable to the States through the 
Fourteenth Amendment; Article 1, § 13 of the Idaho Constitution; and Idaho Code § 19-108. 
4. To force the Witness to assert his light to remain silent on the witness stand, in front 
of the jury, at trial in the above-entitled case, would result in significant prejUdice, not only to the 
Defendant in this case, but also to the Witness in his own respective case. 
WHEREFORE, for the foregoing reasons, the Subpoena attached hereto as Exhibit A should 
be QUASHED, and the Witness should be excused from testifying in the above-captioned matter. 
,rr'if 
DATED this _) day of February, 2009. 
JAMES McMILLAN, 
MU II()N I () <jLJASH Sl ;BP()I~NA- 2 
J) ( !Jrn!~ V.ood, HldL'( "ll ;:1).2~ PJr,tdlllgs Mnll'\J1IP\.)U,bll 12f)f))\ fJ.1 }~--1!\1() dt)r 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the __ day of February, 2009, I caused to be served a 
true and COITect copy of the foregoing to the following by the method indicated below: 
Shoshone County Prosecuting Attomey 
700 Bank Street, Ste. 200 
Wallace, Idaho 83873 
Attorney for the State of Idaho 
Erik P. Smith 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Attorlley for the Defendant 
MOTION TO QUASI! SUBPOENA 3 
D Clielll, WUOD 1l!.H'C)11 'i!!.~,l Plc,]dlll;(:i j\11>1iuil!n Qu,bh: 2(JlJR 0': 2'i--J\h i d\l{ 
u.s. Mail 
__ Ovemight Mail 
Hand Delivered 
Facsimile to: (208) 753-8351 
U.S. Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
Ovemight Mail 
Facsimile: (208) 765-9110 
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ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law 
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C. 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Phone: (208) 667-2000 
Fax: (208) 765-9110 
Shoshone County Public Defender 
RECEIVED 
Shlsi10nc County Sheriff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN 
AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) No. CR 08-2473 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
vs. ) 
) SUBPOENA 
COREY REID, ) 
) 
Defendant ) 
THE STATE OF IDAHO: 
To: Braecyn Wood 
*CALL THIS OFFICE UPON RECEIPT OF THIS SUBPOENA 
*NOTIFY US OF YOUR PHONE NUMBER, SO THAT YOU CAN BE REACHED IN 
THE EVENT THE COURT DATE HAS CHANGED 
You are hereby commanded that, laying aside all excuses, you appear at the 
court room of The Honorable Frederick M. Gibler, Judge of the District Court of the First 
Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for Shoshone County, on March 9, 2009, 
at 9:00 a.m., then and there to testify what you may know in the above entitled action 
now pending befor~ said Court. 
Dated this Q'1!)-day of February, 2009. 
/y 
By 
/ I 1 
r . ~. ~.I! I 
. ( .f k I (L l 
Deputy Clerk 
SUBPOfNA 
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ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law 
ERIK P. SMITH. P.C. 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone: (208) 667-2000 
Facsimile: (208) 765-9110 
IS8: #5008 
Shoshone County Public Defender 
I::.klK r ;:;ru I H 
STiI TE 0 
Dj1 q YS 
: ! I 1 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs, 
COREY SKI! REID, 
) Case No. CR 08-2473 
) 
) MOTION TO CONTINUE TRIAL 
) AND NOTICE OF HEARING 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
--------------------------
COMES NOW, the above named Defendant, COREY REID, by and 
through 11is attorney of record, ERIK P. SMITH, and respectfully moves the Court 
for an Order to Continue Jury Trial scheduled herein for the 9 111 day of March, 
2009 at before the Honorable Frederick M. Gibler. 
This Motion is based upon the grounds and for the reason that the 
Defendant and Defendant's counsel need more time to prepare for Trial; the 
recent appointment of an investigator; and the unavailability of the investigator to 
appear at certain trial dates. The Prosecuting Attorney in this matter has been 
contacted and has no opinion on the Motion. 
Additionally, the Defendant requests that the Court set a new Trial date at 
least (60) days from the date of the Order to Continue in this matter. 
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Defendant requests the right to present oral argument, evidence, and 
testimony in support of this Motion and to cross-examine the Plaintiff and their 
witnesses/affiants at hearing hereon. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY given that the Defendant witl call on for hearing his 
Motion to Continue Trial on the 4th day of March, 2009 at the hour of 11: 15 
o'clock a.m. or as soon thereafter as counsel may be heard in the above-entitled 
Court before the Honorable Frederick M. Gibler, District Judge presiding. 
was: 
DATED this &day of March, 2009, 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing instrument 
LJ Hand Delivered 
U Mailed, postage prepaid thereon 
I2SlFaxed: 
to the following interested party on this ~"",d day of March, 2009: 
Val Siegel, Prosecuting Attorney 
Shoshone County 
700 Bank Street 
Wallace, 10 83873 
Fax: (208) 753-8351 
Lora Henderson 
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ERIK P. SMITH, Attomey at Law 
ERIK p, SMITH, P,C. 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone: (208) 667-2000 
Facsimile: (20B) 765·9110 
ISBN: 500B 
Shoshone County Public Defender 
ERIK F' SllITH 
ERIK P SMITfi 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN 
AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
STATE OF IDAHO. ) No. CRF08~2473 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
VS. ) WAIVER OF SPEEDY TRIAL RIGHTS 
) 
COREy SKII REID, ) 
) 
Defendant ) 
" COREY SKII REID, the D61fendant herein, being fully informed of the contents 
of the Motion for Continuance, do hereby waive my rights to a speedy trial within six 
months of my arraignment and ronstl.!nt to the Motion and Order for Continuance of my 
trial date. 
Dated this --",L=~day of March, 2009. 
WAIVER OF SPEEDY TRIAL RIGHTS 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing WAIVER OF SPEEDY 
TRIAL RIGHTS was transmitted by the following method on the __ day of March, 
2009) to: 
Val Siegel, Prosecutor 
700 Bank Street Ste 200 
Wallace, Idaho 83873 
Lora Henderson 
WAIVER OF SPEEDY TRIAL RIGHTS 
1 copy 
o Mailed o Faxed 
o Hand delivered 
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ERIK P. SMITH, Attomey at Law 
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C. 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, 10 83814 
Telephone: (208) 667-2000 
Facsimile: (208) 765-9110 
IS8: #5008 
Attorney for Defendant 
ERIK P SrHTH 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) Case No. CRF 08-2473 
) 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
COREY SKI' r~EID. 
) ORDER TO CONTINUE JURY TRIAL 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
__ ~. _____ . __ D_e_fe_n_d_a_nt_, ___ ) 
Based upon the Defendant's Motion: Defendant's Waiver of Speedy Trial; 
and good cause appearing, now, therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Jury Trial scheduled for March 9, 2009 
tt .. ~"\ i I 
shall be continued and that the Trial shall be rescheduled ~,~~~~t· 
DATED this -f-- day of March, 2009, 
( 
Frederick M. Gibler, District Judge 
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was: 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing instrument 
f.f::r}land Delivered 
U Mailed, postage prepaid thereon 
LlFaxed: (208) 753-8351((208) 765-9110 
to the following interested party on this 'f[(day of March, 2009,: 
Val Siegel, Prosecutor 
Shoshone County 
700 Bank Street 
Wal/ace, 10 83873 
Erik P. Smith, Attorney at Law 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, 10 83814 
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VAL SIEGEL, Prosecuting Attomey 
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KEISHA L. OXENDINE, Deputy Prosecuting Attomey BY 700 Bank Street, Suite 200 -~;'-"-,-L~"::~'··~·-C·-~::"·nr;;::-,-~.':::' 
Wallace, Idaho 83873 
Phone: (208)752-1106 
Fax:(208) 753-8351 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
v.s. 
COREY SKII REID, 
Defendant. 
No. CR-2008-2473 
MOTION IN LIMINE, 
AMENDED NOTICE OF 
HEARING 
Date: April 20, 2009 
Time: 9:00 a.m. 
Comes now, Val Siegel, Prosecuting Attomey in and for the County of Shoshone 
and moves the court for its order allowing introduction of evidence of other crimes, wrongs 
or acts for the purpose of motive, opportunity, intent, preparation, plan, knowledge, 
identity, or absence of mistake or accident. Specifically, the testimony of any co-
defendants conceming the Defendant's knowledge of his pending sentencing in Case No. 
CR-08-1396, and the Order for Evaluation and Sentencing entered by this court on the 9th 
day of July, 2008. Notice of the State's intent to use this evidence has been given to the 
Defendant's attomey, Erik P. Smith. 
The Plaintiff now moves in limine for the court's order that the evidence is 
admissible provided the proper foundation is made for the testimony. 
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NOTICE OF HEARING 
This matter shall come on for hearing before the Honorable Fred M. Gibler on the 
20th day of April, 2009, at the hour of9 o'clock a.m., or as soon thereafter as this matter 
can be heard. 
VAL SIEGEL 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
CERTIFICATE 
I certify that a copy of the foregoing document was provided to the following party 
in the following manner on this day of March, 2009: 
----
Erik P. Smith 
Attorney for Defendant 
607 Lakeside 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Facsimile 
o In Clip 
o Email 
o US Mail 
o Hand Delivered 
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ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law 
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C. 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814 
T e\ (208) 667-2000 
Fax (208) 765-9110 
I.S.B.N 5008 
Shoshone County Public Defender 
ERIK P SMITH 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
COREY SKI! REID, 
Defendant. 
) Case No. CRF-08-2473 
) 
) 
) DEFENDANT'S MOTION IN LIMINE 
) AND NOTICE OF HEARING 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
COMES NOW, the above-named Defendant, COREY S. REID, by and 
through his attorney of record, ERIK P. SMITH, and hereby move this Court for 
an Order that the State be excluded from making any reference, publishing or 
offering into evidence during the trial in this matter, the following evidence: 
morgue photos found in State's Discovery Response Disk #4. 
The basis for requesting this exclusion are' 
a. this evidence is not relevant in that it does not tend to make the 
existence of any fact of consequence more probable pursuant to I. R E. 
401; 
b. the prejudicial value of this evidence far outweighs any possible 
probative value under IR.E. 403; 
MOTION IN LIMINE - 1 
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c. this evidence is cumulative since there is no dispute as to the 
death of both victims by gunshot wounds; and 
d. the photos are so highly prejudicial that curative instructions 
cannot prevent predispositiOnal effect on the jury. 
If this Court were to determine that the evidence is relevant in some way, 
the evidence should still be excluded under I.R.E 403, which provides: 
Although relevant, evidence may be excluded if its probative value 
is substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, 
confusion issues, or misleading the jury, or by the considerations 
of undue delay, waste of time, or needless presentation of 
cumulative evidence. 
The Idaho Supreme Court commented on the two-tiered analysis intended 
by I.R.E 403 in Davidson v. Beeo CorQ., 114 Idaho 107, 753 P.2d 1253 (1987) 
which stated that: 
The rule creates a balancing test. On one hand, the trial judge must 
measure the probative worth of the proffered evidence. The trial 
judge, in determining probative worth, focuses upon the degree of 
relevance and materiality of the evidence and the need for it on the 
issue on which it is to be introduced. At the other end of the 
equation, the trial judge must consider whether the evidence 
amounts to unfair prejudice, Here, the concern is whether the 
evidence will be given undue weight, or where its use results in an 
inequity, or as several commentators have suggested, "illegitimate 
persuasion." Only after using this balancing test, maya trial judge 
use his discretion to properly admit or exclude the proffered 
evidence. 
Therefore, the Defendant respectfully requests an Order of this Court that 
the State be excluded from making any reference or offering of evidence to any 
the photos contained on such disk. Defendant further requests opportunity to 
present oral argument at the hearing herein. 
~ 
DATED this _C~_ day of April, 2009 
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ERIK P. SMITH 
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that true and correct copies of the NOTICE OF HEARING 
were transmitted, April~, 2009 by the following method, to: 
Val Siegel, Prosecutor 
700 Bank Street Ste 200 
Wallace, Idaho 83873 
Fax: (208) 753-8351 
Lora Henderson 
:,110TIOf\l IN LIMINE 2 
1 copy 
o Mailed ~axed 
". Hand Delivered 
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OFFICE OF PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
VAL SIEGEL, Prosecuting Attorney 
KEISHA L. OXENDINE, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
700 Bank Street, Suite 200 
Wallace, Idaho 83873 
Phone: (208) 752-1106 
Fax:(208) 753-8351 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
v.s. 
COREY SKII REID 
, 
I 
Plaintiff, I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I Defendant. I 
I 
No. CR-2008-2473 
MEMORANDUM OF POINTS 
AND AUTHORITIES IN 
OPPOSITION OF DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION IN LIMINE 
Comes now, Val Siegel, Shoshone County Prosecuting Attorney, and hereby submits this 
Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Opposition of the Defendant" s Motion in Limine 
previously filed herein. 
I. 
Legal Standard 
It is within the discretion of the trial court to rule on a motion in limine prior to trial or to 
withhold a decision on the motion until the evidence is offered at trial. State v. Hesler, 114 idaho 
688,699-700,760 P.2d 27,38-39 (1.988). 
l. MEMORANDlJM OF POINTS AND AUTHORiTmS IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S 
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II. 
Argument 
Pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Evidence, relevant evidence may be excluded where its 
probative value is substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice. IRE 403. The Idaho 
Supreme Court has repeatedly held that photographs of the victim(s) in a prosecution for homicide, 
are admissible at the discretion of the trial court where the evidence aids the jury in arriving at a 
fair understanding of the evidence, proof of the corpus delicti, extent of injury, condition and 
identification of the body, or for their bearing on the question of the degree or atrociousness of the 
crime. State v. Martinez, 92 Idaho 183, 188,439 P.2d 691, 696 (1968). 
A. Morgue Photographs and/or Scene Photographs are relevant and necessary to the 
State's case in chief for the purpose of providing a fair understanding of the 
underlying crime of murder, the extent of injuries, and/or for their benefit in 
identifying the victims and/or the condition of the bodies. 
In Leavitt, color photographs of the victim's corpse in an advanced state of decomposition 
were admissible where they were necessary to show the nature of the crime and the type of wounds 
inflicted. Slate v. Leavitt, 116 Idaho 285, 290, 775 P.2d 599, 604 (1989). In that case, the court 
recognized that the photographs were gruesome in nature, but stated, "the jury is entitled to have an 
accurate picture of all the circumstances, and although such information may be gruesome in 
nature, it is necessary to make an intelligent fact finding decision." ld. The court further outlined 
that the State is under not obligation to present evidence which has a lesser impact. ld. 
In another case, the admission of photographs depicting bruises and abrasions on the 
victim's body were upheld even though the pathologist did not utilize the photographs to assist in 
2. MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION IN LIMINE 
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describing his observations. State v. Winn, 121 Idaho 850, 852, 828 P.2d 879, 882 (1992) citing 
Slate v. Scroggins, 110 Idaho 380, 716 P.2d 1152 (1985). The court in that case further provides 
that photographs of this nature are admissible despite their tendency to excite the emotions of the 
jury.ld. Photographs showing the crime scene and ligature marks on the victim's neck resulting 
from strangulation were also admissible as they were an aid to the jury in arriving at a fair 
understanding of the evidence. State v. HavJ!kins, 131 Idaho 396, 402,958 P.2d 22, 28 (Ct. App. 
1998). 
Similar to the cases listed above, the morgue photographs and/or scene photographs 
depicting the victim's bodies and/or their injuries are necessary to the State's case in chief. The 
State has the burden of proof in establishing every element of the crime including the underlying 
offense of murder. The morgue photographs and/or scene photographs depict the crime scene and 
the injuries inflicted upon the victims. These photographs are relevant and necessary in order to 
establish the extent of the injuries and the identity of the victims. It is also anticipated that these 
photographs are necessary to aid several of the state's witnesses in their testimony including but 
not limited to the ChiefInvestigator, Terry Morgan. Further, it is a necessary element of the 
underlying crime of murder to establish the victims' identities. These photographs will be utilized 
for this purpose. 
Tn addition, the photographs and the testimony relating to the photographs will effectively 
aid the jury in having an accurate picture of the circumstances and the evidence presented at trial. 
Therefore, although the photographs may be described as gruesome in nature, their probative value 
substantially outweighs the danger of unfair prejudice to the defendant. 
3. MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN OPPOSrTlON TO DEFENDANT'S 
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BASED UPON THE FOREGOING, the State respectfully requests that the Defendanfs 
Motion in Limine be denied and the State be permitted to introduce morgue and/or scene 
photographs. 
-it / 
Dated this ~ day of J1Jril, 200~f-----" / / n / ') 
,i 'Q' j J, ,1 '! , / /f X-v \ 
VAtsiEGEL-- ~ 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
CERTIFICATE 
I certify that a copy of the foregoing document was provided to the following party in the 
following manner on this ·q8 day of April, 2009: 
Erik P. Smith 0 Facsimile 
Attorney for Defendant ~. In Clip 607 Lakeside Email 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 0 US Mail 
0 Hand Delivered 
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OFFICE OF PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
VAL SIEGEL, Prosecuting Attorney 
KEISHA L. OXENDINE, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
700 Bank Street, Suite 200 
Wallace, Idaho 83873 
Phone: (208) 752-1106 
Fax:(208) 753-8351 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND F9R THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
STATE OF IDAHO, I No. CR-2008-2473 
v.s. 
COREY SKII REID 
Plaintiff, I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Defendant. I 
I 
MEMORANDUM OF POINTS 
AND AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT 
OF STATE'S MOTION IN LIMINE 
Comes now, Val Siegel, Shoshone County Prosecuting Attorney, and hereby submits this 
Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Support of its Motion in Limine previously filed herein. 
I. 
Legal Standard 
It is within the discretion of the trial court to rule on a motion in limine prior to trial or to 
withhold a decision on the motion until the evidence is offered at trial. State v. Hester, 114 idaho 
688,699-700, 760 P.2d 27,38-39 (1988). 
II. 
Argument 
Pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Evidence, other crimes, wrongs, or acts may be admissible 
1. MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF STATE'S MOTION rN 
LIMINE 
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for purposes such as proof of motive, opportunity, intent, preparation, plan, knowledge, identity, or 
absence of mistake or accident. JR.E. 404(b). However, evidence offered for a permitted purpose 
under LR.E. 404(b) is subject to a two-tiered analysis. State v. Grist, 2009 WL 198963,3 (Idaho 
2009); State v. Cook, 144 Idaho 784, 788, 171 PJd 1282, 1286 (Ct.App. 2007). 
First, the evidence must be relevant to a material disputed issue concerning the crime 
charged, other than propensity. ld. Second, the court must determine whether the probative value 
of the evidence is substantially outweighed by unfair prejudice. ld. 
A. The testimony of co-defendants concerning the defendant's knowledge of the 
pending sentencing in CR-08-1396 and the Order for Evaluation and 
Sentencing are relevant to prove the defendant's motive and existence of his 
participation in the preparation and/or planning of the murders of Neil 
Howard and Cynthia Bewick. 
For evidence of another crime to be admissible, there must be a causal relation or logical 
and natural connection between the two acts, or they must form parts of but one transaction. Stale 
v. Stoddard, 105 Idaho 533, 536, 670 P.2d 1318, 1322 eCt. App. 1983). [Thus, evidence of an 
accused's past criminal activity is admissible only when relevant to prove: (1) motive, (2) intent, 
(3) absence of mistake or accident, (4) a common scheme or plan embracing the comission oftwo 
or more crimes so related to each other that proof of one tends to establish the other, (5) identity, 
and (6) other ,imilar issues. ld. ] In that case, the court found evidence of Corvette theft and his 
failure to appear for preliminary hearing was inadmissible because motive was not necessary to 
establish intent nor was the issue otherwise raised by the Defendant. ld. 
2. MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF STATE'S MOTION IN 
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However, where the evidence offered under 404(b) tends to demonstrate the individual had 
a motive for participating in the charged crime, it is admissible for that purpose. State v. Cherry, 
l39 Idaho 579, 83 P.3d 123 (Ct. App. 2004). In Cherry, evidence of Cherry's dispute with the 
victim three days before the crime and the arrest as a result of that dispute were admissible to 
demonstrate Cherry had motive to shoot the victim and did so with the requisite intent. Jd at 585. 
129. 
In this case, the State anticipates that the Defendant will offer evidence tending to indicate 
that he had no motive to encourage, participate and assist Jon Allen Kienholz Jr., in the 
commission of the crime. Therefore, the Defendant is likely to elicit testimony as to his lack of 
motive in this case. Therefore, the evidence proferred by the State in reference to CR -08-l396 is 
relevant to prove that the Defendant did have a motive to aid and abet Jon Allen Kienholz Jr. in the 
commission of the crime, and as a result of that motive, did in fact aid and abet Jon Allen 
Kienholz. Similar to Cherry, the evidence the State seeks to admit tends to implicate a motive for 
the Defendant as he was facing sentencing on a felony charge and as a result, was looking to flee 
the state to avoid sentencing. Unlike Stoddard where the Defendant did not raise the issue of 
motive, the State anticipates that the Defendant in this matter will raise that issue in his defense. 
In anticipation that the Defendant will argue there is no motive for him to aid and abet Jon 
Allen Kienholz, Jr, the state seeks the admission of this evidence for the purpose of proving motive 
and to rebut any testimony that no motive existed. As a result, a causal relation or logical and 
natural connection exists between the Defendant's pending sentencing in CR-08-1396 and his 
involvement in the crime charged. 
3. MEMORANDUM OF POrNTS AND AUTHORiTIES IN SUPPORT OF STATE'S MOTTON IN 
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Additionally, the State seeks the admission of the proferred evidence in order to prove 
preparation and/or plan. The admissibility of evidence offered to prove a plan is whether that plan 
is a "fact of consequence to the determination of the action." State v. Medrano, 123 Idaho 114, 
119,844 P.2d 1364, 1369 (Ct. App. 1992). In other words, a plan must be an element of the crime 
charged. Although the court in that case found the 404(b) evidence of a plan inadmissible because 
plan was not a material element to the crime of kidnapping, it is distinguishable from this case as 
the Amended Information alleges that the Defendant encouraged, participated and assisted Jon 
Allen Kienholz, Jr, in the commission of the crime of murder. It is anticipated that testimony will 
show that the Defendant aided and abetted Jon Allen Kienholz Jr in the commission of the 
underlying offense, as a result of a plan that would allow him to flee the area and avoid sentencing 
in CR-08-1396. 
B. The probative value of the testimony of co-defendants concerning the 
defendant's knowledge of the pending sentencing and the Order for 
Evaluation and Sentencing substantially outweighs the danger of unfair 
prejudice to the Defendant. 
The Idaho Supreme Court reiterated in dicta in Grist, that 404(b) evidence may be 
probativie as reflecting a common scheme or plan or to otherwise corroborate the testimony of a 
witness. State v. Grist, 2009 WL 198963,6 (Idaho 2009). Further, as specifically identified in 
I.R.E. 404(b) prior bad acts may be admissible where relevant to prove m0tive, opportunity, intent, 
preparation, plan, knowledge, and absence of mistake or accident. 
In this case. the State anticipates that references will be made to the Defendant's knowledge 
4. MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF STATE'S MOTION IN 
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of the pending sentencing in CR-08-1396 and that said knowledge led to his motive to aid and abet 
in the crimes of Jon Allen Kienholz Jr. Further, the Order of Evaluation and Sentencing provides 
evidence of the date of the proposed sentencing. This information is highly probative as to the 
motive, preparation, and plan of the Defendant to flee the area to avoid sentencing in that matter. 
As indicated previously in Cherry, the court in that case found that the Defendant's prior 
trespassing charge was probative to demonstrate motive to shoot the victim and provided a more 
complete picture to the jury of the circumstances surrounding the crime. State v. Cherry, 139 Idaho 
579,584,83 P.3d 123, 128 (Ct. App. 2004). Therefore, the court upheld the introduction of said 
evidence and indicated that the district court did not abuse its discretion in determining that the 
probative value outweighed the danger of unfair prejudice. 
Further, the Stoddard decision provides that evidence of other crimes are appropriate to 
admit with a jury instruction limiting its purpose where it has significant probative value on 
questions of motive or intent. Although the Stoddard case provided that the evidence of former 
thefts and "bail jumping" were not relevant to prove motive in the theft of a 280-Z, references to 
the Defendant's knowledge of the pending sentencing and the sentencing date are directly 
probative to prove motive, preparation, and plan in this case. 
Although references to a pending sentencing may be deemed prejudicial to the Defendant 
the evidence is highly probative as it is directly related to the Defendant's participation in the 
crimes of Jon Allen Kienholz Jr. The prejudicial effect of said evidence is limi ter] in that the crime 
for which sentencing was pending was not a violent crime and the court can limit any prejudicial 
effect by offering a limiting instruction to the jury. 
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BASED UPON THE FOREGOING, the State respectfully requests that its Motion in 
Limine on the issue of 404(b) evidence be granted. 
/ f f ",---"",,-
Dated this (':~ay(ofApr~l: 2909./-) 
II Ii 1/"'/ / // 
;J (}~/\ L /'y/ 
VAL SIEGEC ","W •• / '-'-/',. 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
CERTIFICATE 
I celiify that a cOP~he foregoing document was provided to the following party in the 
following manner on this. day of April, 2009: 
Erik P. Smith 
Attorney for Defendant 
607 Lakeside 
Coeur d' Alene, ID 83814 
o jtJ. 
o 
o 
Facsimile 
In Clip 
Email 
US Mail 
Hand Delivered 
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IN THE DIS I COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
COURT MINUTES 
Dale 
. ______ ~-. 20 ~ __ 
Plain/iff 
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) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Idunu 
APPEARANCES: 
./ 
! 
For Plaintiff 
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. CLfi~;{ DiST. COURT 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DfSTRlcrtfFTliF 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
v.s. 
COREY SKlI REID 
Plaintiff, 
I 
Defendant. I 
I 
No. CR-2008-2473 
ORDER DENYING 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION 
IN LIMINE IN PART 
Val Siegel, Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of Shoshone, State ofIdaho, 
having moved the above-entitled Court for it's order allowing introduction of evidence of other 
crimes, wrongs or acts for the pUlvose of motive, opportunity, intent, preparation, plan, 
knowledge, identity, or absence of mistake or accident. Specifically, the testimony of any co-
defendants concerning the Defendant's knowledge of his pending sentencing in Case No. CR-08-
1396, and the Order for Evaluation and Sentencing entered by this court in CR-08-1396 on the 9th 
day of July, 2008, the COUl1 having received arguments of counsel and being well advised as to 
the facts and the law; therefore; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED That Plaintiffs Motion in Limine is denied in part in that the 
Plaintiff will not be pemlitted to Llse the Order for Evaluation and Sentencing entered by this 
court in CR-08-1396 on the 9th day of July, 2008. 
1. ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF'S :\'IOTION IN U\IlNE IN PART 
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That prior to elicitation of testimony of co-defendants 
regarding defendant's statements about being sentenced in Case No. CR-08-1396, the State shall 
make an offer of proof outside the presence of jury. 
DATED this ~--'-'-_ day of April, 2009. 
HON. FRED M. GIBLER 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
CERTIFICATE 
I certify that a copy of foregoing document was provided to the following party in the 
following manner on this ---"'--'--''---_ day of April, 2009: 
Erik P. Smith 
Attomey at Law 
607 Lakeside A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, ro 83814 
Val Siegel 
Prosecuting Attomcy 
0 Facsimile 
In Clip 
0 Email 
0 US Mail 
0 Hand Delivered 
o ~/ __ Facsil11ile 
:~ In Clip 
o Email 
o US Mail 
o Hand Delivered 
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OFFICE OF PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
VAL SIEGEL, Prosecuting Attomey 
KEISHA L. OXENDINE, Deputy Prosecuting Attomey 
700 Bank Street, Suite 200 
Wallace, Idaho 83873 
Phone: (208) 752-1106 
Fax:(208) 753-8351 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AI\TD FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
v.s. 
COREY SKn REID, 
Defendant. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
No. CR-2008-2473 
MOTION IN LIMINE; 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
Date: May 5,2009 
Time: 10:00 a.m. 
Comes now, Val Siegel, Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Shoshone, State 
ofIdaho, and moves the court for its order allowing introduction ofphotographs into evidence. 
Specifically, photographs of the crime scene and of the victims in the above-referenced case 
taken at the crime scene. 
The Plaintiff now moves in limine for the court's order that this evidence is admissible 
provided the proper foundation is laid. 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
This matter shall come on for hearing before the Honorable Fred M. Gibler on the 
5th day of May, 2009, at the hour of 10;00 am., or as soon thereafter as this matter can 
be heard. 
J. MOTION IN LIMINE; NOTlCF OF HEAIUNG jkp ilcfJO()'i 
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Dated this '-/jay of April, 2009. 
VAL SIEGEL 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
CERTIFICATE 
I certify that a copy of the foregoing document was provided to the following party 
in the following manner 011 this -=~ __ day of April, 2009: 
Erik P. Smith 
Attorney for Defendant 
607 Lakeside 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Val Siegel 
Prosecuting Attorney 
2. MOTIO"lIN LIMINE; NOTICE OF IlEARING 
P Facsimile 
D In Clip 
o Email 
US Mail 
Hand Delivered-Interoffice Mail 
o Facsimile 
o In Clip 
o Email 
D US Mail 
Hand Delivered 
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OFFICE OF PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
V AL SIEGEL, Prosecuting Attomey ZllU9 
KEISHA 1,. OXENDINE, Deputy Prosecuting Attomey 
700 Bank Street, Suite 200 
Wallace, Idaho 83873 
Phone: (208) 752-1106 
Fax:(208) 753-8351 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V.s. 
COREY SKII REID, 
Defendant. 
No. CR-2008-2473 
MOTION IN LIMINE, 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
Date: May 11, 2009 
Til11e: 9:00 a.l11. 
Comes now, Val Siegel, Prosecuting Attomey in and for the County of Shoshone, 
State ofIdaho, and moves the court for its order penl1itting the State to introduce into 
evidence at trial, a partial certified copy of the Register of Actions showing that the 
defendant was to be sentenced in Case No. CR-08-1396, 011 Tuesday, October 18,2008 at 
11 :00 a.111. This evidence is admissable pursuant to I.R.E. 404(b) as evidence of motive, 
intent, plan, or preparation. 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
This matter shall come on for hearing before the Honorable Fred M. Gibler on the 
11 til day of Mav, 2009, at the hour of 9 o'clock a.m., or as soon thereafter as this 111atter 
can be heard. 
J. MOTION IN UMINE: NOTICE OF HEARING 
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Dated this ~._~ _~aay of April, 2009. 
VAL SIEGEL 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
CERTIFICATE 
I certify that a copy of the foregoing document was provided to the following party 
, 
//1 . in the following manner on this -,-=~_'_! day of Apnl, 2009: 
Erik P. Smith 
Attomey for Defendant 
607 Lakeside 
Coeur d' Alene, ID 838 I 4 
Val Siegel 
Prosecuting Attomey 
2. MOTrON IN LIMINE: NOTrCE OF HEARINCi 
Facsimile 
In Clip 
o Email 
o US Mail 
Hand Delivered-Interoffice Mail 
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OF PROSECUTING 
SIEGEL, PROSECUTIl\'G ATTORNEY 
KEISHA OXENDINE, DEPUTY PROSECUTE\G 
/00 S 1 REEl, 200 
\VALLACE, IDAHO 83873 
PI-TONE: (208) 1106 
, (208) 753-8351 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN 
OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
v,s, 
SKU REID 
Defendant. 
FOR THE COD'NTY OF SHOSHONE 
No, CR-2008-2473 
TRIAL MEMORA,NDUM 
RE: I.RE. 801 
COMES NOW, VAL SIEGE~, Prosecuting Attorney for Sboshone County, 
Idaho and hereby submits the State's Trial Memorandum Regarding UtE. 80 l(Hearsay) , 
Linder Idaho Jaw, statement by a co-conspirator of a party during the course and in 
furtherance of COl1SPJrClC yO' is not , I concept is nol new, 
criminal conspiracy 1mv in Id aho has long acknowledged that the statements of a co-conspirator 
may be used in a prosecution of the other co-conspirators, 1', Jlyers, 36 Icbho 396 (1922) 
statements one arc 'viewed as containing an a 
party opponent." State 1'. TValker, 109 Tdallo 356, 358 App, 19 The other co-
conspirators need not be \vben the statements of the otber individual to the cOllspiracy 
(ook . indeed. nol even statements took ell ul1. State 1' . 
.1S7 
Hotfman, 123 Idaho 638, 642 (1993). FUl1her, it is not even "necessary that the defendant be a 
pal1 of the conspiracy at the time the statements were made." Id. 
In addition, statements made by one co-conspirator used against another co-conspirator 
do not violate the Confrontation Clause: 
We think ... that co-conspirators' statements, when made in the course and in 
furtherance of the conspiracy, have a long tradition of being outside the compass 
of the general hearsay exclusion. Accordingly, we hold that the Confrontation 
Clause does not require a court to embark on an independent inquiry into the 
reliability of statements that satisfy the requirements of Rule 801 (d)(2)(E). 
Hoffman, 123 Idaho at 642 quoting Bowjaily v. United States, 483 U.S. 171, 183 
(1987). 
Crawford v. Washington, 541 U.S. 36 (2004), has not altered the conclusion that co-conspirator 
statements do not violate the Confrontation Clause. Us. v. Underwood, 446 F.3d 1340 (11 th Cir. 
2006). 
The key component, obviously, is that the statements occur during the course of the 
conspiracy and that the statements were made in the furtherance of the conspiracy. More 
specifically, a statement will not be admissible if it is "idle conversation." State v. Rolon, Docket 
No. 32989, 14 (Ct. App. 2008). The "determining factor is whether a statement in any way 
assists or advances the objectives of a conspiracy." Id at 13. 
A statement made by a co-conspirator after the conspiracy was terminated would fall 
outside the scope of the exception. For instance, a statement made to police by a conspirator 
after arrest could not be used against another conspirator. Such evidence would be hearsay and 
its use in trial involving the other conspirator would implicate the Confrontation Clause. Bruton 
v. United States. 391 U.S. 123 (1968). 
The same rationai holds true in utilizing the actions of a one co-conspirator against other 
co-conspirators. An action hy a co-conspirator, committed in the course and in furtherance of 
TRIAL MEMORANDUM RE: LR.E. 801(HEARSA Y) - 2 
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the conspiracy, may be used against "all the other parties to the conspiracy, whether done or 
made in their presence or with their knowledge or not." Myers, 36 Idaho at 400. 
Conspiracy need not be charged in order to admit co-conspirator statements. State v, 
Brooks, 103 Idaho 892 (Ct. App. 1982). In terms of foundational requirements, "there must be 
some evidence of the conspiracy, or a promise of its production, before the court can properly 
admit evidence made in pursuance of the conspiracy." ld at 901. In determining whether to 
admit such statements, the "trial court may consider evidence that is inadmissible under the 
rules." State v, Ingram, 136 Idaho 768, 771 (2003). In addition, "the hearsay statement itself 
may be considered in establishing the existence of a conspiracy." ld at 772, citing United States 
v, Gigante, 166 F.3d 75, 82 (2 nd Cir. 1999). 
2. 1.R.E.801(d)(2)(A) 
A statement is not hearsay if it "is offered against a party and is the party's own 
statement, in either an individual or a representative capacity." LR,E, 801(d)(2)(A). Thus, 
statements made by a defendant to police may be admitted at trial, depending upon the content of 
the statements and who is the moving party: "The self-inculpatory statements, when offered by 
the government, are admissions by a party-opponent and are therefore not hearsay, but the non-
scif-inculpatory statements are inadmissibie hearsay." United States v, Ortega, 203 F.3d 675, 
682 (9th Cir. 2000), 
Practically speaking, the issue most frequently occurs when a defendant makes 
exculpatOly statements to police and then seeks to introduce those statements at trial without 
testifying. The benefit to a defendant is obvious as he can "place his exculpatory statements 
'before the jury without subjecting [himself] to cross-examination, precisely what the hearsay 
rule forbids. '" lei. quoting United Stares v, Fernandez, 839 F.2d 639, 640 (9 th Cir. 1988). 
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ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law 
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C. 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, 10 83814 
Telephone: (208) 667-2000 
Facsimlle: (208) 765-9110 
IS8: #5008 
Shoshone County Public Defender 
!:J~lK I-' ",Ml I H 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
COREY REID. 
) Case No. CR-08-2473 
) 
) DEFENDANT'S PROPOSED JURY 
) INSTRUCTIONS 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
--------------------------
COMES NOW, the above-named Defendant, COREY REID, by and through 
his attorney of record. ERIK P. SMITH, and hereby submits the attached proposed 
Jury Instructions. !./? 
DATED this ¥- day of May, 2009. 
Erik P. Smith, Attorney for Defendant 
DEFENDANT'S PROPOSED JURY INSTRUCTION - 1 
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0:"! - 2tmS 11:49 208755' Ll'-..Lr, j ....;!., ... , i , 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
was: 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing instrument 
U Hand Delivered 
U Mailed, postage prepaid thereon 
ffiFaxed: (208) 753-8351 
to the following interested party on this b day of May, 2009: 
Val Siegel, Prosecuting Attorney 
Shoshone County 
700 Bank Street 
Wallace, I D 83873 
Lora Henderson 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN A1\T]) FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
v.s. 
COREY SKII REID 
Plaintiff, 
I Defendant. I 
I 
No. CR-2008-2473 
ORDER GRANTING 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION 
IN LIMINE IN PART 
The State's Motion having come before the Court on the 4th day of May, 2009, and 
having moved the above-entitled Court for it's order allowing introduction of photographs of the 
crime scene and of the victims in the above-entitled case taken at the crime scene, the Court 
having received arguments of counsel and being well advised as to the facts and the law; 
therefore; 
NOW THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED That Plaintiffs Motion in Limine is 
granted in part in that the Plaintiff may, at the trial of this matter, show photographs of the crime 
scene and of the victims taken at the crime scene which, for purposes of the hearing on the 
State's Motion in Limine, were marked numbers 1,3, 5, 7, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19,21,24,28, 30,33, 
38,47,49,56,60,65,69,70, 83, 88, 91,95,96,98, 102 and 103. 
The Plaintiff may not show photographs which were numbered 26, 27, 41,64 and 82. 
1. ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION IN LIMINE IN PART jkp 0):06 OC) 
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DATED this ___ dayof May, 2009. 
HON. FRED M. GIBLER 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
CERTIFICATE 
I certify that a copy of the foregoing document was provided to the following party in the 
following manner on this ([;' rfi day of May, 2009: 
Erik P. Smith 
Attorney at Law 
607 Lakeside A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Val Siegel 
Prosecuting Attomey 
0 
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0 
0 
o 
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In Clip 
Email 
US Mail 
Hand Delivered 
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In Clip 
Email 
o US Mail 
o Hand Delivered 
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